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ર�� ટડ� મોબાઇલ � વારા ડ�કલેર�શન ૪૦૨/૪૦૩ કરવાની સમ�ૂિત 

 
  �જુરાત �
ૂ ય વિધ�તવેરા અિધિનયમ-૨૦૦૩ ની કલમ-૬૮ ની પેટા કલમ-(૩)ના 

ખડં (ગ) �જુબ�ુ ં ડ�કલેર�શન �જુરાત �
ૂ યવિધ�ત વેરા િનયમો-૨૦૦૬ના િનયમ-૫૧ના પેટા 

િનયમ-(૧) તથા (૨), (૫) અને (૬) થી ઠરાવેલ ન�નૂામા ંવેપાર�એ/ક�ર�યર� કરવા�ુ ંહોય છે. આ 

ડ�કલેર�શન વેબસાઇટ પર ઓનલાઇન કરવાની પ) ધિત INFORM દાખલ કરવામા ંઆવી છે. અન ે

આ સગવડનો ઉપયોગ વેપાર�ઓ/ક�ર�યરો ) વારા થઇ રહ�લ છે આ સગવડને હવે મોબાઇલ પરથી 

SMS મોકલીને કર� શકાય છે તે ર�ત ેવધારવામા ંઆવી છે. મોબાઇલ ) વારા ડ�કલેર�શન કરવાની 

ર�ત નીચે �જુબ રહ�શે. 

�જુરાતના ર./ ટડ0 વેપાર�એ www.commercialtax.gujarat.gov.inપર લોગઇન થઇને પોતાના 

મોબાઇલ નબંરને ર./ ટડ0 કરવાનો રહ�શે.એક મોબાઇલ નબંરને બે ટ�ન સાથે ર./ ટડ0 કર� શકાશે 

નહ�. 
 

• વેપાર�1ી કોમશ2યલ ટ�3ની વેબસાઈટ પર થી Update Contact Detail પર મોબાઈલ 

Registered કર� શકશે. 
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આ ર�� ટડ� મોબાઇલમાનંીચેના ફોરમેટ �જુબ મેસેજલખીને Commercial Tax Gujarat 

ના આ માટ� �હ�ર કર�લા મોબાઇલ નબંર9223166166પર મોકલવાનો રહ�શે. 

 

મોબાઇલ પર SMS codeword થી તૈયાર કરવાનો રહ�શે વેપાર%એ તે �જુબની િવગતો ટાઇપ 

કરવાની રહ�શે. 

*************************************************** *************************** 
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ડ%કલેર�શન ૪૦૨ માટ� 

 

Example of an SMS: 
 
GJ INFO SHM 24540789630 INS 27823659156V 27 A20120000011 568975682011000:12.50, 

48239011:05.00,84335200:00.001256 GJ1MC5689 Malad,Mumbai 

 

Field 

no. 

Description Code Characters 

1 Declaration under section 68 of the GVATA 2003 INFO 4 

2 Code of the Check post name  Annexure-A 3 

3 CST No. of Gujarat Dealer 11 Digit 11 

4 Nature of Transaction Annexure-B 3 

5 Other Party TIN/Name in case of URD 11 digit for TIN/ 

alphabetical 

name in case of 

URD in 12 

characters 

12 

6 Other State Code State Code of 

destination 

Annexure-D 

2 

7 Invoice No. Alphanumeric 

without space 
12 

8 Invoice Value Only numbers 

without decimal 

12 

9 Commodity Code:Rate of  Tax Maximum Three 

Combination of 

commodities  

Code and  Rate 

of Tax separated 

by “,” (Comma) 

without space . 

Commodity code 

as per  

Annexure-C 

44 

10 Quantity Only number 

with two decimal 

place 

8 

11 Vehicle No Alphanumeric 

without spare 

12 

12 Destination City/Town Destination 

City/Town/place. 

Space is allowed 

16 
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ઉપર દશા�વેલ બાર Fields ભરવા ,ગેની સમ-ૂિત નીચે �જુબ છે.  

સમ5ૂિતઃ- Message મા ંઉપર દશા0વેલ ૧૨ Fields કોડથી લખવાની રહ�શે. દર�ક Fields વ9 ચે  

Space આપી અલગ ટાઈપ કરવાના રહ�શે. 

૧. ડ�કલેર�શન ન�નૂા ૪૦૨ કરવા માટ�ના કોડ INFO છે. ત ેલખવાથી આપ ડ�કલેર�શન કરો  

છો તેમ ગણવામા ંઆવશે. 

૨.     : ચેકપો/ટ પરથી વાહન પસાર થનાર હોય ત ેચેકપો/ટના નામનો કોડ એને3ર �જુબ 

પસદં કર� લખવો.  

૩       Consignor detail મા�ંજુરાતના ર./ ટડ0 વેપાર�નો CST no 11 ;કડાનો લખવો. <બન  

        ન=ધાયલે વપેાર�/> ય?કત તથા CST no ન ધરાવતા આ @ટુ�લીટ� વાપર� શકશે નહ�. 

૪.    > યવહારના Aકારમા ંAnnexure  �જુબ પસદં કરBુ.ં 

૫.        Consignee detail મા ં: તે રાજયમા ંર./ ટડ0 વપેાર�નો હોય તો તે રાજયનો TIN/CST  

લખવો. URD હોય ક� બીC દ�શના વેપાર�/> ય?કત હોય તો ૧૨ ક�ર�કટરમા ંતે� ુ ંનામ લખBુ ં

૬. માલ રવાનગી : રાજય/દ�શમા ંજવાની છે તે રાજયનો કોડ લખવાનો રહ�શે. �જુરાત  

         રાજયમા ંજવાની હોય તો �જુરાતનો કોડ, ભારત બહાર જવાનો હોય તો ૯૯ કોડ લખવો. 

૭.      ઇD વોઇસ નબંરમા ંAlphanumeric લખBુ ં/ પેશ છોડવી નહ� ૧૨ ક�ર�કટર વાપરવા એક  

        ઇD વોઇસ માટ�નો એક મેસેજ રહ�શે.જો એક ઈDવોઈસમા ંEણથી વG ુકોમોડ�ટ� હોય તો  

        એકથી વG ુSMS એકજ ઈDવોઈસ માટ� કરવાનો રહ�શે. 

૮.      Invoice Value મા ંવેરા સ?હતની Hુલ રકમ લખવી. 

૯.      Commodity code annexure માથંી પસદં કરવો : આઠ ડ�.ટમા ંકોડ લખવો /પેસ છોડવી 

નહI. Jયારબાદ “ : ” (colon)કર� વેરાનો દર લખવો. વેરાનો દર એડ�શનલ ટ�3 સ?હત ૨ 

ડ�સીમલમા ંલખવો.(દા.ત.12.50) ૧ થી વG ુકોમો?ડટ� હોય તો કોમો?ડટ�અને  વેરાનો દર 

લખી “ ,” (Comma) �ુ ંિનશાન કરBુ.ં આર�તે Hુલ ૩ કોમોડ�ટ� સમાવી શકાશે તેથી બીલમા ં

૩ થી વધાર� કોમોડ�ટ� સમાવી શકાશે નહI.૩ થી વધાર� કોમોડ�ટ� હોય તો બીજો SMS 

કરવાનો રહ�શે.દા.ત.82011000:12.50,48239011:05.00, 84335200:00.00 

૧૦.    Quantity of goods @િુનટ ઓફ મેજરમેD ટ Aમાણે ક�ટલો માલ છે તેના @િુનટ આઠ Lકો  

        Mધુી બે ડ�સીમલ પોNટ લખી શકાશે. એકથી વધાર� કોમોડ�ટ� હોય Jયાર�  તમામ 

        કોમોડ�ટ�ના Hુલ @િુનટ લખવા. 

૧૧.    Vehicle No: -Hુલ ૧૨ ક�ર�ટરમા ંલખBુ ં/ પેશ છોડયા િસવાય ટાઇપ કરB ુ> હ�કલ નબંર  

        ફરOજયાત લખવાનો છે તે િસવાય SMS કર� શકાશે નહI.. 

૧૨.    : / થળે માલ રવાના કયP હોય ત ેશહ�ર/નગર/ગામ �ુ ંનામ લખવા�ુ ંરહ�શે.Hુલ ૨૦ 

        ક�ર�Qટર વાપર� શકાશે. 
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આ ર�તે તૈયાર કર�લ મેસેજ ને િવભાગના Cહ�ર કર�લા મોબાઇલ નબંર પર Send કરવાનો 

રહ�શે. આ ર�તે Send કર�લ મેસેજ નીચ ે�જુબનો રહ�શે. 
 
GJ INFO 402 SHM 24540789630 INS 27823659156V 27 A20120000011 568975682011000:12.50, 

48239011:05.00,84335200:00.001256 GJ1MC5689 Malad,Mumbai 
 

System મા ં મેસેજ મળતા System તરફથી આપને ર�/ પોD સ મેસેજ મળશે અને આપન ે

મોબાઇલ ડ�કલેર�શન ૪૦૨નો જનર�ટ થયેલ ફોમ0 નબંર મોકલવામા ંઆવશે. :ને m-INFORM 

નબંર તર�ક� ગણવામા ંઆવશે. જો મેસેજમા ં કોઇ 3િત હશે તો નીચે �જુબનો ર�/પોDસ મેસેજ 

મળશે. 

We regret for your inconvenience. Your Request is invalid. Please, follow the guideline 

for this service and try again. 
 

વાહન સાથે વહન થતા માલ ના દ/ તાવેજો સાથ ેઆ m-INFORM નબંર રાખવાનો રહ�શ.ે 

રાજયમા ંપસાર થતી વખત ેઅને ચેકપો/ ટ ખાતે ચકાસણી દરT યાન આ નબંર બતાવવાનો રહ�શે. 
 

� રાજયમાથંી માલની હ�રફ�ર શU થવાના સમયે આ SMS કર� દ�વાનો રહ�શે. 

� વાહન : / થળેથી રવાના થાય તે / થળ ક� સરહદ� ચેકપો/ ટના / થળે પહ=ચવાના વાજબી 

સમયગાળા માટ� આ m-INFORM નબંર Valid રહ�શે. 

� િન?દWX ટ Cહ�ર કર�લ માલ માટ� પણ આ પ) ધિતનો ઉપયોગ કર� શકાશે અને આ ર�ત ે

મેળવેલ m-INFORM નબંર Aમા<ણત ડ�કલેર�શન માની લેવામા ંઆવશે. 
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ડ�કલેર�શન ૪૦૩ માટ�  
 
Example of an SMS: 

 
GJ INFI SHM24040789630INP27823659156V27A20120000011568975682011000:12.50,48239011:05.00, 

84335200:00.001256GJ1MC5689Malad,Mumbai 
 
 

Field 

no. 

Description Code Characters 

1 Declaration under section 68 of the GVATA 2003 INFI 4 

2  Code of the Check post name  Annexure-A 3 

3 VAT/CST TIN of Gujarat Dealer 11 Digit 11 

4 Nature of Transaction Annexure-B 3 

5 Other Party TIN/Name in case of URD 11 digit for TIN/ 

alphabetical 

name in case of 

URD in 12 

characters 

12 

6 Other State Code State Code of 

destination 

Annexure-D 

2 

7 Invoice No. Alphanumeric 

without space 
12 

8 Invoice Value Only numbers 

without decimal 

12 

9 Commodity Code:Rate of  Tax Maximum Three 

Combination of 

commodities  

Code and  Rate 

of Tax separated 

by “,” (Comma) 

without space . 

Commodity code 

as per  

Annexure-C 

44 

1૦ Quantity Only number 

with two decimal 

place 

8 

1૧ Vehicle No Alphanumeric 

without spare 

12 

1૨ Destination City/Town Destination 

City/Town/place. 

Space is allowed 

16 
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૧. ડ�કલેર�શન ન�નૂા ૪૦3 કરવા માટ�ના કોડ INFI છે. તે લખવાથી આપ ડ�કલેર�શન કરો છો  

        તેમ ગણવામા ંઆવશે. 

૨.      : ચેકપો/ટ પરથી વાહન પસર થનાર હોય ત ેચેકપો/ટના નામનો કોડ એને3ર �જુબ 

  પસદં કર� લખવો. 

૩.      Consignee detail મા�ંજુરાતના ર./ ટડ0 વેપાર�નો TIN no 11 ;કડાનો લખવો. <બન  

        ન=ધાયલે વપેાર�/> ય?કત આ @ટુ�લીટ� વાપર� શકશે નહ�.. 

૪.    > યવહારના Aકારમા ંAnnexure  �જુબ પસદં કરBુ.ં 

૫.        Consignor detail મા ં: તે રાજયમા ંર./ ટડ0 વપેાર�નો હોય તો તે રાજયનો TIN/CST  

લખવો. URD હોય ક� બીC દ�શના વપેાર�/> ય?કત હોય તો ૧૨ ક�ર�કટરમા ં તે� ુ ં નામ 

લખBુ.ં 

૬. માલ રવાનગી : રાજય/દ�શમાથંી શU થયલે છે તે રાજયનો કોડ લખવાનો રહ�શે., ભારત 

        બહારથી શU થયેલ હોય તો ૯૯ કોડ લખવો. 

૭.      ઇD વોઇસ નબંરમા ંAlphanumeric લખBુ.ં / પેશ છોડવી નહI. ૧૨ ક�ર�કટર વાપરવા એક  

        ઇD વોઇસ માટ�નો એક મેસેજ રહ�શે. જો એક ઈDવોઈસમા ંEણથી વG ુકોમોડ�ટ� હોય તો  

        એકથી વG ુSMS એકજ ઈDવોઈસ માટ� કરવાનો રહ�શે. 

૮.      Invoice Value મા ંવેરા સ?હતની Hુલ રકમ લખવી. 

૯       Commodity code annexure માથંી પસદં કરવો : આઠ ડ�.ટમા ંકોડ લખવો /પેસ છોડવી 

નહI. Jયારબાદ “ : ” (colon)કર� વેરાનો દર લખવો. વેરાનો દર એડ�શનલ ટ�3 સ?હત ૨ 

ડ�સીમલમા ંલખવો.(દા.ત.12.50) ૧ થી વG ુકોમો?ડટ� હોય તો કોમો?ડટ�અને  વેરાનો દર 

લખી “ ,” (Comma) �ુ ંિનશાન કરBુ.ં આર�તે Hુલ ૩ કોમોડ�ટ� સમાવી શકાશે તેથી બીલમા ં

૩ થી વધાર� કોમોડ�ટ� સમાવી શકાશે નહI.૩ થી વધાર� કોમોડ�ટ� હોય તો બીજો SMS 

કરવાનો રહ�શે.દા.ત.82011000:12.50,48239011:05.00, 84335200:00.00 
 

૧૦. ઉપર �જુબ : કોમો?ડટ� કોડ લYયો હોય તે કોમો?ડટ�ના વેરાનો દર એડ�શનલ ટ�3 સ?હત  

૧ ડ�સીમલ Mધુીનો Hલૂ વGમુા ંવG ુ૪ ક�ર�કટર Mધુી લખવો. 

૧૧.     Quantity of goods @િુનટ ઓફ મેજરમેD ટ Aમાણે ક�ટલો માલ છે તેના @િુનટ આઠ Lકો  

         Mધુી બ ેડ�સીમલ પોNટ લખી શકાશે. એકથી વધાર� કોમોડ�ટ� હોય Jયાર�  તમામ 

         કોમોડ�ટ�ના Hુલ @િુનટ લખવા. 

૧૨.     Vehicle No :- Hુલ ૧૨ ક�ર�ટરમા ંલખBુ ં/ પેશ છોડયા િસવાય ટાઇપ કરB ુ> હ�કલ નબંર  

         ફરOજયાત લખવાનો છે ત ેિસવાય SMS કર� શકાશે નહI.. 
 

૧૩.     �જુરાતના : / થળે માલ રવાના કયP હોય ત ેશહ�ર/નગર/ગામ �ુ ંનામ લખવા�ુ ં

     રહ�શે.Hુલ 16 ક�ર�Qટર વાપર� શકાશે. 
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 આ ર�તે તૈયાર કર�લ મેસેજ ને િવભાગના Cહ�ર કર�લા મોબાઇલ નબંર પર Send કરવાનો 

રહ�શે. આ ર�તે Send કર�લ મેસેજ નીચ ે�જુબનો રહ�શે. 
 

GJ INFISHM24040789630INP27823659156V27A20120000011568975682011000:12.50, 48239011:05.00, 

84335200:00.001256GJ1MC5689Malad,Mumbai 
 
 

System મા ં મેસેજ મળતા System તરફથી આપને ર�/ પોD સ મેસેજ મળશે અને આપન ે

મોબાઇલ ડ�કલેર�શન ૪૦૨નો જનર�ટ થયેલ ફોમ0 નબંર મોકલવામા ંઆવશે. :ને m-INFORM 

નબંર તર�ક� ગણવામા ંઆવશે. જો મેસેજમા ં કોઇ 3િત હશે તો નીચે �જુબનો ર�/પોDસ મેસેજ 

મળશે. 

We regret for your inconvenience. Your Request is invalid. Please, follow the guideline 

for this service and try again. 
 

વાહન સાથે વહન થતા માલ ના દ/ તાવેજો સાથે આ m-INFORM નબંર રાખવાનો રહ�શે. રાજયમા ં

પસાર થતી વખતે અને ચેકપો/ ટ ખાતે ચકાસણી દરT યાન આ નબંર બતાવવાનો રહ�શે. 

� માલની હ�રફ�ર શU થયાના સમયે  SMS કર� m-INFORM નબંર મેળવી લેવાનો રહ�શ ે

અને  વાહન ચાલકને પહોચાડવાનો રહ�શે.. 

� વાહન : / થળેથી રવાના થાય તે / થળ થી સરહદ� ચેકપો/ ટના / થળે પહ=ચવાના વાજબી 

સમયગાળા માટ� આ m-INFORM નબંર Valid રહ�શે. 

� િન?દWX ટ Cહ�ર કર�લ માલ માટ� પણ આ પ) ધિતનો ઉપયોગ કર� શકાશે અને આ ર�ત ે

મેળવેલ m-INFORM નબંર Aમા<ણત ડ�કલેર�શન માની લેવામા ંઆવશ.ે 
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A quick guide to m-INFORM (declaration forms for border check posts) 

 

Commercial Tax, Government of Gujarat has recently extended e-services for the facility 

of tax payers and has started a new functionality called m-INFORM under which one can 

obtain declaration form 402 / 403 through use of mobile phone. 

 

As per section 68 (3) (c) of the Gujarat Value Added Tax Act, 2003 and Rule 51(1), 

(2),(5),(6) of Gujarat Value Added Tax Rules,2006 a tax payer carrying out inter-state 

transactions has to carry and submit a declaration in form 402 or 403 either himself or 

his carrier 

 

The functionality is very easy to use. A tax payer whose mobile phone has been 

registered on the web site www.commercialtax.gujarat.gov.in. has to send important 

details of inter state transaction through SMS on mobile number 9223166166. The 

method of obtaining forms is as under:  

 

A Registered dealer can register his mobile number by logging 

inwww.commercialtax.gujarat.gov.in using the link “update contact detail”. However, 

same  mobile number cannot be registered for  more than one TIN.   
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In the SMS to be sent, following details are to be given separated by space between two 

fields. 

 

For Declaration 402 

 

Example: 

GJ INFO SHM 24540789630 INS 27823659156V 27 A20120000011 

568975682011000:12.50,48239011:05.00,84335200:00.001256 GJ1MC5689 Malad,Mumbai 

 

Field 

no. 

Description Code Characters 

1 Declaration under section 68 of the Gujarat  VAT Act,  2003 INFO 4 

2  Code of the Check post name  Annexure-A 3 

3 CST No. of Gujarat Dealer 11 Digit 11 

4 Nature of Transaction Annexure-B 3 

5 Other Party TIN/Name in case of URD 11 digit for TIN/ 

alphanumeric. In 

case of URD 

buyer in 12 

characters 

12 

6 Other State Code State Code of 

destination 

Annexure-D 

2 

7 Invoice No. Alphanumeric 

without space 
12 

8 Invoice Value Only numbers 

without decimal 

12 

9 Commodity Code:Rate of  Tax Maximum Three 

Combination of 

commodities  

Code and  Rate 

of Tax separated 

by “,” (Comma) 

without space . 

Commodity code 

as per  

Annexure-C 

44 

10 Quantity Only number 

with two decimal 

places 

8 

11 Vehicle No Alphanumeric 

without space 

12 

12 Destination City/Town Destination 

City/Town/place. 

Space is allowed 

16 
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Guidelines to fill up above Twelve Fields as under 

 

1 Type the code for form required, in this case INFO for declaration Form-402.<space> 

2 Select the check post code from annexure-A for check post from where the vehicle will 

pass.<space> 

3 For consignor details type 11 digit CST numeric number. Un registered dealer of VAT and 

CST cannot use this utility. <space> 

4 For Nature of transaction, select code from Annexure-B. <space> 

5 For consignee details, type TIN/CST of concerned State. In case of URD/person/dealer of 

other country or State then type name in maximum 12 characters. <space> 

6 Type the State code of which State where the goods are to be delivered. (Annexure D). If 

delivery of goods is in Gujarat then type State code of Gujarat. For goods moving out side of 

India please write code 99 .<space> 

7 Dealers can type Invoice No. in alphanumeric without space up to maximum   12 characters. 

Dealers can send SMS for one Invoice only at a time. Thus, he has to send separate SMS for 

every invoice. If multiple commodities are there in one invoice then dealers can type three 

commodities’ code in one SMS. In case of more than three commodities dealers can send 

another SMS for same invoice. .<space> 

8 For Invoice Value, pl. type total value inclusive of tax. .<space> 

9 Commodity  Code: Select commodity code from Annexure-C and type 8 digit code without 

space and then type “ : “ (colon) and write rate of tax including additional tax in two decimal 

places(example-12.50) 

In case of more than one commodity put “ , “(comma) after commodity and rate of tax. In 

this way dealers can include three commodities for one invoice in single SMS.  

(Example :82011000:12.50,48239011:05.00, 84335200:00.00)  

For more than three commodities dealers can send another SMS.  .<space> 

10 Quantity of goods : Type  quantity of goods as  per unit of measurement upto 8 characters in 

two decimal point. In case of more than one commodities   pl. type total unit of all 

commodities. <space> 

11 Type vehicle no. in 12 characters without space. Vehicle No. is mandatory.Without vehicle 

No. SMS cannot to be sent. .<space> 
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12 Type name of City/town where goods are to be sent. For this maximum 16characters  can be  

Utilized.  

 

 

 Message prepared as above can be sent to mobile number 9223166166. A sample message is 

 illustrated here:  

 

GJ INFO SHM 24540789630 INS 27823659156V 27 A20120000011 

568975682011000:12.50,48239011:05.00,84335200:00.001256 GJ1MC5689 Malad,Mumbai 

 

# On receipt of the message system will automatically send appropriate response message.  

Request Response 

If Valid Your m-INFORM No for outgoing Transaction (402) is XXXXXXXXXX. Other 

State TIN: XXXXXXXXXXXX. Invoice No: XXXXXXXXXXXX. Thank you. 

If 

Invalid 

We regret for your inconvenience. Your Request is invalid. Please, follow the 

guideline for this service and try again. 

 

This m-INFORM number is to be carried with other documents related to goods and through-out 

the journey of goods moving and is to be presented before the check-post authorities at the 

time of exit or the checking of movement of goods at any other place within the State. 

 

Other important aspects: 

1) SMS has to be made at the time of start of movement of goods. 

2) This m-INFORM number will be valid for a reasonable time period of movement of 

goods from any point within the State to any exit check post. 

3) This functionality can be used both for specified and non-specified  goods.  

4) Form number obtained as m-INFORM will be considered as valid as a declaration. 
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For Declaration 403 

 

Example: 

GJ INFISHM24040789630INP27823659156V27A20120000011568975682011000:12.50,48239011:05.00, 

84335200:00.001256GJ1MC5689Malad,Mumbai 
 
Field 

no. 

Description Code Characters 

1 Declaration under section 68 of the Gujarat  VAT Act,  2003 INFI 4 

2  Code of the Check post name  Annexure-A 3 

3 VAT/CST No. of Gujarat Dealer 11 Digit 11 

4 Nature of Transaction Annexure-B 3 

5 Other Party TIN/Name in case of URD 11 digit for TIN/ 

alphanumeric. In 

case of URD 

seller in 12 

characters 

12 

6 Other State Code State Code of 

destination 

Annexure-D 

2 

7 Invoice No. Alphanumeric 

without space 
12 

8 Invoice Value Only numbers 

without decimal 

12 

9 Commodity Code:Rate of  Tax Maximum Three 

Combination of 

commodities  

Code and  Rate 

of Tax separated 

by “,” (Comma) 

without space . 

Commodity code 

as per  

Annexure-C 

44 

10 Quantity Only number 

with two decimal 

places 

8 

11 Vehicle No Alphanumeric 

without space 

12 

12 Destination City/Town Destination 

City/Town/place. 

Space is allowed 

16 
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Guidelines to fill up above Twelve Fields as under 

 

1 Type the code for form required, in this case INFI for declaration Form-403.<space> 

2 Select the check post code from annexure-A for check post from where the vehicle will 

pass.<space> 

3 For consignee details type 11 digit CST/VAT numeric number. Un registered dealer of VAT 

and CST cannot use this utility. <space> 

4 For Nature of transaction, select code from Annexure-B. <space> 

5 For consignor details, type TIN/CST of concerned State. . If the CST number of dealer in 

other State is alpha-numeric then maximum 12 characters can be utilized here. In case of 

URD/person/dealer of other country or State then type name in maximum 12 characters. 

<space> 

6 Type the State code of which State where the goods are to be delivered. (Annexure D). If 

delivery of goods is in Gujarat then type State code of Gujarat. For goods moving out side of 

India please write code 99 .<space> 

7 Dealers can type Invoice No. in alphanumeric without space up to maximum   12 characters. 

Dealers can send SMS for one Invoice only at a time. Thus, he has to send separate SMS for 

every invoice. If multiple commodities are there in one invoice then dealers can type three 

commodities’ code in one SMS. In case of more than three commodities dealers can send 

another SMS for same invoice. .<space> 

8 For Invoice Value, pl. type total value inclusive of tax. .<space> 

9 Commodity  Code: Select commodity code from Annexure-C and type 8 digit code without 

space and then type “ : “ (colon) and write rate of tax including additional tax in two decimal 

places(example-12.50) 

In case of more than one commodity put “ , “(comma) after commodity and rate of tax. In 

this way dealers can include three commodities for one invoice in single SMS.  

(Example:82011000:12.50,48239011:05.00,84335200:00.00)  

For more than three commodities dealers can send another SMS.  .<space> 

10 Quantity of goods : Type  quantity of goods as  per unit of measurement upto 8 characters in 

two decimal point. In case of more than one commodities pl. type total unit of all 

commodities. <space> 

11 Type vehicle no. in 12 characters without space. Vehicle No. is mandatory.Without vehicle 

No. SMS cannot to be sent. .<space> 
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12 Type name of City/town where goods are to be sent. For this maximum 16 characters  can 

be  Utilized.  

 

Message prepared as above can be sent to mobile number 9223166166. A sample message is 

illustrated here:  

 

GJ 

INFISHM24040789630INP27823659156V27A20120000011568975682011000:12.50,48239011:05.00,8433

5200:00.001256GJ1MC5689Malad,Mumbai 
 

# On receipt of the message system will automatically send appropriate response message.  

Request Response 

If Valid Your m-INFORM No for outgoing Transaction (403) is XXXXXXXXXX. Other State 

TIN: XXXXXXXXXXXX. Invoice No: XXXXXXXXXXXX. Thank you. 

If 

Invalid 

We regret for your inconvenience. Your Request is invalid. Please, follow the 

guideline for this service and try again. 

 

This m-INFORM number is to be carried with other documents related to goods and through-out 

the journey of goods moving and is to be presented before the check-post authorities at the 

time of entry or the checking of movement of goods at any other place within the State. 

 

Other important aspects: 

a. SMS has to be made at the time of start of movement of goods. 

b. This m-INFORM number will be valid for a reasonable time period of movement of 

goods from any point outside the State to any entry check post. 

c. This functionality can be used both for specified and non-specified goods.  

d. Form number obtained as m-INFORM will be considered as valid as a declaration. 
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Annexure-A Check post Code 

 
Check post 

 

Code   Characters 

THAVAR TVR 3 

THARAD THR 3 

GUNDARI GDR 3 

AMRIGADH AMR 3 

SHAMLAJI SHM 3 

DAHOD DHD 3 

SONGADH SDN 3 

BHILAD BHD 3 

CHALA CHL 3 

CHANOD CHN 3 

SHAMAKHYANI SAM 3 

SEZ Gujarat SEG 3 

BY RAIL RIL 3 

BY SEA SEA 3 

BY AIR AIR 3 

KAPARADA KAP 3 

MOVEMENT WITHIN STATE WTS 3 

BY PIPELINE PPL 3 

ICD ANKLESHWAR ANK 3 

ICD DASHRATH DSH 3 

ICD KHODIYAR KDR 3 

ICD SACHIN SCN 3 

ICD SANAND SND 3 

ICD VALSAD VLD 3 

ZALOD ZLD 3 

AMBAJI AMB 3 

SAGBARA SAG 3 

KANDLA PORT KND 3 

MUNDRA PORT MND 3 

DAHEJ PORT DHJ 3 

MAGDALLA PORT MGD 3 
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BEDI PORT BDI 3 

BHAVNAGAR PORT BVN 3 

ALANG PORT ALN 3 

SURAT HAJIRA PORT SHJ 3 

PIPAVAV PORT PPV 3 

SIKKA PORT SKA 3 

JAKHAU PORT JKH 3 

PORBANDAR PORT PRB 3 

VERAVAL PORT VRV 3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Annexure-B     Nature of Transaction 

 
Nature of Transaction Code Characters 

Interstate Sale INS 3 

Interstate Purchase INP 3 

Transfer of Document of Title TDT 3 

Depot Transfer DPT 3 

Consignment to Branch COB 3 

Consignment to Agent COA 3 

For Job Work JOB 3 

For Works Contract WCT 3 

For Export EXP 3 

Import from other Country IMP 3 

Special Economic Zone Gujarat SEZ 3 
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Annexure-C: Commodity Code 
(In SMS, please, type the commodity code without space) 

# Description of goods Commodity code 

1 2 3 

1 (1) Agate (Akik) stones-unworked or simply sawn or roughly shaped 7103 10 23 

(2) Agate (Akik) stones-otherwise worked 7103 99 30 

(3) Articles made from Agate (Akik) stones 7116 20 00 

2 (1) Spades and shovels 8201 10 00 

(2) Forks 8201 20 00 

(3) Mattocks, picks, hoes and rakes 8201 30 00 

(4) Axes, bill hooks and similar hewing tools 8201 40 00 

(5) Secateurs and similar one-handed pruners and shears (including poultry shears) 8201 50 00 

(6) Hedge shears, two-handed pruning shears and similar two-handed shears 8201 60 00 

(7) Other agricultural implements operated exclusively by human or animal agency for 

exclusive use in agricultural operation  

8201 90 00 

(8) The parts thereof (i.e. 1 to 7 above) which are ordinarily not also used otherwise than as 

such parts 

8201 00 00 

(9) Opener (Huller) and thrasher for agriculture use. 8433 52 00 

3 (1) Braille educational equipment   

     (a) Braille paper 4823 90 11 

     (b) Braille notebook 4820 10 90 

     (c) Braille exercise Book 4820 20 00 

     (d) Braille maps 4905 00 00 

(2) Braille typewriters   

     (a) Braille typewriters (electric) 8469 00 30 

     (b) Braille typewriters (non-electric) 8469 00 40 

(3) Braille writing slates  9610 00 00 

(4) Braille watch   

      (a) with case of precious metal or of metal clad with precious metal 9101 99 00 

      (b) other 9102 99 00 

(5) Group hearing aids 9021 40 10 

(6) Hearing aids 9021 40 90 

(7) Induction group aids. 9018 90 99 

(8) Speech trainer. 9018 90 99 

(9) Language master 9018 90 99 

(10) Audiometer. 9018 90 99 

(11) Voice chord. 9018 90 99 

(12) Walkers. 9021 90 90 
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(13) Wheel chair.   

      (a) Wheel chairs for invalids (not mechanically propelled) 8713 10 10 

      (b) Other wheel chairs for invalids 8713 90 10 

(14) Calipers of all types. 9021 90 90 

(15) Artificial limbs. 9021 39 00 

(16) Crutches 9021 90 90 

(17) Orthopaedic footwear and Orthopaedic implants. 9021 90 90 

(18) Tricycles and auto-tricycles for handicapped persons   

      (a) Auto tricycles-motorised 8713 10 90 

      (b) Tricycles-mechanically propelled 8713 90 90 

(19) All types of splints. 9021 90 90 

(20) Heart valves. 9021 39 00 

(21) Prosthetic aids for leprosy affected people. 9018 90 99 

(22) Intra-ocular lens used for cataract operation.  9021 39 00 

4 (1) Bangles made of   

      (a) Glass 7018 10 10 

      (b) Plastic 3926 40 11 

      (c) lac 9602 00 20 

      (d) horn, coral and other animal carving material  9601 90 40 

      (e) imitation bangles 7117 19 10 

(2) Mangalsutra made of any kind of material other than gold, silver or other precious metals 

(studded or not studded with precious stones or pearls whether real, artificial or cultured.) 

  

      (a) studded with imitation pearls or synthectic stones 7117 90 10 

      (b) made of natural or cultured pearls or semi precious stone 7116 00 00 

      (c) other 7117 90 90 

5 (1) Betel leaves 1404 90 40 

(2) Pan, tambul, vida or patti prepared from betel leaves 2106 90 99 

6 (1) Bindi, Kumkum or Sindur 3304 99 40 

(2) Hairpin 9615 90 00 

(3) Comb commonly known as kanska, kanski]    

      (a) Combs of hard rubber or plastics 9615 11 00 

      (b) Other combs 9615 19 00 

7 (1) Books   

      (a) Printed books meant for reading  4901 10 10 

      (b) Dictionaries and encyclopaedias and serial instalments thereof  4901 91 00 

(2) Periodicals and journals   

     (a) appearing at least four times a week 4902 10 20 

     (b) Others 4902 90 20 
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(3) Children's picture books 4903 00 10 

(4) Time tables for Railways and passenger transport services 4911 99 90 

8 (1) Bread in any form   

     (a) Ginger bread and the like 1905 20 00 

     (b) Other bread 1905 90 90 

(2) Khakhra, papad, papad pipes    

     (a) Papad 1905 90 40 

     (b) Khakhra, Papad pipes 1904 90 00 

(3) Sev made out of wheat flour or maida  1904 90 00 

(4) Unfried potato katri 0701 90 00 

9 (1) Unbranded brooms 9603 10 00 

(2) Unbranded broom sticks 1403 00 90 

10 (1) Horses, assess, mules and hinnies 0101 00 00 

(2) Bovine animals 0102 00 00 

(3) Swine 0103 00 00 

(4) Sheep and goats 0104 00 00 

(5) Other Cattle 0106 00 00 

11 (1) Bran, sharps husk and other residues, whether or not in the form of pellets, derived from 

the sifting, milling or other working of cereals or of leguminous plants. 

  

     (a)  Maize bran. 2302 10 10 

     (b)  Deoiled rice bran 2302 20 10 

     (c) Rice bran raw 2302 20 20 

     (d)  Bran of wheat 2302 30 00 

     (e)  of other cereals 2302 40 00 

     (f)  of leguminous plants. 2302 50 00 

(2) Vegetable materials and vegetable waste, vegetable residues and by-products, whether 

or not in the form of pellets of a kind used in animal feeding, not eleswhere specified or 

included 

2308 00 00 

(3) Preparations of kind used in animal feeding   

    (a) Dog or cat food 2309 10 10 

    (b) Compounded animal feed 2309 90 10 

    (c) Concentrates for compound animal feed 2309 90 20 

(4) Hay and fodder 1214 90 00 

12 (1) Wheat and meslin 1001 00 00 

(2) Rye 1002 00 00  

(3) Barley 1003 00 00  

(4) Oats 1004 00 00 

(5) Maize ( Corn ) 1005 00 00 

(6) Rice 1006 00 00 
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(7) Grain sorghum 1007 00 00  

(8) Buckwheat 1008 10 00  

(9) Jawar 1008 20 00  

(10) Bajra 1008 20 00  

(11) Ragi 1008 20 00  

(12) Canary Seed 1008 30 00  

(13) Other cereals 1008 90 00 

(14) Pulses 0713 00 00 

(15) Wheat or meslin flour 1101 00 00 

(16) Rye flour 1102 10 00 

(17) Rice flour 1102 30 00 

(18) Flour of other cereals except maize flour 1102 90 00 

(19) Flour of pulses 1106 10 00 

(20) Wheat flour, Rava, Suzi or maida made from wheat. 1104 29 00 

13 Charkha and other implements and spare parts thereof meant for use in the production of 

handspun yarn 

8445 20 19 

14 (1) Chillies- dried, whole 0904 20 10 

(2) Chillies-in powder form 0904 20 20 

(3) Tamarind- dried, whole 0813 40 10 

(4) Tamarind -in powder form 1106 30 10 

(5) Turmeric- dried, whole 0910 30 20 

(6) Turmeric-in powder form 0910 30 30 

15 (1) Fresh coconut 0801 19 10 

(2) Dried coconut 0801 19 20 

16 (1) Rubber contraceptives, male (condoms) 4014 10 10 

(2) Rubber contraceptives, female ( diaphragms), such as cervical caps 4014 10 20 

(3) Other contraceptive devices including loops 9021 90 90 

17 Deshi Nalia 2530 90 99 

18 (1) Eggs of the species gallus domesticus and ducks for hatching 0407 00 10 

(2) Eggs of the species gallus  and ducks other than for hatching 0407 00 20 

(3) Other eggs 0407 00 90 

19 Electrical energy 2716 00 00 

20 (1) Banana wafers 1905 32 19 

(1A) Banana Chimes 1905 32 19 

(2) Bhakharvadi or Bhakarwadi 1904 90 00 

(3) Bhusa  1904 90 00 

(4) Chevdo other than that made of Potatoes  1904 90 00 

(5) Katri  0712 90 60 

(6) Farali Chevdo 2106 90 99 
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(7) Farsi Puri (salted)  1904 90 00 

(8) Kachori  1904 90 00 

(9) Khaman Dhokla 1904 90 00 

(10) Khara Gughara  1904 90 00 

(11) Khari Puri or Salted Dothapuri  1904 90 00 

(12) Muthias 1904 90 00 

(13) Patra  1904 90 00 

(14) Pettis  1904 90 00 

(15) Potato Chips 1905 90 30 

(16) Potato wafers 1905 32 19 

(17) Ckakri Salted  1904 90 00 

(18) Salted and Spiced Kurmura or Mamra 1904 20 00 

(19) Khaja  Salted and Spiced 1905 10 00 

(20) Khajali  Salted and Spiced  1905 10 00 

(21) Sata  Salted and Spiced  1905 10 00 

(22) Pakawan  Salted and Spiced  1904 90 00 

(23) Sakarpara of all kind  1904 90 00 

(24) Samosa  1904 90 00 

(25) Bhel suka  1904 20 00 

(25A) Bhel Puri 1904 20 00 

(26) Vadas of all kind  1904 90 00 

(27) Shev of all kind  1904 90 00 

(28) Ganthia of all kind  1904 90 00 

(29) Papdi of all kind  1904 90 00 

(30) Phaphada of all kind 1904 90 00 

(31) Khari Bundi  1904 90 00 

(32) Fried Gram dal  2106 90 99 

(33) Fried Moog dal  2106 90 99 

(34) Bhajias of all kind  1904 90 00 

(35) Chakari Salted and spicy  1904 90 00 

(36) Pani-Puri  1904 90 00 

(37) Dalmooth  2106 90 99 

(38) Sabudana Pouva 1904 90 00 

(39) Vada Pav  1905 90 90 

(40) Dabeli  1905 90 90 

(41) Read to eat food prepared by the Co-oprative Milk producers Union Ltd for mid-day 

meal 

1904 90 00 

(42) Other farshan 1905 00 00 

21 (1) Fire wood 4401 00 00 
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(2) Wood Charcoal ( including shell or nut charcoal), whether or not agglomerated   

     (a) Of coconut shell 4402 00 10 

     (b) Others 4402 00 90 

(3) Fuel made from solid waste procured from any Local Self Government Body 3825 10 00 

22 (1) Live fish 0301 00 00 

(2) Fish, fresh or chilled  0302 00 00 

(3) Fish frozen 0303 00 00 

(4) Fish fillets and other fish meat (whether or not minced),   fresh, chilled or frozen 0304 00 00 

(5) Fish, dried, salted or in brine; smoked fish, whether or not cooked before or during the 

smoking process 

0305 00 00 

(6) Crustaceans, whether in shell or not, live or meat, fresh, chilled or frozen 0306 00 00 

(7) Molluscus whether, in shell or not, live or meat, fresh, chilled or frozen 0307 00 00 

23 (1) Made up fishing nets of nylon 5608 11 10 

(2) Other fishing nets 5608 11 90 

24 (1) Fresh flowers (excluding artificial flowers).  0603 10 00 

(2) Veni, gajra, garlands and such other articles prepared from fresh flowers (excluding those 

of artificial flowers). 

0603 90 00 

25 (1) Sugar beet seed 1209 10 00 

(2) Lucerne seed 1209 21 00 

(3) Clover seed 1209 22 00 

(4) Fescue seed 1209 23 00 

(5) Kentucky blue grass seed 1209 24 00 

(6) Rye grass seed 1209 25 00 

(7) Timothy grass seed 1209 26 00 

(8) Australian lupin seeds 1209 29 10 

(9) Seeds of herbaceous plants cultivated principally for their flowers 1209 30 00 

(10) Cabbage seeds 1209 91 10 

(11) Cauliflower seeds 1209 91 20 

(12) Onion seeds 1209 91 30 

(13) Pea seeds 1209 91 40 

(14) Radish seeds 1209 91 50 

(15) Tomato seeds 1209 91 60 

(16) Other vegetables seeds 1209 91 90 

(17) Fruits seeds for planting or sowing 1209 99 10 

(18) Seeds of flowers, luceme grass(Rajka), sann hemp, other than orchids 1209 99 90 

26 (1) Potatoes, fresh or chilled  0701 90 00 
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(2) Tomatoes, fresh or chilled 0702 00 00 

(3) Onions, shallots, leeks and other alliaceous vegetables, fresh or chilled   

      (a) Onions 0703 10 10 

      (b) Shallots 0703 10 20 

      (c) Leeks and other alliaceous vegetables 0703 90 00 

(4) Cabbages, Cauliflowers, Kohlrabi, Kale and Similar edible brassicas, fresh or chilled   

      (a) Cauliflowers and headed broccoli 0704 10 00 

      (b) Brussels sprouts 0704 20 00 

      (c) Others 0704 90 00 

(5) Lettuce ( lactuca sativa) and Chicory, fresh or chilled   

     (a) Cabbage lettuce ( head lettuce) 0705 11 00 

     (b) Other lettuce 0705 19 00 

     (c) Witloof chicory 0705 21 00 

     (d) Other chicory 0705 29 00 

(6) Carrots, turnips, salad beetroot, salsify, celeriac, radishes and similar edible roots, fresh or 

chilled 

  

     (a) Carrots and turnips 0706 10 00 

     (b) Horse radish 0706 90 10 

     (c) Other radish 0706 90 20 

     (d) Salad beetroot 0706 90 30 

     (e) Other 0706 90 90 

(7) Cucumbers or gherkins, fresh or chilled 0707 00 00 

(8) Leguminous vegetables, shelled or unshelled, fresh or chilled   

     (a) Peas 0708 10 00 

     (b) Beans 0708 20 00 

     (c) Other leguminous vegetables 0708 90 00 

(9) Manioc ( Cassava), fresh or chilled 0714 10 00 

(10) Sweet potatoes, fresh or chilled 0714 20 00 

(11) Other vegetables, fresh or chilled   

       (a) Globe artichokes 0709 10 00 

       (b) Asparagus 0709 20 00 

       (c) Aubergines (egg-plants) 0709 30 00 

       (d) Celery other than celeraic 0709 40 00 

       (e) Mushrooms of the genus Agaricus 0709 51 00 

       (f) Other Mushrooms 0709 59 00 

       (g) Truffles 0709 52 00 

       (h) Green chilly 0709 60 10 

       (i) Other capsicum 0709 60 90 
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       (j) Spinach and orache spinach 0709 70 00 

       (k) Olives 0709 90 10 

       (l) Curry banana 0709 90 20 

       (m) Pumpkins 0709 90 30 

(12) Bananas including plantains 0803 00 00 

(13) Figs 0804 20 10 

(14) Pineapples 0804 30 00 

(15) Avocados 0804 40 00 

(16) Guavas 0804 50 10 

(17) Mangoes 0804 50 20 

(18) Oranges 0805 10 00 

(19) Mandarins (including tangerines and satsumas) Clementines, wilkings and similar citrus 

hybrids 

0805 20 00 

(20) Grape fruit 0805 40 00 

(21) Lemon and limes 0805 50 00 

(22) Grapes 0806 10 00 

(23) Watermelons 0807 11 00 

(24) Other melons 0807 19 00 

(25) Papaws (Papayas) 0807 20 00 

(26) Apples 0808 10 00 

(27) Pears and quinces 0808 20 00 

(28) Apricots 0809 10 00 

(29) Cherries 0809 20 00 

(30) Peaches including nectarines 0809 30 00 

(31) Plums and sloes 0809 40 00 

(32) Strawberries 0810 10 00 

(33) Raspberries, blackberries,mulberries and loganberries 0810 20 00 

(34) Black, white or red currants and gooseberries 0810 30 00 

(35) Cranberries, bilberries and other fruits of the genus-vaccinium 0810 40 00 

(36) Kiwifruit 0810 50 00 

(37) Durians 0810 60 00 

(38) Pomegranates 0810 90 10 

(39) Sapota (chico) 0810 90 30 

(40) Custard apple (ata) 0810 90 40 

(41) Bore 0810 90 50 

(42) Lichi 0810 90 60 

(43) Edible tubers 0601 10 00 

(44) Garlic   

   (a) fresh 0703 20 00 
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   (b) dried 0712 90 40 

(45) Fress ginger 0910 10 10 

(46) Fresh tamarind 0810 90 20 

(47) Fresh turmeric 0910 30 10 

(48) Other Fresh fruits 0800 00 00 

(49) Other fresh vegetables 0700 00 00 

27 Gur but not including Kakavi or Kakab or molasses 1701 11 10 

28 Haar, Pavitra, Kalagi, Mugat, Modh. etc. made from artificial silk yarn and artificial silk yarn 

waste 

6117 80 90 

29 (1) Hand Cart 8716 80 10 

(2) Animal driven Cart 8716 80 20 

30 Handicrafts articles   

(1) Worked ivory and articles of ivory 9601 10 00 

(2) Worked horn and articles of horn 9601 90 40 

(3) Wood marequetry and inlaid wood; Caskets and cases for jewellery and cutlery  4420 00 00 

(4) Other articles of wood 4421 00 00 

(5) Articles made of jute  5909 00 30 

(6) Articles of hand made patch works  6117 80 90 

(7) Articles of hand made embroidery  5810 00 00 

(8) Hand made filigree prepared from pearls (Motikam only)  7616 10 00 

(9) Hand made articles prepared from cane and bamboo  4601 00 00 

(10) Hand made articles such as Topla, Topli ,Supda , Sadadi (mat), Savarni (broms),  mainly 

prepared from bamboo and tree leaves  

4602 00 00 

(11) Hand made toys prepared from bamboo  9503 00 90 

(12) Hand made dye and tie fabrics (Bandhani)  5212 13 00 

(13) Hand made articles prepared from conch and shell  9601 90 90 

(14) Hand made earthen pots, articles and toys   9503 00 90 

(15) Hand made block for fabric printings (excluding screen printing block for fabric printings) 8442 50 90 

(16) Idols of deity   6913 90 00 

(17) Hand made Pati-Patara   4421 90 90 

31 (1) Handlooms 8446 10 19 

(2) Handlooms' parts and accessories thereof. 8487 90 00 

32 (1) Handloom fabrics   

     (a) Woven fabrics containing 85% or more by weight of cotton, weighing not more than 

200 g/m2 

5208 00 00 

     (b) Woven fabrics containing 85% or more by weight of cotton, weighing  more than 200 

g/m2 

5209 00 00 

     (c) Woven fabrics containing less than 85%  by weight of cotton, mixed mainly or solely 

with man-made fibres, weighing  not more than 200 g/m2 

5210 00 00 
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     (d) Woven fabrics containing less than 85%  by weight of cotton, mixed mainly or solely 

with man made fibres, weighing  more than 200 g/m2 

5211 00 00 

     (e) Other woven fabric of cotton 5212 00 00 

     (f) Handloom silk fabric 5007 00 00 

(2) Patola sarees or other articles woven on handlooms. 5007 20 10 

(3) Silk Kinkhab fabrics, that is to say handloom cloth interwoven with silk yarn and jari 

thread. 

5007 90 00 

33 Heena Powder (Mahendi) 3305 90 40 

34 (1) Human blood 3002 90 10 

(2) Blood plasma 3002 90 90 

35 (1) Hurricane lamps 9405 50 10 

(2) Spare parts and accessories thereof   

      (a) of glass 9405 91 00 

      (b) of plastics 9405 92 00 

      (c) other 9405 99 00 

36 (1) Kerosene stove 7321 12 10 

(2) spare parts and accessories thereof 7321 90 00 

37 Khadi garments and goods or made-ups thereof 6100 00 00 

38 Khakhra pan 1404 90 90 

39 Kites (Patang) 9503 90 20 

40 (1) Animal or vegetable fertilizers   

     (a) Guano 3101 00 10 

     (b) Animal dung 3101 00 91 

     (c) Animal excreta 3101 00 92 

     (d) Other animal or vegetable fertilizers 3101 00 99 

     (e) Ash and residues from the incineration of municipal waste 2621 10 00 

(2) Flours, meals and pellets, of meat or meat offal, of fish or of crustaceans, molluscs or 

other aquatic invertebrates, unfit for human consumption; greaves used as an organic 

manure 

  

     (a) Flours, meals and pellets, of meat or meat offal; greaves   

          (i) Meat meals and pellets(including tankage) 2301 10 10 

          (ii) Other (including greaves) 2301 10 90 

     (b) Flours, meals and pellets, of  fish or of crustaceans, molluscs or other aquatic 

invertebrates 

  

          (i) Fish meal in powder form,unfit for human consumption 2301 20 11 

          (ii) Other fish meal unfit for human consumption 2301 20 19 

     (c) Other 2301 20 90 

41 (1) Meat of bovine animals, fresh and chilled 0201 00 00 

(2) Meat of bovine animals, frozen 0202 00 00 

(3) Meat of swine,  fresh, chilled or frozen 0203 00 00 
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(4) Meat of sheep or goats,  fresh, chilled or frozen 0204 00 00 

(5) Meat of horses, asses, mules or hinnies,  fresh,chilled or frozen 0205 00 00 

(6) Edible offal of Bovine animals, Swine, Sheep, goats, horses, asses, mules, hinnies and 

others, fresh, chilled or frozen 

0206 00 00 

(7) Meat and edible offal of the poultry, frsh, chilled or frozen 0207 00 00 

(8) Other meat and edible meat offal, fresh, chilled or frozen 0208 00 00 

42 (1) Milk, not concentrated, nor containing added sugar or other sweetening matter  0401 00 00 

(2) Milk, in liquid form (concentrated) not containing added sugar or other sweetening 

matter 

0402 91 00 

(3) Whole milk, not containing added sugar or other sweetening matter 0402 99 10 

(4) Butter milk 0403 90 10 

(5) Curd, lassi and chakka 0403 90 90 

43 (1) Harmoniums (handmade and other than electronic musical instruments) 9203 00 10 

(2) Flutes (handmade and other than electronic musical instruments) 9205 90 10 

(3) Drums (handmade and other than electronic musical instruments) 9206 00 00 

(4) Musical boxes (handmade and other than electronic musical instruments) 9208 10 00 

(5) Call horns (handmade and other than electronic musical instruments) 9208 90 00 

(6) Harmonium reeds 9209 93 00 

(7) Other musical instruments (handmade and other than electronic musical instruments) 9200 00 00 

44 Padia and patrala 1404 90 90 

45 Pawrah and pick-axe 8201 10 00 

46 Plantain leaves 1404 90 90 

47 Poultry 0105 00 00 

48 Poultry feed 2309 90 90 

49 Rakhadi 7117 19 90 

50 Salt 2501 00 10 

51 (1) Slates  9610 00 00 

(2) Slate pencils 9609 90 10 

(3) Chalk sticks and chalk lumps 9609 90 30 

52 (1) Stamp papers sold by Government Treasuries or vendors.   

    (a) unused postage, revenue or similar stamps of current or new issue in the country in 

which they have, or will have a recognised face value 

4907 00 10 

    (b) other (stamp impressed paper)  4907 00 90 

(2) Postal items like envelope, post card etc. sold by Government.   
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   (a) Post card 4909 00 90 

   (b) Other 4911 99 90 

53 (1) Thread, cordage, cable, string, rope and twine of jute known as Bhindi, Bhindiwan 5607 10 10 

(2) Thread, cordage, cable, string, rope and twine of coir known as Bhindi, Bhindiwan 5607 90 10 

(3) Varat and Varatdi 5609 00 20 

54 Toxoids or sera 3002 90 40 

55 Water (other than aerated, mineral, purified water, medicinal, ionic, distilled, battery, de-

mineralized water and water sold in sealed container).  

2201 90 90 

56 (i) Wooden brushes meant for house-hold purposes 4421 90 90 

(ii) Articles made from wood, that is to say Dhoka, Welan, Bajoth, Patla-Patli and Cradles.  4421 90 90 

(iii) Wooden frames of Drum, Dholak, Tabla, Konga or bonga. 9209 99 00 

57 (1) Agricultural, Horticultural or forestry machinery for soil preparation  or cultivation; lawn 

or sports-ground rollers to which entry 1 in schedule I does not apply 

8432 00 00 

(2) Harvesting or threashing machinery, including straw or fodder balers; grass or  hay 

mowers; machines for cleaning, sorting or grading fruit or other agricultural produce, other 

than machinery of heading 8437 to which entry 1 in schedule I does not apply 

8433 00 00 

(3) Other agricultural, horticultural, forestry machinery, including germination plant fitted 

with mechanical or thermal equipment to which entry 1 in schedule I does not apply 

8436 00 00 

(4) Machines for cleaning, sorting or grading seed, grain or dried leguminous vegetables to 

which entry 1 in schedule I does not apply 

8437 10 00 

58 (1) Bamboo, whether whole or split  1401 10 00 

(2) Articles made of Bamboo   

     (a) Plaits and similar products of plaiting materials, whether or not assembled into strips; 

plaiting materials, plaits and similar products of plaiting materials, bound together in parallel 

strands or woven, in sheet form, whether or not being finished articles. 

  

          (i) mats, matting and screens of bamboo 4601 20 90 

          (ii) other articles of bamboo 4601 91 00 

     (b) Basket work, wickerwork and other articles, made directly to shape from plaiting 

materials or made up from goods of heading 4601 

  

          (i) other made ups from bamboo 4602 10 90 

59 (1) Ball bearings   8482 10 00  

(2) Tapered roller bearing, including cone and tapered roller assemblies  8482 20 00  

(3) Spherical roller bearings 8482 30 00 

(4) Needle roller bearings 8482 40 00 
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(5) Other cylindrical rooler bearings (radial type)  8482 50 00 

(6) Other, including combined ball or roller bearings 8482 80 00 

(7) Balls needles and rollers: Balls-parts   

     (a) Of nickle alloyes 8482 91 11 

     (b) Of tungsten carbide 8482 91 12 

     (c) Of special stainless steel 8482 91 13 

     (d) Of High speed steel 8482 91 14 

     (e) Other 8482 91 19 

     (f) Needles 8482 91 20 

     (g) Rollers 8482 91 30 

     (h) Other 8482 99 00 

60 (1) Conveyor or transmission belts or bealting of vulcanised rubber  4010 00 00 

(2) Leather belting for machinery 4204 00 40 

(3) Transmission or conveyor belts or belting, of textile machinery, whether or not 

impregnated, coated, covered or laminated with plastics or reinforced with metal or other 

material 

5910 00 00 

(4) PVC belt conveyor 3926 90 10 

61 (1) Whole Betel nut 0802 90 11 

(2) Split Betal nut 0802 90 12 

(3) Arecanut Powder 0802 90 13 

62 (1) Bicycle 8712 00 10 

(2) Tricycle, cycle rickhsaw, pedal rickshaw and cycle combination. 8712 00 90 

(3) Parts and accessories of (1) and (2)   

     (a) Frames and forks, and parts thereof 8714 91 00 

     (b) Wheel rims and spokes 8714 92 00    

          (i) Bicycle rims 8714 92 10 

          (ii) Bicycle spokes 8714 92 20 

          (iii) Other frames and forks,and parts thereof 8714 92 90 

     (c) Hubs, other than coaster braking hubs and hub brakes,and free wheel sprocket-wheels   

          (i) Bicycle hubs 8714 93 10 

          (ii) Bicycle free wheels 8714 93 20 

          (iii)  Other hubs, other than coaster braking hubs and hub brakes,and free wheel 

sprocket-wheels 

8714 93 90 

     (d) Brakes,including coaster braking hubs and hub brakes,and parts there of 8714 94 00 

     (e) Saddles   

          (i) Bicycle saddles 8714 95 10 

          (ii) Other saddles 8714 95 90 
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     (f) Pedals and crank-gear,and parts there of 8714 96 00 

     (g) Other    

          (i) Bicycle chains 8714 99 10 

          (ii) Bicycle wheels 8714 99 20 

     (h) Other parts and accessories 8714 99 90 

     (i)  Tyres   

          (i) of a kind used on bicycles   

         -- multi-cellular polyurethane (MCP) tubeless tyres 4011 50 10 

         -- other,having a "herring -bone" or similar tread 4011 50 90 

          (ii) Other 4011 99 00 

     (j) Inner tubes    

          (i) of a kind used on bicycles 4013 20 00 

          (ii) of a kind used in tyres of a cycle rickshaws. 4013 90 50 

          (iii) other inner tubes 4013 90 90 

     (k) Lighting or visual signalling equipments of a kind used on bicycle 8512 10 00 

     (l) Sound signalling equipment such as horns 8512 30 10 

63 (1) Sweet Buiscuits (unbranded) 1905 31 00 

(2) Other Buiscuits (unbranded) 1905 90 20 

64 (1) Machine screws 7318 11 10 

(2) Other coach screws 7318 11 90 

(3) Other wood screws 7318 12 00 

(4) Screw hooks and screw rings 7318 13 00 

(5) Self-tapping screws 7318 14 00 

(6) Other screws and bolts, whether or not with their nuts or washers 7318 15 00 

(7) Nuts 7318 16 00 

(8) Spring washers and other lock washers 7318 21 00 

(9) Other washers 7318 22 00 

(10) Rivets 7318 23 00 

(11) Cotters and cotter-pins 7318 24 00 

(12) Circlips 7318 29 10 

(13) Other fastners 7318 29 90 

65 (1) Bone meal of wild animal 0506 90 11 

(2) Other bone meal 0506 90 19 

66 (1) Bricks (of siliceous fossil meals) 6901 00 10 

(2) Blocks (of siliceous fossil meals) 6901 00 20 

(3) Refractory bricks 6902 00 00 

(4) Magnesia carbon bricks and shapes  6903 10 10 

(5) Building Bricks (Ceramic) 6904 10 00 
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(6) Cement bricks 6810 11 10 

(7) Bricks of fly ash 6815 99 10 

(8) Roofing tiles known as Manglori Nalia. 2530 90 99 

67 (1) Trunks and cases of a capacity of 50 litre or more but upto 300 litres 7310 10 20 

(2) Other trunks and cases of a capacity below 50 litres  7310 29 20 

(3) Ghamellas of iron (other than cast iron) or steel, enamelled 7323 94 10  

(4) Buckets, drums, trunks, ghamela and tagara made of galvanised iron (G.P.sheets) 7323 99 10  

(5) Other buckets, drums, trunks, ghamela and tagara made of C.R.sheets 7323 99 20 

68 (1) Bullions of silver 7106 91 00 

(2) Bullions of gold 7108 12 00 

(3) Bullions of platinum 7110 11 10 

(4) Bullions of palladium 7110 21 00 

(5) Bullions of rhodium 7110 31 00 

(6) Bullions of iridium, osmium and ruthenium 7110 41 00 

(7) Specie of gold, silver and other precious metals 7118 90 00 

(8) Silver jewellery with filigree work 7113 11 10 

(9) Silver jewellery studded with gems 7113 11 20 

(10) Other articles of silver jewellery 7113 11 30 

(11) Gold jewellery,unstudded 7113 19 10 

(12) Gold jewellery,set with pearls 7113 19 20 

(13) Gold jewellery set with diamonds 7113 19 30 

(14) Gold jewellery set with other  precious and semi precious stones 7113 19 40 

(15) Platinum jewellery unstudded 7113 19 50 

(16) Jewellery made of other precious metals 7113 19 90 

(17) Articles of silver  7114 11 10 

(18) Articles of gold  7114 19 10 

(19) Articles of platinum 7114 19 20 

(20) Other articles of precious metals   

          (i) Catalysts in the form of wire cloth or grill, of platinum 7115 10 00 

          (ii) Laboratory and industrial articles of precious metal 7115 90 10 

          (iii) Spinneret's made mainly of gold 7115 90 20 

          (iv) Other 7115 90 90 

(21) Diamonds, whether or not worked, but not mounted or set   

            (i) Unsorted 7102 10 00 

            (ii) Industrial: Unworked or simply sawn,cleaved or bruted-sorted 7102 21 10 

            (iii) Industrial :Unworked or simply sawn,cleaved or bruted-unsorted 7102 21 20 
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            (iv) Industrial :Crushed 7102 29 10 

            (v) Other industrial 7102 29 90 

            (vi) Non industrial unworked or simply sawn,cleaved or bruted 7102 31 00 

            (vii) Non Industrial :Diamond,cut or otherwise worked but not mounted or set 7102 39 10 

            (viii) Other non industrial 7102 39 90 

(22) Emerald - unworked 7103 10 11 

(23) Ruby and Saphire - unworked 7103 10 12 

(24) Other Precious stones - unworked 7103 10 19 

(25) Semi precious stones - unworked   

          (i) Feldspar (Moon stone) 7103 10 21 

          (ii) Garnet 7103 10 22 

          (iii) Green Aventurine 7103 10 24 

          (iv) Other semi precious stones+B145 7103 10 29 

(26) Semi precious stones otherwise worked -   

          (i) Ruby, sapphire and emeralds 7103 91 00 

          (ii) Feldspar (Moon stone) 7103 99 10 

          (iii) Garnet 7103 99 20 

          (iv) Chalcedony 7103 99 40 

          (v) Other 7103 99 90 

(27) Natural pearls   

           (i) Un worked 7101 10 10 

           (ii) Worked 7101 10 20 

(28) Cultured pearls   

           (i) Un worked 7101 21 00 

           (ii) Worked 7101 22 00 

69 Candle made of wax 3406 00 10 

70 Castings or Cast Iron casting   

(1) Of non-maleable cast iron 7325 10 00 

(2) Of iron 7325 99 10 

(3) Of alloy steel 7325 99 20 

(4) Of stainless steel 7325 99 30 

(5) Grinding balls and similar articles for mills 7325 91 00 

(6) Rudders for ship or boats 7325 99 91 

(7) Drain covers 7325 99 92 

(8) Plates and frames for sewage water or similar system 7325 99 93 

(9) Of copper 7419 91 00 

(10) Other casting 7325 99 99 

71 (1) Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda)   
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     (a) Flakes-solid 2815 11 10 

     (b) Other-solid 2815 11 90 

     (c) In aqueous solution (soda lye or liquid soda) 2815 12 00 

(2) Silicate of soda 2839 90 90 

72 (1) Chemical fertilisers, nitrogenous  3102 00 00  

(2) Chemical fertilisers, phosphatic 3103 00 00 

(3) Chemical fertilisers, potassic 3104 00 00 

(4) Chemical fertilisers containing two or three of the fertilising elements nitrogen, 

phosphorus and potassium; 

3105 00 00 

73 (1) Coal including coke but excluding charcoal   

    (a) Anthracite 2701 11 00 

    (b) Bituminous coal 2701 12 00 

    (c) Coking coal 2701 19 10 

    (d) Steam coal 2701 19 20 

    (e) Other Coal- not agglomerated 2701 19 90 

    (f)  Anthracite agglomerated 2701 20 10 

    (h) Hard coke of coal 2704 00 30 

    (i)  Soft coke of coal 2704 00 40 

    (j)  Other coke and semi coke of coal    2704 00 90 

    (k) Petroleum coke- not calcined  2713 11 00 

    (l)  Petroleum coke-  calcined  2713 12 00 

(2) Fly ash of coal 2701 20 90 

(3) Coal gas 2705 00 00 

74 (1) Coir 5305 11 00  

(2) Coir yarn   

     (a) baled 5308 10 10 

     (b) other 5308 10 90 

(3) Coir yarn fabrics   

     (a) Unbleached 5311 00 11 

     (b) Bleached 5311 00 12 

     (C)  Dyed   5311 00 13 

     (d) Printed 5311 00 14 

     (e) Other 5311 00 19 

(5) Floor coverings of  coconut fibres (coir)- woven   

     (a) Coir matting, woven     5702 20 10 

     (b) Coir carpets and other rugs 5702 20 20 

     (C)  Other 5702 20 90 

(6) Carpet, durries, mats of coir   

     (a) carpet 5705 00 19 

     (b) durries 5705 00 29 
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(7) Mats and matting of coir, bound in parallel strands   4601 20 10 

(8) Other products of coir 5609 00 10 

75 (1) Coffee beans and seeds 0901 00 00 

(2) Cocoa pod  1801 00 00 

(3) Chicory tubers or chicory roots whether cut, dried or processed   

     (a) Witloof chicory (Cichorium intybus var. foliosum) 0705 21 00 

     (b) Other  0705 29 00 

76 Communications equipment such as, Private Branch Exchange (P.B.X) and Electronic Private 

Automatic Branch Exchange (E.P.A.B.X) etc. 

8517 30 00 

77 (1) Cotton, not carded or combed  5201 00 00  

(2) Cotton, carded or combed  5203 00 00 

(3) Cotton waste 5202 00 00 

78 (1) Beer made from malt 2203 00 00 

(2) Wine of fresh grape, including fortified wines; grape must other than that of heading 

2009 

2204 00 00 

(3) Vermouth and other wine of fresh grapes flavaured with plants or aromatic substances  2205 00 00 

(4) Other fermented beverages,(e.g cider, perry, mead), mixtures of fermented beverages 

and non-alcoholic beverages, not elsewhere specified or included  

2206 00 00 

(5) Undenatured ehtyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume of 80% vol. or higher; ethyl 

alcohol and other spirits, denatured, of any strength  

2207 00 00 

(6) Undenatured ehtyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume of less than 80% vol. Spirit, 

liqueurs and other spiritnous beverages  

2208 00 00 

(7) Spirits obtain by distilling grape wine or grape marc; in containers holding 2 liter or less; 2208 20 00 

     (a) Brandy  2208 20 11 

     (b) Liquors 2208 20 12 

     (c) other 2208 20 19 

(8) Other in containers holding more than 2 liter   

     (a) Brandy  2208 20 91 

     (b) Liquors 2208 20 92 

     (c) other 2208 20 99 

(9) Whiskies: in containers holding 2 liter or less:   

     (a) Bourbon whiskey  2208 30 11 

     (b) Scotch 2208 30 12 

     (c) Blended  2208 30 13 

     (d) other 2208 30 19 

(10) Other in containers holding more than 2 liter    

     (a) Bourbon whiskey  2208 30 91 
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     (b) Scotch 2208 30 92 

     (c) Blended  2208 30 93 

     (d) other 2208 30 99 

(11) Rum and tafia; in containers holding 2 liter or less   

     (a) Rum 2208  40 11 

     (b) Tafia 2208 41 12 

     (c) Other   

          (i) Rum  2208 40 91 

          (ii) Tafia  2208 40 92 

(12) Gin and Geneva; in containers holding 2 liter or less   

     (a) Gin 2208 50 11 

     (b) Geneva 2208 5012 

     (c) Vodka 2208 50 13 

     (d) other   

          (i) Gin 2208 50 91 

          (ii) Geneva 2208 50 92 

          (iii) Vodka 2208 50 93 

(13) Liqueurs and Cordials; in containers holding 2 liter or less   

     (a) Liqueurs 2208 70 11 

     (b) Cordials 2208 70 12 

     (c) Other   

          (i) Liqueurs 2208 70 91 

          (ii) Cordials 2208 70 92 

(14) Other; in containers holding 2 liter or less   

     (a) Tequila 2208 90 11 

     (b) Indenatured ethyl alcohol 2208 90 12 

     (c) Other  2208 90 19 

(15) Other; in containers holding more than 2 liter   

     (a) Tequila 2208 90 91 

     (b) Indenatured ethyl alcohol 2208 90 92 

     (c) Other  2208 90 99 

79 Crucibles 6903 20 10 
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80 Crude oil, that is to say, crude petroleum oil and crude oils obtained from bituminous 

materials such as the shale, calcareous rock sand, whatever their composition whether 

obtained from normal or condensation oil deposits or by the destructive distillation of 

bituminous minerals and whether or not subjected to all or any of the following processes (i) 

Decantation, (ii) de-salting, (iii) dehydration, (iv) stabilisation in order to normalise the 

vapour pressure, (v) elimination of very light fraction with a view to returning them to the oil 

deposits in order to improve the drainage and maintain the pressure, (vi) the addition of only 

those hydrocarbons previously recovered by physical methods during the course of the 

above mentioned processes, (vii) any other minor process (including addition of purpoint 

depressants or flow improvers) which does not change the essential character of the 

substance. 

2709 00 00 

81 (1) Drilling rigs   

     (a) Self propelled:   

          (i) tube well drilling and core drilling machinery 8430 41 10 

          (ii) Petroleum and gas well drilling machinery 8430 41 20 

          (iii) Rock drilling machinery 8430 41 30 

          (v) Other 8430 41 90 

     (b) Other drilling rigs 8430 49 00 

(2) Parts of drilling rigs   

    (a) Parts of boring or sinking machinery, self-propelled 8431 43 10 

    (b) Other parts 8431 43 90 

82 (1) Pro-vitamins and vitamins, natural or reproduced by sysnthesis (including natural) 2936 00 00 

(2) Hormones, prostaglandins, thermoboxanes and leukotriences, natural or reproduced 2937 00 00 

(3) Antibiotics 2941 00 00 

(4) Other organic compounds: Cefadroxil and its salts, ibuprofane, diazepam, nifedipine 2942 00 00 

(6) Glands and other organs for organo-therapeutic uses, dried whether or not powdered; 

extracts of glands or other organs or of their secretions for organo therapeutic uses; heparin 

and its salts; other human or animal substances prepared for therapeutic or prophylactic 

uses, not elsewhere specified or included. 

3001 00 00 

(7) Animal blood prepared for therapeitic, prophylactic or diagnostic uses; antisera and other 

blood fractions and modified immunological products, whether  or not obtained by means of 

biotechnological processes; vaccines, toxins, cultures of micro-organisms (exluding yeasts ) 

and similar products  

3002 00 00 

(8) Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 3002, 3005 or 3006) consisting of two or more 

constituents which have been mixed together for therepuetic or prophylactic uses, not put 

up in measured doses or in forms or packings for retail sale  

  

     (a) Medicaments of ayurvedic system 3003 90 11 
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     (b) Medicaments of unani system 3003 90 12 

     (c) Medicaments of siddha system 3003 90 13 

     (d) Medicaments of homoeopathic system 3003 90 14 

     (e) Medicaments of biochemic system 3003 90 15 

     (f) Other medicaments 3003 00 00 

(9) Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 3002, 3005 or 3006) consisting of mixed or 

unmixed products for therepuetic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured doses (including 

those in the form of transdermal administration systems) or in forms or packings for retail 

sale  

  

   (a) Of ayurvedic system 3004 90 11 

   (b) Of unani system 3004 90 12 

   (c) Of siddha system 3004 90 13 

   (d) Of homoeopathic system 3004 90 14 

   (e) Of biochemic system 3004 90 15 

   (f) Other Medicaments  3004 00 00 

(10) Blood grouping reagents 3006 20 00 

(11) Opacifying preparations for X-ray examinations; diagnostic reagents designed to be 

administered to the patients 

3006 30 00 

(12) First-aid boxes and kits 3006 50 00 

(13) Chemical contraceptive preparations based on hormones, or other products of heading 

2937 or on spermicides & contraceptive pills 

3006 60 00 

(14) Gel preparations designed to be used in human or veterinary medicine as a lubricant for 

parts of the body for surgical operations or physical examinations or as a coupling agent 

between the body and medical instruments 

3006 70 00 

(15) Waste pharmaceuticals 3006 80 00 

(16) Bulk drug   

     (a) ketones and quinones, whether or not with other oxygen function and their 

halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives. 

2914 00 00 

     (b) Oxygen function amino-compounds 2922 00 00 

     (c) Organic derivatives of hydrazine or of hydro xylamine 2928 00 00 

     (d) Other organo-in organic compounds 2931 00 00 

     (e) Hetero cyclic compounds with oxygen hetero-atom(s) only 2932 00 00 

     (f) Hetero cyclic compounds with nitrogen hetero-atom(s) only 2933 00 00 

     (g) Nucleic acids and their salts, whether or not chemically defined; other hetero cyclic 

compounds  

2934 00 00 

     (h) Sulphonamides 2935 00 00 

     (i) Other bulk drug of inorganic chemical 2800 00 00 

     (j) Other bulk drug of organic chemical 2900 00 00 

(17) Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing, prepared diagnostic or laboratory   
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     (a) Pregnancy confirmation reagents 3822 00 11 

     (b) Reagents for diagnosing AIDS 3822 00 12 

     (c) Other 3822 00 19 

(18) Light liquid paraffin of IP grade 3003 20 00 

(19) Other Pharmaceutical goods except those specified in the 1st Schedule 3006 00 00 

Medical equipment, devices and implants    

(1) Electro cardiograph                                                          9018 11 00 

(2) Ultrasonic scanning apparatus 9018 12 00 

(3) magnetic Reasonance imaging Apparatus 9018 13 00 

(4) Scientigraphy apparatus 9018 14 00 

(5) Electro encephalograph 9018 19 10 

(6) Echo cardiograph 9018 19 20 

(7) Ultra violet or infra-red rey apparatus 9018 20 00 

(8) Catheters 9018 39 10 

(9) Cardiac catheters 9018 39 20 

(10) I.V.Cannulae 9018 39 30 

(11) Dental drill engines, whether or not combined on a singal base with other dental 

equipment 

9018 41 00 

(12) Other instruments & appliances, used in dental sciences 9018 49 00 

(13) Ophthalmoscope 9018 50 10 

(14) Tonometers  9018 50 20 

(15) Ophthalmic lasers 9018 50 30 

(16) Other ophthalmic instruments & appliances 9018 50 90 

(17) Instrument and apparatus for measuring blood pressure 9018 90 11 

(18) Stethoscopes 9018 90 12 

(19) Surgical tools   

     (a) Bone saws, drills, trephines and burns 9018 90 21 

     (b) Knives,scissors and blades 9018 90 22 

     (c) Forceps, forcep clamps, clips, needle holders, introducers, cephalotribe bone 9018 90 23 

     (d) Chisel, guages, elevators, raspatones, osteotome, craniotome, bone cutters 9018 90 24 

     (e) Retractors, spatulaprobes, hooks dilators, sounds, mallets 9018 90 25 

(20) Other surgical tools 9018 90 29 

(21) Renal dialysis equipment (artificial kidneys, kidney machines and dialysers) 9018 90 31 

(22) Blood transfusion apparatus 9018 90 32 

(23) Haemofileration instruments 9018 90 33 

(24) Anesthetic appartus and instruments 9018 90 41 

(25) ENT precision instruments 9018 90 42 
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(26) Accpuncture apparatus 9018 90 43 

(27) Endoscopes 9018 90 44 

(28) Hilerial or venous shunts 9018 90 91 

(29) Baby incubators 9018 90 92 

(30) Heart- lung machines 9018 90 93 

(31) Difileirillators 9018 90 94 

(32) Fibrescopes 9018 90 95 

(33) Laproscopes 9018 90 96 

(34) Vetrasonic lithotritsy instruments 9018 90 97 

(35) Apparatus for nerve stimulation 9018 90 98 

(36) Other instruments & appliances other than sub-entry (17) of entry 3 of Schedule I of the 

Act. 

9018 90 99 

(37) Mechano therapy appliances 9019 10 10 

(38) Ozone therapy, oxygen therapy, aerosol therapy, artificial respiration and other 

therapeutic respiration apparatus 

9019 20 00 

(39) Other breathing appliances and gas masks, excluding protective masks having  9020 00 00 

(40) Orthopaedic or fracture appliance other than sub-entry (11), (12) and (13) of entry 3 of 

Schedule I of the Act. 

9021 10 00 

(41) Artificial teeth and dental fittings   

     (a) Artificial teeth  9021 21 00 

     (b) Dental fittings 9021 29 00 

(42) Pace makers for stimulating heart muscles,excluding parts and accessories 9021 50 00 

(43) Appartus based on the use of X rays or of alpha, beta or gamma radiations, whether or 

not for medical, surgical, dental or veterinary uses, including radiography or radiotherapy 

appartus, X- ray tubes and other X- ray generators, high tension generators, control panels 

and desks, screens, examination or treatment tables, chairs and the like. 

9022 00 00 

(44) Clinical thermometers 9025 11 10 

(45) Surgical gloves   

     (a)  Disposable gloves of plastics 3926 20 11 

     (b) Non-disposable gloves of plastics 3926 20 19 

     (c)  of rubber  4015 11 00 

(46) Aprons   

     (a) Of polyurehane foam 3926 20 21 

     (b) Rubber apron 4015 90 10 

(47) Contact lenses 9001 30 00  

(48) Corrective Spectacle lenses of glass 9001 40 00 

(49) Corrective Spectacle lenses of other material 9001 50 00 

(50) Frames and mountings for corrective spectacles and parts thereof. 9003 00 00 
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(51) Spectacles -Correctives 9004 00 00 

(52) Artificial joints other than sub-entry (11), (12) and (13) of entry 3 of Schedule I of the 

Act. 

9021 31 00 

(53) Internal Prosthetic Replacements (except orthopaedic implants) other than sub-entry 

(11), (16) and  (18) of entry 3 of Schedule I of the Act. 

9021 39 00 

(54) Frequency modulated hearing aid system used for hearing by handicapped person in 

group situation other than hearing aid covered by sub-entry (2) and (3) of entry 3 of 

Schedule I of the Act. 

9021 40 10 

(55) Pacemakers for stimulating heart muscles, excluding parts and accessories. 9021 50 00 

(56) Parts and accessories of hearing aids. 9021 90 10  

(57) Clinical thermometers 9025 11 10 

(58) Digital thermometers 9025 19 10  

(59) Cardiac Stents 9021 90 90 

(60) Drug Eluting stents 9021 90 90 

(61) Intra Uterine Device (IUD) other than used in contraception 9021 90 90 

(62) Dental cements and other dental fillings; bone reconstruction cements 3006 40 00 

(63) Autoclaves 8419 20 10 

(64) Other medical equipment, devices 9000 00 00 

(65) Parts of medical equipment, devices and implants, not elsewhere specified 9033 00 00 

Bandages, dressings, syringes   

(1) Wadding, gauze, bandages and similar articles (for example, dressings, adhesive plasters, 

poultices), impregnated or coated with pharmaceutical substances or put up in forms or 

packings for retail sale for medical, surgical, dental or veterinary purposes 

3005 00 00 

(2) Sterile surgical catgut, similar sterile suture materials and sterile tissue adhesives for 

surgical wound closure, sterile laminaria and sterile laminaria tents; sterile absorbable 

surgical or dental haemostatics; sterile surgical or dental adhesion barriers, whether or not 

absorbable 

3006 10 00 

(3) Syringes with or without needles 9018 31 00 

(4) Needles for suture 9018 32 10 

(5) Hollow needles for injection, aspiration, biopsy and transfusion 9018 32 20 

(6) Hilario venus fistula needles 9018 32 30 

(7) Other tubular metal needles including scalp vein set 9018 32 90 

83 (1) Dyes 3204 00 00 

(2)Dyes put up in forms or packings for retail sale 3212 90 20 

84 (i) Edible oils   

(1) Soyabean oil 1507 90 10 
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(2) Groundnut oil 1508 90 91 

(3) Olive oil 1509 90 10 

(4) Palm oil   

     (a) refined bleached deodorised palm oil 1511 90 10 

     (b) refined bleached deodorised palmolein 1511 90 20 

(5) Sunflower oil 1512 19 10 

(6) Saffola oil 1512 19 30 

(7) Cotton seed oil 1512 29 10 

(8) Coconut oil 1513 11 00 

(9) Babassu oil 1513 29 20 

(10) Refined colza oil 1514 19 10 

(11) Refined rapeseed oil 1514 19 20 

(12) Refined mustar oil 1514 99 20 

(13) Linseed oil 1515 19 10 

(14) Maize (corn) oil 1515 29 10 

(15) Castor oil 1515 30 10 

(16) Seasame oil 1515 50 91 

(17) Fixed vegetable oils of edible grade namely mango, kernal oil, mahua oil, rice bran oil 1515 90 40 

(18) Other edible oils 1515 90 91 

(ii) Washed cotton seed oils 1512 21 00 

(iii) Vegetable non-essential oils   

(1) Soyabean oil 1507 90 90 

(2) Groundnut oil 1508 90 99 

(3) Olive oil 1509 90 90 

(4) Palm oil 1511 90 90 

(5) Sunflower oil 1512 19 20 

(6) Saffola oil 1512 19 40 

(7) Cotton seed oil 1512 29 90 

(8) Coconut oil 1513 19 00 

(9) Babassu oil 1513 29 30 

(10) Colza oil 1514 19 90 

(11) Rapeseed oil 1514 19 90 

(12) Mustar oil 1514 99 90 

(13) Linseed oil 1515 19 90 

(14) Maize (corn) oil 1515 29 90 

(15) Castor oil 1515 30 90 

(16) Seasame oil 1515 50 99 

(17) Fixed vegetable oils namely chul moogra oil, mawra oil, cokam oil, tobacco seed oil, sal 

oil 

1515 90 10 
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(18) Fixed vegetable oils namely neem seed oil, karanj oil, silk cotton seed oil, khakhon oil, 

watermelon oil, kusum oil, rubber seed oil, dhup oil, undi oil, maroti oil, pisa oil, nahar  oil 

1515 90 20 

(19) Fixed vegetable oils namely cardamom oil, chillies or capsicum oil, turmeric oil, ajwain 

seed oil, niger seed oil, garlic oil 

1515 90 30 

(20) Other non-essential oils including fixed vegetable oils namely mango-kernal oil, mahua 

oil, rice bran oil 

1515 90 99 

(iv) Hydrogenated vegetable oils including vanaspati 1516 20 00 

85 (1) Electrodes of a kind used for furnaces 8545 11 00 

(2) Other electrodes 8545 19 00 

86 (1) Plastic fabrics other than those plastic fabrics of the type used for making plastic woven 

sacks and plastic woven sacks. 

3926 90 99 

(2) Woven fabrics of carded wool or of carded fine animal hair 5111 00 00 

(3) Woven fabrics of combed wool or of combed fine animal hair 5112 00 00 

(4) Woven fabrics of coarse animal hair or of hoarse-hair 5113 00 00 

(5) Cotton fabric   

     (a) Woven fabrics of cotton, containing 85% or more by weight of cotton, weighing not 

more than 200 g/m2 

5208 00 00 

     (b) Woven fabrics of cotton, containing 85% or more by weight of cotton, weighing more 

than 200 g/m2 

5209 00 00 

     (c) Woven fabrics of cotton, containing less than 85% by weight of cotton, mixed mainly or 

solely with man-made fibres, weighing not more than 200 g/m2  

5210 00 00 

     (d) Woven fabrics of cotton, containing less than 85% by weight of cotton, mixed mainly 

or solely with man-made fibres, weighing more than 200 g/m2  

5211 00 00 

     (e) Other woven fabrics of cotton 5212 00 00 

(6) Woven fabrics of flax 5309 00 00 

(7) Woven fabrics of jute or of other textile base fibers of heading 5303 5310 00 00 

(8) Woven fabrics of other vegetable textile fibers; woven fabrics of paper yarn 5311 00 00 

(9) Woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn, including woven fabrics obtained from 

materials of heading 5404 

5407 00 00 

(10) Woven fabrics of artificial filament yarn, including woven fabrics obtained from 

materials of heading 5405 

5408 00 00 

     (a) Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres, containing 85% or more by weight of synthetic 

staple fibres 

5512 00 00 

     (b) Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres, containing less than 85% by weight of such 

fibres, mixed mainly or solely with cotton, of a weight not exceeding 170 g/m2 

5513 00 00 

     (c) Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres, containing less than 85% by weight of such 

fibres, mixed mainly or solely with cotton, of a weight exceeding 170 g/m2 

5514 00 00 

     (d) Other woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres 5515 00 00 

     (e) Woven fabrics of artificial staple fibres 5516 00 00 
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(11) Nonwovens, whether or not impregnated, coated, covered or laminated 5603 00 00 

(12) Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics, other than fabrics of heading 5802 or 5806  5801 00 00 

(13) Terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics, other than narrow fabrics of heading 

5806; tufted textile fabrics, other than products of heading 5703 

5802 00 00 

(14) Gauze, other than narrow fabrics of heading 5806 5803 00 00 

(15) Tullets and other net fabrics, not including woven, knitted or crocheted fabrics; 5804 00 00 

(16) Narrow woven fabrics (other than tullets, other net fabrics and goods of headings 

5807,5808, 5809 and 5811) 

5806 00 00 

(17) Textile fabrics coated with Gum or Amylaceous substances, of a kind used for the outer 

covers of books or the like; tracing cloth; prepared painting canvas; buckram and similar 

stiffened textile fabrics 

5901 00 00 

(18) Tyre cord fabrics of high tenacity yarn of nylon or other polyamides, polyesters or 

viscose rayon 

5902 00 00 

(19) Textile fabrics, impregnated, coated, covered or laminated with plastics, other than 

those of heading 5902 excluding tarpauline and fabric of the type used for making plastic 

woven sacks and plastic sacks 

5903 00 00 

(20) Fabrics covered partially or fully with textile flocks, or with preparation containing textile 

flocks: 

5907 00 00 

(21) Knitted or crocheted fabrics   

     (a) Pile fabrics, including "Long pile" fabrics and terry fabrics, knitted or crocheted 6001 00 00 

     (b) Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width not exceeding 30 CM, containing by weight 5% 

or more of elastomeric yarn or rubber thread, other than those of heading 6001 

6002 00 00 

     (c) Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width not exceeding 30 CM, other than those of 

heading 6001 or 6002 

6003 00 00 

     (d) Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width exceeding 30 CM, containing by weight 5% or 

more of elastomeric yarn or rubber thread, other than those of heading 6001 

6004 00 00 

     (e) Warp knit fabrics (including those made on galloon knitting machines), other than 

those of heading 6001 to 6004 

6005 00 00 

     (f) Other knitted or crocheted fabrics 6006 00 00 

87 Ghee 0405 90 20 

88 (1) Granules and resins of    

     (a) Polymers of ethylene including LDPE, LLDPE, HDPE and LMDPE 3901 00 00 

     (b) Polymers of propylene or of other olefins 3902 00 00 

     (c) Polymers of styrene 3903 00 00 

     (d) Polymers of vinyl choloride or of other Halogenated Olefins including PVC 3904 00 00 

     (e) Polymers of vinyl acetate or of other vinyl esters 3905 00 00 

     (f) Acrylic polymers 3906 00 00 
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     (g) Polyacetals, other polyethers and epoxide resins; polycarbonates, alkyd resins, 

polyallylesters and other polyesters 

3907 00 00 

     (h) Amino-resins, Phenolic resins and polyurethanes 3909 00 00 

     (i) Petroleum resins, coumaron-indene resins, Polyterpens, Polysulphides, Polysulphones 

and other products 

3911 00 00 

     (j) Natural polymers and modified natural polymers 3913 00 00 

     (k) Ion-exchangers based on polymers of headings 3901 to 3913 3914 00 00 

(2) PVC Stabilizer 3904 90 00 

89 Herb, bark, dry plant, dry root, commonly known as jadi booti. 1211 00 00 

90 (1) Raw hides and skin of bovine (INN) (including buffalo) or equine animals (fresh or salted, 

dried, limed, pickled or otherwise preserved, but not tanned, parchment-dressed or further 

prepared) whether or not dehaired or split. 

4101 00 00 

(2) Raw skins of sheep or lambs (fresh or salted, dried, limed, pickled or otherwise preserved, 

but not tanned, parchment-dressed or further prepared) whether or not dehaired or split. 

4102 00 00 

(3) Other raw hides and skins  (fresh or salted, dried, limed, pickled or otherwise preserved, 

but not tanned, parchment-dressed or further prepared) whether or not dehaired or split. 

4103 00 00 

(4) Tanned or crust hides and skins of bovine (including buffallo) or equine animals, without 

hair on, whether or not split, but not further prepared 

4104 00 00 

(5) Tanned or crust  skins of sheep or lambs, without wool on , whether or not split, but not 

further prepared 

4105 00 00 

(6) Tanned or crust hides and skins of other animals, without wool or  hair on, whether or 

not split, but not further prepared 

4106 00 00 

(7) Leather further prepared after tanning or crusting, including parchment-dressed leather, 

of bovine (including buffallo) or equine animals, without hair on, whether or not split, other 

than leather or heading 4114. 

4107 00 00 

(8) Leather further prepared after tanning or crusting, including parchment-dressed leather, 

of sheep or lamb, without wool on, whether or not split, other than leather or heading 4114. 

4112 00 00 

(9) Leather further prepared after tanning or crusting, including parchment-dressed leather, 

of other animals,  without wool or hair on, whether or not split, other than leather or 

heading 4114. 

4113 00 00 

(10) Chamois (including combination chamois) leather, patent leather and patent laminated 

leather, metalised leather 

4114 00 00 

(11) Composition leather with a basis of leather or leather fibre, in slabs, sheets or strips, 

wheather or not in rolls, parings and other waste of leather or of composition leather, but 

suitable for manufacture of leather articles, leather dust powder and flour. 

4115 00 00 

91 Honey 0409 00 00 

92 (1) Hose pipes of textile 5909 00 00 

(2) Hose pipes of plastic 3917 00 00 

(3) Hose pipes of rubber 4009 00 00 
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93 Hosiery goods 6115 00 00 

94 Husk including groundnut husk. 1213 00 00 

95 Ice 2201 90 10 

96 (1) Cuff-links and studs 7117 11 00 

(2) German silver Jewellery 7117 19 20 

(3) Jewellery studded with imitation pearls or imitation or synthetic stones excluding Rakhadi 

and mangalsutra 

7117 90 10 

(4) Other imitation jewellery 7117 90 90 

97 Incense sticks commonly known as, agarbatti, Padi, Dhoop or dhupbatti and Loban 3307 41 00 

98 Incorporeal goods or intangible goods, that is to say, copyright, patent, Trade marks, Brand 

name, Import Licence, Goodwill, Technical know how, export permit or quota, DEPB. 

9901 00 00 

99 (1) Co-axial cables 8544 20 10 

(2) Other co-axial electric conductors 8544 20 90 

(3) Telephone cables   

      (a) telephone cables fitted with connectors 8544 41 00 

      (b) other telephone cables 8544 49 00 

(4) Ignition wiring sets and other wiring sets of a kind used in vehicles, aircraft or ships 8544 30 00 

(5) Other electric conductors, for a voltage not exceeding 80 V   

      (a)  telephone cables fitted with connectors   

           (i) dry core paper insulated 8544 41 11 

           (ii) other 8544 41 19 

           (iii) paper insulated 8544 41 20 

           (iv) plastic insulated 8544 41 30 

           (v) rubber insulated 8544 41 40 

           (vi) other 8544 41 90 

       (b) Other telephone cables   

           (i) dry core paper insulated 8544 49 11 

           (ii) other 8544 49 19 

           (iii) paper insulated cables 8544 49 20 

           (iv) plastic insulated cables and flexes 8544 49 30 

           (v) other including fibre cable 8544 49 90 

(6) Other electric conductors, for a voltage exceeding 80V but not exceeding 1000V - fitted 

with connectors 

  

       (a) paper insulated 8544 51 10 

       (b) plastic insulated, of a kind used for communication 8544 51 20 

       (c) other plastic insulated 8544 51 30 

       (d) rubber insulated of a kind used for telecommunication 8544 51 40 

       (e) other rubber insulated 8544 51 50 

       (f) other 8544 51 90 
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(7) Other electric conductors, for a voltage exceeding 80V but not exceeding 1000V   

       (a) paper insulated 8544 59 10 

       (b) plastic insulated, of a kind used for communication 8544 59 20 

       (c) other plastic insulated 8544 59 30 

       (d) rubber insulated of a kind used for telecommunication 8544 59 40 

       (e) other rubber insulated 8544 59 50 

       (f) other 8544 59 90 

(8) Other electric conductors for a voltage exceeding 1000V   

       (a) paper insulated 8544 60 10 

       (b) plastic insulated 8544 60 20 

       (c) rubber insulated 8544 60 30 

       (d) other 8544 60 90 

(9) Optical fibers cables 8544 70 00 

100 Agriculture inputs    

(1) Oil Engine including Diesel oil Engine up to 15 HP 8408 00 00 

(2) Drip Irigation Equipments 3917 00 00 

(3) Sprinklers 3917 00 00 

(4) Micro Irigation System Equipment 3917 00 00 

(5) Tractor's Trolly 8716 20 00 

Industrial inputs    

(1) Mava whether or not mixed with sugar. 0402 00 00 

(2) Gum 1301 00 00 

(3) Glycerol crude; Glycerol waters and Glycerol lyes. 1520 00 00 

(4)Vegetable waxes (other than Triglycerides), Beeswax, other insect waxes and spermaceti, 

whether or not refined or coloured, shellac waxes 

1521 00 00 

(5) Other sugars including chemically pure lactose, maltose, glucose and fructose in solid 

form: sugar syrups not containing added flavoring or coloring matter, artificial honey, 

whether or not mixed with natural honey; caramel. 

1702 00 00 

(6) Sulphur of all kinds, other than sublimed sulphur, precipitated sulphur and colloidal 

sulphur. 

2503 00 00 

(7) Natural Graphite. 2504 00 00 

(8) Emery powder (natural) 2513 20 10 

(9) Iron ores and concentrates, including roasted iron pyrites. 2601 00 00 

(10) Manganese ores and concentrates, including ferruginous manganese ores and 

concentrates with a manganese content of 20% or more, calculated on the dry weight. 

2602 00 00 

(11) Copper ores and concentrates. 2603 00 00 

(12) Nickel ores and concentrates. 2604 00 00 

(13) Cobalt ores and concentrates. 2605 00 00 
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(14) Aluminum ores and concentrates. 2606 00 00 

(15) Lead ores and concentrates. 2607 00 00 

(16) Zinc ores and concentrates. 2608 00 00 

(17) Tin ores and concentrates. 2609 00 00 

(18) Chromium ores and concentrates. 2610 00 00 

(19) Tungsten ores and concentrates 2611 00 00 

(20) Uranium or Thorium ores and concentrates. 2612 00 00 

(21) Molybdenum ores and concentrates. 2613 00 00 

(22) Titanium ores and concentrates 2614 00 00 

(23) Niobium, tantalum, vanadium or zirconium ores and concentrates. 2615 00 00 

(24) Precious metal ores and concentrates. 2616 00 00 

(25) Other ores and concentrates. 2617 00 00 

(26) Coal tar 2706 00 00 

(27) Benzole. 2707 10 00 

(28) Toluol 2707 20 00 

(29) Xylol 2707 30 00 

(30) Naphthalene. 2707 40 00 

(31) Phenols 2707 50 00 

(32) Crcosote oils 2707 60 00 

(33) Butylenes (when not used as fuel) 2711 14 00 

(34) Fluorine, Chlorine, Bromine and iodine. 2801 00 00 

(35) Sulphur, sublimed or precipitated; colloidal sulphur. 2802 00 00 

(36) Carbon (carbon blacks and other forms of carbon not elsewhere specified or included) 2803 00 00 

(37) Hydrogen, rare gases and other non-metals excluding medicinal grade oxygen. 2804 00 00 

(38) Hydrogen 2804 10 00 

(39) Argon 2804 21 00 

(40) Hellum 2804 29 10 

(41) Nitrogen 2804 30 00 

(42) Oxygen 2804 40 00 

(43) Alkali or alkaline earth metals; rare earth metals, scandium and yttrium, whether or not 

intermixed or interalloyed; mercury. 

2805 00 00 

(44) Hydrogen chloride (hydrochloric acid); chlorosulphuric acid 2806 00 00 

(45) Sulphuric acid and hydride thereof Oleum 2807 00 00 

(46) Nitric acid; sulphonicric acids 2808 00 00 

(47) Diphosphorus pentaoxide; phosphoric acid; polyphosphoric acids, whether or not 

chemically defined. 

2809 00 00 

(48) Oxides of boron; boric acids. 2810 00 00 

(49) Other inorganic acids; Carbon dioxide in a gaseous form; Sulphur trioxide (sulphuric 

anhydride) 

2811 00 00 
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(50) Carbon dioxide 2811 21 00 

(51) Dry ice 2811 21 10 

(52) Halides and halide oxides of non-metals. 2812 00 00 

(53) Sulphides of non-metals; commercial phosphorus trisulphide. 2813 00 00 

(54) Ammonia, anhydrous or in aqueous solution 2814 00 00 

(55) Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda); potassium  hydroxide (caustic potash); peroxides of 

solium or potassium 

2815 00 00 

(56) Hydroxide and peroxide of magnesium; oxides, hydroxides and peroxides of strontium 

of barium. 

2816 00 00 

(57) Zinc oxide, zinc peroxide 2817 00 00 

(58) Artificial corundum, whether or not chemically defined, Aluminium oxide, Aluminium 

hydroxide 

2818 00 00 

(59) Chromium oxides and hydroxides 2819 00 00 

(60) Manganese oxides 2820 00 00 

(61) Chromium trioxides 2820 10 00 

(62) Iron oxides and hydroxides, earth colors, containing 70% or more by weight of combined 

iron evaluated as Fe2 O3 

2821 00 00 

(63) Cobalt oxides and hydroxides; commercial cobalt oxides 2822 00 00 

(64) Titanium oxide, others 2823 00 00 

(65)Hydrazine and hydroxylamine and  their inorganic salts; other inorganic bases; other 

metal oxides, hydroxides and peroxides. 

2825 00 00 

(66) Fluorides; fluorosilicates, fluoroaluminates and other complex fluorine salts. 2826 00 00 

(67) Chlorides, chloride oxides and chloride hydroxides; bromides and bromide oxide iodides 

and iodide oxides 

2827 00 00 

(68) Commercial calcium hypo chlorite (bleaching paste or powder) sodium hypochlorite 2828 00 00 

(69) Chlorates and Perchlorates; Bromates and Perbromates; Iodates and periodates. 2829 00 00 

(70) Sulphides; Polysulphides, whether or not chemically defined. 2830 00 00 

(71) Dithionites and sulphoxylates 2831 00 00 

(72) Sulphites; thiosulphates 2832 00 00 

(73) Copper sulphate 2833 25 00 

(74) Basic Chromium Sulphate 2833 23 00 

(75) Sulphates; alums; peroxosulphates (persulphates) 2833 00 00 

(76) Nitrites; nitrates. 2834 00 00 

(77) Phosphinates (hypophosphites), Phosphonates (phosphites); and phosphates, 

polyphosphates whether or not chemically defined. 

2835 00 00 

(78) Carbonates; peroxocarbonates (percarbonates); commercial ammonium carbonate 

containing ammonium carbamate 

2836 00 00 

(79) Cyanides, cyanide oxides and complex cyanides 2837 00 00 
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(80) Fulminates, cyanates and thiocyanates 2838 00 00 

(81) Silicates, commercial alkali, metal silicates 2839 00 00 

(82) Borates; peroxoborates (perborates) 2840 00 00 

(83) Salt of Oxometallic or Peroxometallic acids 2841 00 00 

(84) Radioactive chemical elements and radioactive isotopes (including the fissile or fertile 

chemical elements and isotopes) and their compounds; mixtures and residues containing 

these products. 

2844 00 00 

(85) Isotopes other than those of heading 28.44 compounds, inorganic or organic of such 

isotopes, whether or not chemically defined. (1) Heavy water (deutarium oxide) (2) Nuclear 

fuels not elsewhere included or specified 

2845 00 00 

(86) Compounds, inorganic or organic of rare earth metals, of yttrium or of scandium or of 

mixtures of these metals. 

2846 00 00 

(87) Hydrogen peroxide 28.47 00 00 

(88) Phosphides, whether or not chemically defined, excluding Ferro phosphorus 2848 00 00 

(89) Calcium carbides and silicon carbides 2849 00 00 

(90) Hydrides, nitrides, azides, silicides and borides, whether or not chemically defined, other 

than compounds which are also carbides of heading 2849 

2850 00 00 

(91) Ethylene 2901 21 00 

(92) Propylene 2901 22 00 

(93) Acetylene, in dissolved condition 2901 29 10 

(94) Heptene 2901 29 10 

(95) Cyclic Hydrocarbons 2902 00 00 

(96) Halogenated derivatives of Hydrocarbons 2903 00 00 

(97) Sulphonates, nitrated orl nitrosated derivatives of hydrocarbons, whether or not 

halogenated 

2904 00 00 

(98) Acyclic alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives 2905 00 00 

(99) Methanol 2905 10 00 

(100) Di-ethylene Glycol, Mono-ethylene Glycol, Tri-ethylene Glycol, Ethylene Glycol, Heavy 

Ethylene Glycol 

2905 90 00 

(101) Cyclic alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrated or nitrosated 

derivatives 

2906 00 00 

(102) Phenols; Phenol-Alcohols. 2907 00 00 

(103) Halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives of phenols or phenol-

alcohols. 

2908 00 00 

(104)Ethers, ether-alcohols, peroxides, ether-phenols, ether-alcohol-phenols, alcohol 

peroxides, ether peroxides, ketone peroxides (whether or not chemically defined) and their 

halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives 

2909 00 00 

(105) Epoxides, epoxy alcohols, epoxy phenols and epoxy ethers, with a three-membered 

ring and their halogenated, sulphonated nitrated or nitrosated derivatives. 

2910 00 00 
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(106) Ethylene oxide 2910 00 00 

(107) Acetals and hemiacetals, whether or not with other oxygen function and their 

halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives. 

2911 00 00 

(108) Aldehydes, whether or not with other oxygen function; cyclic polymers of aldehydes; 

Para formaldehyde. 

2912 00 00 

(109) Halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitro sated derivatives of products of heading 

29.12. 

2913 00 00 

(110) Ketones, quinones, whether or not with other oxygen function, and their halogenated, 

sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives (excluding camphor whether natural or 

synthetic) 

2914 21 00 

(111) Saturated acyclic monocarboxylic acids and their anhydrides, halides, peroxides and 

peroxyacids; their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives. 

2915 00 00 

(112) Unsaturated acyclic monocarboxylic acids, cyclic monocarboxylic acids, their 

anhydrides, halides, peroxides and peroxyacids; their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or 

nitrosated derivatives. 

2916 00 00 

(113) Polycarboxylic acids, their anhydrides, halides, peroxides and peroxyacids; their 

halogenated sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives. 

2917 00 00 

(114) Carboxylic acids with additional oxygen function and their anhydrides, halides, 

peroxides and peroxyacids; their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated 

derivatives. 

2918 00 00 

(115) Phosphoric esters and their salts, including lactophosphates; their halogenated, 

sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives. 

2919 00 00 

(116) Esters of other inorganic acids of non-metals (excluding esters of hydrogen halides) and 

their salts; their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives. 

2920 00 00 

(117) Amine-function compounds. 2921 00 00 

(118) Oxygen-function amino-compounds. 2922 00 00 

(119) Quaternary ammonium salts and hydroxides; lecithin and other phosphoaminolipids 

whether or not chemically defined. 

2923 00 00 

(120) Carboxyamide-function compounds; amide-function compounds of carbonic acid. 2924 00 00 

(121) Carboxyamide-function compound (including saccharin and its salts) and iminefunction 

compounds. 

2925 00 00 

(122) Nitrile-function compounds 2926 00 00 

(123) Diazo, azo- or azoxy-compounds. 2927 00 00 

(124) Organic derivatives of hydrazine or of hydroxylamine. 2928 00 00 

(125) Compoounds with other nitrogen function 2929 00 00 

(126) Organo-sulphur compounds. 2930 00 00 

(127) Ethylene Diamine Tetra Acetic Acid, Nitrillo Triacetic Acid and their Derivatives. 2931 00 00 

(128) Heterocyclic compounds with oxygen heteroatom(s) only. 2932 00 00 

(129) Heterocyclic compounds with nitrogen heteroatom(s) only. 2933 00 00 
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(130) Nucleic acids and their salts whether or not chemically defined; other heterocyclic 

compounds. 

2934 00 00 

(131) Sulphonamides. 2935 00 00 

(132) Glycosides, natural or reproduced by synthesis and their salts, ethers, esters and other 

derivatives. 

2938 00 00 

(133) Vegetable alkaloids, natural or reproduced by synthesis, and their salts, ethers, esters 

and other derivatives. 

2939 00 00 

(134) Sugars, chemically pure, other than sucrose, lactose, maltose, glucose and fructose; 

Sugar ethers, Sugar acetals and sugar esters, and their salts, other than products of heading 

2937, 2938 or 2939 

2940 00 00 

(135) Ethylene Diamine Tetra Acetic Acid, Nitrillo Triacetic Acid and their Derivatives. 2942 00 00 

(136) Printing ink, writing ink or drawing ink, whether or not concentrated or solid. 3215 00 00 

(137) Albumins (including concentrates of two or more whey proteins, containing by weight 

morel than 80% whey proteins, calculated on the dry matter), albuminates and other 

albumin derivatives. 

3502 00 00 

(138) Gelatin (including gelatin in rectangular (including square) sheets, whether or not 

surface worked or coloured) and gelatin derivatives. 

3503 00 00 

(139) Peptones and their derivaties; other protein substances and their derivatives, not 

elsewhere specified or included; hide powder, whether or not chromed. 

3504 00 00 

(140) Dextrins and other modified starches (for example, pregelatinised or esterified 

starches) 

3505 00 00 

(141) Enzymes; prepared enzymes not elsewhere specified or included. 3507 00 00 

(142) Artificial graphite; colloidal or semi-colloidal graphite; preparations based on graphite 

or other carbon in the form of pastes, blocks, plates or other semi-manufactures. 

3801 00 00 

(143) Activated carbon; activated natural mineral products; animal black, including spent 

animal black. 

3802 00 00 

(144) Residual lyes for the manufacture of wood pulp, whether or not concentrated, de-

sugared or chemically treated, including lignin sulphonates, but excluding tall oil of heading 

38.03. 

3804 00 00 

(145) Rosin and resin acids, and derivatives thereof; rosin spirit and rosin oils; run gums. 3806 00 00 

(146) Wood tar; wood tar oils; wood creosote; wood naphtha; vegetable pitch; brewers’ 

pitch and similar preparations based on rosin, resin acids or on vegetable pitch 

3807 00 00 

(147) Finishing agents, dye carriers to accelerate the dyeing or fixing of dyestuffs and other 

products and preparations (for example, dressings and mordents), of a kind used in the 

textile, paper, leather or like industries, not elsewhere specified or included. 

3809 00 00 
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(148) Prepared rubber accelerators; compound plasticisers for rubber or plastics, not 

elsewhere specified or included; anti-oxidizing preparations and other compound stabilizers 

for rubber or plastics. 

3812 00 00 

(149) Reducers and blanket wash/roller wash used in the printing industry. 3814 00 00 

(150) Reaction initiators, reaction accelerators and catalytic preparations, not elsewhere 

specified or included. 

3815 00 00 

(151) Mixed alkyl benzenes and mixed alkylnaphthalenes, other than those of heading 27.07 

or 29.02. 

3817 00 00 

(152) Chemical elements doped for use in electronics, in the form of discs, wafers or similar 

forms; chemical compounds doped for use in electronics. 

3818 00 00 

(153) Industrial monocarboxylic fatty acids; acid oils from refining; industrial fatty alcohols 3823 00 00 

(154) Prepared binders for foundry moulds or cores; Retarders used in the printing industry. 3824 00 00 

(155) Polymers of ethylene, in primary forms. 3901 00 00 

(156) LLDPE/LDPE 3901 10 00 

(157) HDPE 3901 20 00 

(158) Polymers of propylene or of other olefins, in primary forms. 3902 00 00 

(159) Polymers of styrene, in primary forms. 3903 00 00 

(160) Polymers of vinyl chloride or of other halogenated olefins, in primary forms. 3904 00 00 

(161) PVC 3904 10 00 

(162) Polymers of vinyl acetate or of ther vinyl esters, in primary forms; other vinyl polymers 

in primary forms. 

3905 00 00 

(163) Acrylic polymers in primary forms. 3906 00 00 

(164) Polyacetals, other polyethers and epoxide resins, in primary forms; polycarbonates, 

alkyd resins, polyallyl esters and other polyesters, in primary forms. 

3907 00 00 

(165) Polyethylene terepthalate chips, polythene chip 3907 60 00 

(166) Amino-resins and phenolic resins 3909 00 00 

(167) Silicones resins 3910 00 10 

(168) Natural polymers (for example, alginic acid) and modified natural polymers (for 

example, hardened proteins, chemical derivatives of natural rubber), not elsewhere specified 

or included, in primary forms. 

3913 00 00 

(169) Waste, parings and scrap, of plastics. 3915 00 00 

(170) Tubes, pipes and hoses, and fittings thereof (for example, joints elbows, flanges), of 

plastics. 

3917 00 00 

(171) Self-adhesive plates, sheets, film foil, tape, strip and other flat shapes, of plastic 

whether or not in rolls. 

3919 00 00 

(172) Other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of plastics, non-cellular whether lecquered or 

metallised or luminated and not not reinforced, laminated, supported or similarly combined 

with other materials. 

3920 00 00 
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(173) Other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of plastics 3921 00 00 

(174) Flexible plain films 3920 32 00 

(175) Plastic fabrics of the type used for making plastic woven sacks and plastic woven sacks. 3926 00 00 

(176) Natural Rubber, balata, gutta percha, guayule, chicle and similar natural gums, in 

primary forms or in plates, sheets or strips. 

4001 00 00 

(177) Synthetic rubber and factice derived from oils in primary forms or in plates, sheets or 

strip; mixtures of any product of heading 40.01 with any product of this heading, in primary 

forms or in plates, sheets or strip. 

4002 00 00 

(178) Reclaimed rubber in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip. 4003 00 00 

(179) Waste, parings and scrap of rubber (other than hard rubber) and powders and granules 

obtained there from. 

4004 00 00 

(180) Compounded rubber, unvulcanised, in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip. 4005 00 00 

(181) Plates, sheets and strip of micro-cellular rubber. 4008 11 10 

(182) Blocks of micro-cellular, rubber but not of latex foam sponge, used in the manufacture 

of soles, heels or soles and heels combined, for footwear. 

4008 19 10 

(183) Plates, sheets and strip of non-cellular rubber used in the manufacture of soles, heels 

or soles and heels combined, for footwear. 

4008 21 10 

(184) Blocks of non-cellular rubber used in the manufacture of soles, heels or soles and heels 

combined, for footwear. 

4008 29 20 

(185) Stoppers, caps and lids of rubber. 4016 00 00 

(186) Packing cases, boxes, crates, drums and similar packing of wood, cable-drums of wood; 

pallets, box pallets and other load boards of wood; pallet collars of wood. 

4415 00 00 

(187) Corks and stoppers 4503 00 00 

(188) Mechanical wood pulp. 4701 00 00 

(189) Chemical wood pulp, dissolving grades. 4702 00 00 

(190) Chemical wood pulp, soda or sulphar, other than dissolving grades. 4703 00 00 

(191) Chemical wood pulp, sulphite, other than dissolving grades. 4704 00 00 

(192) Wood pulp obtained by a combination of mechanical and chemical pulping processes. 4705 00 00 

(193) Pulps of fibers derived from recovered (waste and scrap) paper or paperboard or of 

other fibrous cellulosic material. 

4706 00 00 

(194) Recovered (waste and scrap) paper or paperboard. 4707 00 00 

(195) Paper and Paperboard, laminated internally with bitumen, tar or asphalt 4807 00 00 

(196) Tarred, bituminised or asphalted paper and paperboard, paper and paperboard, coated 

inpregnated or covered with plastic (excluding adhesives) 

4811 00 00 
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197 (a) Paper or paperboard lables of all kinds, whether or not printed. 4821 00 00 

197 (b) Paper printed lables and paper board prinetd labels 4821 00 00 

(198) Paper self-adhesive tape and printed wrappers used for packing  4823 00 00 

(199) Yarn of jute 5307 00 00 

(200) Sacking fabrics, Hessian fabrics, Jute canvas. 5310 00 00 

(201) Polyster staple fibre waste 5505 10 00 

(202) Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, whether or not plaited or braided and whether or 

not impregnated, coated, covered or sheathed with rubber or plastics. 

5607 00 00 

(203) Sacks and bags of a kind used for the packing of goods, of jute or of other textile bast 

fibres of heading 63.03 

6305 00 00 

(204) Natural or artificial abrasive powder or grain, on a base of textile material, or paper, of 

paperboard or of other materials, whether or not cut to shape or sewn or otherwise made 

up. 

6805 00 00 

(205) Refractory ceramic fibres 6903 00 00 

(206) Cullet and other waste and scrap of glass, glass in the mass. 7001 00 00 

(207) Carboys, bottles, jars, pots phials of glass, ampules and other containers of Glass, of a 

kind used for the conveyance of packing of goods, preserving jars of glass, stoppers lids and 

other closure of glass 

7010 00 00 

(208) Glass fibers (including glass wool) and articles thereof (for example: yarn, woven 

fabrics) 

7019 00 00 

(209) Ferro alloys. 7202 00 00 

(210) containers for compressed or liquefied gas, of iron or steel 7311 00 00 

(211) Aseptic packaging aluminium foil of thickness less than 0.2 mm and backed by paper 

and LDPE 

7607 19 94 

(212) Stoppers, caps and lids (including crown corks, screw caps and pouring stoppers) 

capsules for bottles, threaded bungs, bung covers, seals and other packing accessories of 

base metal 

8309 00 00 

(213) Winding wire 8544 00 00 

(214) Vessels and other floating structures for breaking up. 8908 00 00 

(215) Gelatin capsule empty 9602 00 30 

(216) Buttons of plastics. 9606 21 00 

(217) Rubber foam 4016 99 90 

(218) Capacitors 8532 00 00 

(219) Chalk powder 2509 00 00 

(220) rubber thread 4007 00 10 

(221) Plastic lumps 3901 00 00 

(222) Bitumen 2714 90 20 

(223) Asbestos fibers and products thereof   

     (a) Asbestos fiber   

          (1) Chrysotile  2524 90 21 
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          (2) Amphibole 2524 90 22 

          (3) Crysolite 2524 90 23 

          (4) Amosite 2524 90 24 

          (5) Other fiber 2524 90 29 

     (b) Asbestos product 6812 00 00 

(224) Waste paper 4707 00 00 

(225) Transformer stamping / stamping lamination 8504 90 10 

(226) Aromatic chemical and compounds 3302 90 00 

(227) Casein 3501 10 00 

(228) Liquified Petroleum Gas when used as feedstock in the manufacture of polybutene, 

polyisobutylene, Methyl Ethyl Ketone or propylene. 

2711 19 00 

(229) Plastic Master Batch 3204 00 00 

(230) Paraffin wax and paraffin liquid 2712 20 00 

(231) Yellow and white antistatic agent. 2919 00 00 

(232) Tread Rubber 4002 99 90 

(233) All types of labels, whether printed or not.   

     (a) Printed paper tag 4821 10 10 

     (b) Printed labels 4821 10 20 

     (c) Other labels 4821 90 10 

(234) Denatured ethyl alchohol of any strength. 2207 20 00 

(235) Block or rubble form of marble.   

     (a) Rubble form of marble 2515 11 00 

     (b) Block form of marble. 2515 12 00 

(236)  Block or rubble form of granite.   

     (a) Rubble form of granite 2516 11 00 

     (b) Block form of granite 2516 12 00 

(237) Valves of all types.   

     (a) Valves suitable for use solely or principally with spark ignition internal combustion 

piston engine 

8409 91 11 

     (b) Other valves suitable for use solely or principally with  engines of heading 8407 or 

8408 

8409 99 11 

     (c) Pressure-reducing valves 8481 10 00 

     (d) Valves for oleohydraulic or pneumatic transmission 8481 20 00 

     (e) Check (non-return) valves 8481 30 00 

     (f) Safety or relief valves  8481 40 00 

     (h) Industrials valves (excluding pressure reducing valve and thermostatically controlled 

valve) 

8481 80 30 

     (i) Inner tube valves for bicycles 8481 80 41 

     (j) Other inner tube valves 8481 80 49 

     (k) Expansion valves and solenoid valves for refrigerating and airconditioning appliances 

and machinary 

8481 80 50 
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     (l) Other expansion valves and solenoid valves  8481 80 90 

     (l) Other expansion valves and solenoid valves  8481 80 90 

     (m) Bicycles valve 8481 90 10 

     (n) Other valve for pipes, boiler shells, tanks, vats or the like 8481 90 90 

     (o) Other valves of machanical appliances  8487 90 00 

(238) Kerosene (Linear Alkyl Benzene Feed Stock) for use in the manufacture of Linear Alkyl 

Benzene 

2710 19 90 

(239) Bare wire of non-ferrous metal.   

     (a) of copper 7408 19 90 

     (b) of nickel 7505 21 00 

     (c) of aluminium (not alloyed) 7605 00 00 

     (d) of zink 7904 00 30 

     (e) of tin 8003 00 40 

     (f) of tungsten 8101 96 00 

     (g) of molybdenum 8102 96 00 

     (h) of tantalum 8103 20 90 

     (i) of magnasium 8104 90 30 

     (j) of other base metal 8311 90 00 

(240) Spring of all types excluding spring used as part of motor vehicles.   

     (a) of iron and steel   

          (i) leaf springs for railways and tramways 7320 10 12 

          (ii) Other leaf spring 7320 10 19 

          (iii) Helical spring 7320 20 20 

          (iv) Other spring 7320 90 90 

     (b) of clocks and watches 9114 00 00 

     (c) of copper or of iron and steel with heads of copper 7415 29 00 

     (d) of aluminium 7616 99 90 

     (e) of base metal 8215 99 00 

(241) Zippers and fasteners   

     (a) Zip fasteners fitted with chain scoops of base metals 9607 11 10 

     (b) Other zip fasteners 9607 19 10 

(242) Tamarind Kernel Powder (Treated and pulversied) 1106 30 10 

(243) Vegetable saps and extracts, peptic substances, pectinates and petites; agar-agar and 

other mucilages and thickeners, whether or not modified, derived from vegetable products. 

1302 00 00 

(244) Yeast 1517 90 00 

(245) Fatty Acid Pitch/Fatty Alcohol Pitch 1522 00 90 

(246) Pure sodium chloride 2501 00 00 

(247) Carbon Black Feed Stock (CBFS) 2707 99 00 
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(248) Other salts inorganic acids or peroxoacids, (including aluminosilicates, whether or not 

chemically defined), other than azides 

2842 00 00 

(249) Colloidal precious metals; inorganic or organic compounds of precious metals, whether 

or not chemically defined; amalgams of precious metals 

2843 00 00 

(250) Compounds (inorganic or organic) of mercury, excluding amalgams 2852 00 00 

(251) Distilled water 2853 00 10 

(252) Ammonium Nitrate 3102 10 00 

(253) Synthetic organic tanning substances, inorganic tanning substances; tanning 

preparations, whether or not containing natural tanning substances; enzymatic preparation 

for pre-tanning 

3202 00 00 

(254) Synthetic organic coloring matter, whether or not chemically defined; preparations as 

specified in note 3 to Central Excise Act’s Chapter No.32 based on synthetic organic coloring 

matter; synthetic organic products of a kind used as fluorescent brightening agents or as 

luminophores, whether or not chemically defined. 

3204 00 00 

(255) Pigment paste 3206 00 00 

(256) Ultramarine Blue 3206 41 00 

(257)  Prepared pigments and prepared colours, Frit/Ceramic Glaze Frit (Mixture) Glass Frit 3207 00 00 

(258) Prepared driers, paint driers 3211 00 00 

(259) Pigment (including metallic powders and flakes) dispersed in non- aqueous media in 

liquid form 

3212 00 00 

(260) Organic surface active agents (other than soap), surface-active preparations, washing 

preparations (including auxiliary washing preparations) and cleaning preparations, whether 

or not containing soap, other than those of heading 3401 

3402 00 00 

(261) Lubricating Preparations for treatment of textile materials. 3403 11 00 

(262) Artificial waxes and prepared waxes 3404 00 00 

(263) Blanket Adhesive (used in textile industry) and Screen Adhesive (used in textile 

industry) 

3506 91 90 

(264) Chemical preparation for photographic uses (other than varnishes, glues, adhesives 

and similar preparation) used in textile industry 

3707 00 00 

(265) Agglomerated Welding Flux powder 3810 10 10 

(266) Prepared culture media for development or maintenance of micro organisms (including 

viruses and the like) or of plant, human or animal cells 

3821 00 00 

(267) Polyamides in primary forms 3908 00 00 

(268) Silicones in primary forms 3910 00 00 

(269) Petroleum resins, Coumarone-indene resins, Polystyrenes, Polysulphides, 

Polysulphones and other products, in primary forms 

3911 00 00 
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(270) Cellulose and its chemical derivatives, not elsewhere specified or included, in primary 

forms 

3912 00 00 

(271) Potassium iodate and Calcium iodate 2829 90 30 

(272) Acid Slury 2833 19 10 

(273) Khali powder 3215 90 90 

(274) Papadkhar 2836 30 00 

(275) Polishes and compositions for application to metal 3405.90.10 

(276) Precipitated Silica 3824.90.25 

101 Iron and steel   

(1) Pig Iron, Spiegeleisen in pigs, blocks or other primary forms 7201 00 00 

(2) Granules and powders, of pig iron, spiegeleisen, iron or steel 7205 00 00 

(3) Iron and non-ally steel in ingots or other primary forms(excluding iron of heading 7203) 7206 00 00 

(4) Flat-rolled products of iron or non-aaly steel, of a width of 600 mm or more, hot- rolled, 

not clad, plated or coated 

7208 00 00 

(5) Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of 600 mm or more,cold 

rolled(cold reduced), not clad, plated or coated 

7209 00 00 

(6) Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of 600mm or more, clad plated 

or coated 

7210 00 00 

(7) Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of less than 600mm, not clad, 

plated or coated 

7211 00 00 

(8) Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of less than 600mm,clad,plated 

or coated 

7212 00 00 

(9) Bars and rods, hot rolled, in irregualrity wound coils, of iron or non-ally steel 7213 00 00 

(10) Other bars and rods of iron or non-ally steel, not further worked than forged, hot rolled, 

hot drawn or hot-extruded, but including those twisted after rolling 

7214 00 00 

(11) Other bars and rods of iron or non-ally steel 7215 00 00 

(12) Angles, shapes and sections of iron or non-alloy steel 7216 00 00 

(13) Wire of iron or non-alloy steel 7217 00 00 

(14) Steel piling of iron or steel, whether or not drilled, punched or made from assembled 

elements; welded angles, shapes and sections, of iron or steel  

7301 00 00 

(15) Railway or tramway track construction material of iron and steel, the following: rails, 

check-rails and rack rails, switch blades, crossing frogs, point rods and their crossing pieces, 

sleepers(cross ties) fish plates, chairs, chair wedges, sole plates(base plates), rail clips, bed 

plates, ties and other material specialized for jointing or fixing rails 

7302 00 00 

(16) Tubes and hollow profiles, of cast iron 7303 00 00 

(17) Tubes and hollow profiles, seamless, of iron (other than cast iron) or steel 7304 00 00 
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(18) Other tubes (for example, welded, riveted or similar closed) having circular cross-

sections, the external diameter of which exceeds 406.4 mm of iron or steel. 

7305 00 00 

(19) Other tubes and hollow profiles (for example, open seam or welded, riveted or similarly 

closed), of iron or steel 

7306 00 00 

(20) Tubes or pipe fittings (for example, couplings, elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel 7307 00 00 

(21) Steel structurals, (angles, joints, channels, tees, sheet pilting sections Z sections or any 

other rolled sections. 

7308 00 00 

102 Iron powder 7205 29 10 

103 IT products   

(1) Word processing machines. 8469 00 10 

(2) Automatic typewriters. 8469 00 20 

(3) Electronic calculator capable of operations without an external source of electrical power 

and pocket size data recording, reproducing and displaying machines with calculating 

functions (including electronic diaries other than those covered under heading No. 8471) or 

incorporating a printing device. 

8470 10 00 

(4) (a) Automatic data processing machines and units thereof, magnetic or optical readers, 

machines for transcribing data onto data media in coded form and machines for processing 

such data. 

8471 00 00 

     (b) Analogue or hybrid automatic data processing machines. 8471 41 90 

     (c)Portable digital automatic data processing machines, weighing not more than 10kg, 

consisting of at least a central processing unit, a keyboard and a display including personal 

computer. 

8471 30 00 

     (d) Other digital automatic data processing machines comprising in the same housing at 

least a central processing unit and an input and output unit, whether or not combined, 

including micro computer, large or main frame computer.  

8471 41 00 

     (e)Other digital automatic data processing machines presented in the form of systems. 8471 49 00 

     (f) Processing units other than those of sub-headings 8471 41 or 8471 49, whether or not 

containing in the same housing one or two of the following types of unit : storage units, 

input units, output units. 

8471 50 00 

     (g) Input or output units, whether or not containing storage units in the same housing, 

including combined input or out put units, line printer, dot matrix printer, letter quality daisy 

wheel printer, graphic printer, plotter, laser jet printer, ink jet printer, monitor, keyboard, 

scanners, mouse and other units. 

8471 60 00 

     (h) Storage units, including floppy disc drives, hard disc drives, removable or exchangeable 

disc drives, magnetic tape drives, cartridge tape drive, CD-Rom drive, digital video disc drive.  

8471 70 00 

     (i) Other units, of automatic data processing machines. 8471 80 00 

     (j) Switch Mode Power Supply Systems and other goods. 8471 90 00 
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(5) Parts and accessories (other than covers, carrying cases and the like) suitable for use 

solely or principally with machines of sub-heading 8469 00 10 and 8469 00 20. 

8473 10 00 

(6) Parts and accessories (other than covers, carrying cases and the like) suitable for use 

solely or principally with machines of sub-heading 8470 10 00. 

8473 21 00 

(7) Parts and accessories (other than covers, carrying cases and the like) suitable for use 

solely or principally with machines of heading 8471, which are given below:- 

8473 30 00 

     (a) Microprocessors 8473 30 00 

     (b) Motherboards 8473 30 00 

     (c) Other mounted printed circuit boards. 8473 30 00 

     (d) Head Stack 8473 30 00 

     (e) Ink cartridges with print head assembly. 8473 30 00 

     (f) Ink spray nozzle. 8473 30 00 

     (g) Network access controllers. 8473 30 00 

     (h) Graphic and intelligence based script technology (GIST) cards for multilingual 

computers. 

8473 30 00 

     (i) Toner cartridges. 8473 30 00 

     (j) Ink Cartridge. 8473 30 00 

     (k) Computer cabinet or case with or without SMPS. 8473 30 00 

     (l) Other parts covered by sub-heading 8473 30. 8473 30 00 

(8) DC Micro motors of an output not exceeding 37.5 Watts.. 8501 10 11 

(9) DC Stepper Motor of an output not exceeding 37.5 Watts. 8501 10 12 

(10) Parts of goods specified in sub-heading 8501 10 11 and  8501 10 12. 8503 00 00 

(11) Uninterrupted Power Supplies (UPS) and their parts.  8504 00 00 

(12) Permanent magnet and articles intended to become permanent magnet (ferrites). 8505 00 00 

(13) (a)   Electrical apparatus for line telephony or line telegraphy, including line telephone 

sets with cordless handsets  and telecommunication apparatus for carrier-current line 

systems or for digital line systems; videophones. 

8517 00 00 

     (b) (i) Line Telephone sets with cordless handsets, of push button type. 8517 11 00 

          (ii) Other type of line telephone sets with cordless handsets, covered by sub-heading 

8517 11 90. 

8517 11 90 

     (c) (i) Telephone sets of push button type and rotary dial type. 8517 19 00 

          (ii) Other type of telephone sets covered by sub-heading 8517 19 19 8517 19 19 

          (iii) Videophones. 8517 62 90 

     (d) Facsimile machines. 8517 21 00 

     (e) Teleprinters 8517 22 00 

     (f) Telephonic or telegraphic switching apparatus. 8517 30 00 

     (g) PLCC equipment. 8517 62 10 
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     (h) Voice frequency telegraphy. 8517 62 20 

     (i) Modems (modulators-demodulators). 8517 62 30 

     (j) High bit rate digital subscriber line system (HDSL). 8517 62 40 

     (k) Digital loop carrier system (DLC). 8517 62 50 

     (l) Synchronous digital hierarchy system (SDH). 8517 62 60 

     (m) Multiplexer, statistical multiplexer. 8517 62 70 

     (n) ISDN terminals. 8517 69 10 

     (o) ISDN terminal adapters. 8517 69 20 

     (p) Routers 8517 69 30 

     (q) X25 pads. 8517 69 40  

     (r) Other apparatus covered by this sub-heading. 8517 69 90 

     (s) Attachments for telephones. 8517 69 70  

     (t) Subscriber end equipment. 8517 69 50 

     (u) Set top boxes for gaining access to the Internet. 8517 69 60 

     (v) Other apparatus covered by this sub-heading. 8517 69 90 

     (w) Populated, loaded or stuffed printed circuit boards. 8517 70 10 

     (x) Other parts covered by this sub-heading. 8517 70 90 

(14) Microphones, multimedia speakers, headphones, earphones and combined 

microphones/ speaker sets and their parts. 

8518 00 00 

(15) Telephone answering machines. 8519 50 00 

(16) Parts of telephone answering machines. 8522 00 00 

(17) (a) Prepared unrecorded media for sound recording or similar recording of other 

phenomena, other than products of Chapter 37 of the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985. 

8523 00 00 

     (b) Magnetic tapes of width not exceeding 4mm for recording sound and phenomena 

other than sound, including audio cassettes, video cassettes and other video magnetic tape 

including those in hubs and reels, rolls, pancakes and jumbo rolls. 

8523 11 00 

     (c) Magnetic tapes of width exceeding 4mm but not exceeding 6.5mm for recording sound 

and phenomena other than sound, including audio cassettes, video cassettes and other 

video magnetic tape including those in hubs and reels, rolls, pancakes and jumbo rolls. 

8523 12 00 

     (d) Magnetic tapes of width exceeding 6.5mm for recording sound and phenomena other 

than sound including, audio cassette, 16mm sprocket tapes, ¾” and 1” video cassettes, ½” 

video cassette suitable to work with betacam, betacam SP / M II and VHS type VCR, ¾” video 

tapes, 1” video tapes and other video tapes. 

8523 13 00 

     (e) Magnetic discs, including hard disc pack, floppy disc or diskettes and other magnetic 

discs. 

8523 20 00 

     (f) Cards incorporating a magnetic stripe. 8523 30 00 
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     (g) Matrices for the production of records, prepared record blanks, cartridge tape, ½” 

video cassette suitable to work with digital type VCR, unrecorded compact disc (Audio), 

compact disc recordable, Blank Master Disc (i.e. substrate) for producing stamper for 

compact disc and other prepared unrecorded media. 

8523 90 00 

(18) (a) Records, tapes and other recorded media for sound or other similarly recorded 

phenomena, including matrices and masters for the production of records, but excluding 

products of chapter 37 of the Central Excise Tariff, Act, 1985. 

8523 00 00 

     (b) Gramophone records including learning aids, such as, language records. 8523 80 10 

     (c) Discs for reproducing phenomena other than sound or image including software. 8523 40 90 

     (d) Discs for reproducing sound only including pre-recorded audio compact discs. 8523 40 40 

     (e) Other discs including video compact disc of educational nature. 8523 80 50 

     (f) Magnetic tapes for reproducing phenomena other than sound or image. 8523 29 90 

     (g) Other magnetic tapes of width not exceeding 4 mm. 8523 29 90 

     (h) Other magnetic tapes of a width exceeding 4 mm but not exceeding 6.5 mm. 8523 29 90 

     (i) Other magnetic tapes of a width exceeding 6.5 mm 8523 29 90 

     (j) Cards incorporating a magnetic stripe. 8523 21 00 

     (k) Other media for reproducing phenomena other than sound or image; software. 8523 00 00 

     (l) Other recorded media including audio-visual news or audio-visual views material. 8523 80 30 

(19) Transmission apparatus other than apparatus for radio broadcasting or TV broadcasting.  8525 50 00 

(20) Transmission apparatus incorporating reception apparatus, including walki talkie sets, 

cordless handsets, [xxx], [xxx], marine radio communication equipment, amateur radio 

equipment, [xxx]. 

8525 60 00 

(21) Still image video cameras and digital cameras. 8525 80 20 

(22) Radio communications receivers, radio pagers. 8527 99 00 

(23) (a)  Aerials, antenna and their parts. 8529 00 00 

       (b) Parts of goods specified in excise sub-headings 8525 50, 8525 50, 8525 80 20 and 

8527 99. 

8529 00 00 

(24) Indicator panels incorporating liquid crystal devices (LCD) or light emitting diodes (LED) 

and parts thereof. 

8531 00 00 

(25) Electrical capacitors, fixed, variable or adjustable (pre-set) and parts thereof. 8532 00 00 

(26) Electrical resistors (including rheostats and potentiometers), other than heating 

resistors. 

8533 00 00 

(27) Printed circuits. 8534 00 00 
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(28) Switches, sockets, connectors, relays and accessories thereof for upto 6 amps at voltage 

not exceeding 250 volts, electronic fuses. 

8536 00 00 

(29) Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the apparatus mentioned in entry at 

serial No. 28 of this Schedule. 

8538 00 00 

(30) Data or graphic display tubes, other than TV picture tubes and parts thereof. 8540 00 00 

(31) (a) Diodes transistors and similar semiconductor devices; photo sensitive semiconductor 

devices, including photovoltaic cells whether or not assembled in modules or made-up into 

panels; light emitting diodes; mounted piezo-electric crystals. 

8541 00 00 

     (b) Diodes, other than photosensitive or light emitting diodes.  8541 10 00 

     (c)Transistors, other than photosensitive transistors, with a dissipation rate of less than 

1W. 

8541 21 00 

     (d) Other transistors. 8541 29 00 

     (e) Thyristors, diacs and triacs, other than photosensitive devices. 8541 30 00 

     (f) Photosensitive semi-conductor devices, including photovoltaic cells whether or not 

assembled in modules or made up into panels; light emitting diodes; including solar cells 

whether or not assembled in modules or panes, electro-luminescent. 

8541 40 00 

     (g) Other semi-conductors devices. 8541 50 00 

     (h) Mounted piezo-electric crystals. 8541 60 00 

     (i) Parts of goods covered by heading 8541. 8541 90 00 

(32) (a) Electronic integrated circuits and micro assemblies. 8542 00 00 

     (b) Cards incorporating an electronic integrated circuit (“smart” cards), including SIM 

cards, memory cards. 

8542 00 00 

     (c) Digital Monolithic integrated circuits. 8542 00 00 

     (d) Other monolithic integrated circuits including cards incorporating only a single 

electronic integrated circuit with optical strip. 

8542 00 00 

     (e) Hybrid integrated circuits. 8542 00 00 

     (f) Electronic micro assemblies. 8542 00 00 

     (g) Parts of goods covered by heading 8542. 8542 00 00 

(33) Signal generators. 8543 20 00 

(34) Parts of signal generators. 8543 90 00 

(35) Optical fibre cables, Networking cables such as Flat cables, CAT 3 cables, CAT 5 cables, 

CAT 6 cables, unshielded twisted pair (UTP) cables. 

8544 00 00 

(36) Optical fibres and optical fibre bundles and cables. 9001 00 00 

(37) Liquid crystal devices (excluding LCD television set) and parts thereof. 9013 00 00 
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(38) Cathode ray oscilloscopes, spectrum analysers, cross talk meters, gain measuring 

instruments, distortion factor meters, psophometers, network and logic analysers and signal 

analysers. 

9030 00 00 

(39)  Computer printer ribbon. 9612 10 10 

104 (1) Real jari thread (gold) and silver thread combined with textile thread 5605 00 10 

(2) Imitation jari thread 5605 00 20 

(3) other metallised yarn, wether or not gimped, being textile yarn, or strip or the like of 

heading 5404 or 5405 combined with metal in the form of thread, strip or powder or covered 

with metal 

5605 00 90 

(4) Jari materials that is to say badla, kasab, champa, gota and fulthappa not containing gold 

or silver metal 

5809 00 00 

105 Jute that is to say the fibre extracted from plants belonging to the species corchorous 

Capsularies and corchorous olitorous and the fibre known as mesta or bimli extracted from 

plants or the species hibiscus cannapinus and hibiscus sadarifavar altissima (and the fibre 

known as sunn, sunn-hemp extracted from plants of the species Crotalaria juncea) whether 

baled or otherwise. 

5305 00 00 

106 Kerosene sold through the Public Distribution System 2710 19 10 

107 Kerosene 2710 19 10 

108 (1) Kandrup 1211 90 49 

(2) Kachuka 0813 40 10 

(3) Kamal kakadi (Lotus seed) 1211 90 19 

(4) Katho (Catechu) 1404 90 50 

(5) Kokam goti (Mangosteen seed)  1207 99 40 

(6) Kokam tel  (Mangosteen oil)  1515 90 10 

(7) Kokam ful (Mangosteen flower) 1212 99 10 

(8) Kokam Lonawala (Mangosteen) 1207 99 40 

(9) Kothangal 1211 90 99 

(10) Khaman (Kopra chhin) 1203 00 00 

(11) Panani Jal  1211 90 99 

(12) Phulmakhana  1211 90 99 

(13) Barda chhal  1211 90 99 

(14) Magaj tari  0813 40 90 

(15) Rajan  1211 90 99 

(16) Vavding  1211 90 19 

(17) Shankhjiru (Soap Stone) 2528 90 10 

(18) Singoda   0813 40 20 

(19) Sanchal (Bitallaban)  2501 00 20 

(20) Hing (Asafoetida)   1301 90 13 

(21) (a) Rosted gram (Commonly known as sing-dalia)  0713 50 00 
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       (b) Rosted Peanuts (Commonly known as sing-dalia)  2008 11 00 

(22) Mukhvas    

     (a) Dhanadal salted & Spiced 2106 90 70 

     (b) Variali    

          (i) of seed quality 0909 10 11 

          (ii) other 0909 10 19 

     (c) Ajmadal  0910 99 14 

     (d) Suvadal  0910 99 13 

     (f) Hajma-Hajma Churna 2106 90 99 

     (g) Drakshadivati  2106 90 99 

     (h) Dadamvati  2106 90 99 

     (i) Jiragoli 2106 90 99 

(23) Gulkand 2106 90 99 

(24) Amchur 0804 50 90 

(25) Ajma (Ajwa) 0910 99 14 

(26) Asalia 0910 99 19 

(27) Coconut copra 1203 00 00 

(28) Dry Fruits   

     (a) Brazil nuts 0801 22 00 

     (b) Cashew nuts 0801 32 00 

     (c) almond 0802 12 00 

     (d) Hazel nuts or filberts 0802 22 00 

     (e) Walnuts 0802 32 00 

     (f) Chest nuts 0802 40 00 

     (g) Pistashios 0802 50 00 

     (h) Macadamia nuts 0802 60 00 

     (i) Kharek 0804 10 30 

     (j) Dried figs 0804 20 90 

     (k) Mangoes, sliced dried 0804 50 30 

     (l) Dried grapes (Raisins) 0806 20 00 

     (m) Dried apricots 0813 10 00 

     (n) Dried prunes 0813 20 00 

     (o) Dried apples 0813 30 00 

     (p) Dried Singoda whole 0813 40 20 

     (q) Mixture of dried fruits 0813 50 20 

     (r) cashew nut, roasted, salted or roasted & salted  2008 19 10 

     (s) Other roasted nuts and seeds 2008 19 20 

     (t) Other nuts, otherwise prepared or preserved 2008 19 30 

     (u) Other roasted & fried dry fruits 2008 19 40 
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(29) Isabgul 1211 90 13 

(30) Kalingada seeds 0910 99 19 

(31) Khas khas (red poppy seeds) 1207 91 00 

(32) Jira (Cumin seeds),  0909 30 00 

(33) Variali (aniseeds)   

     (a) of seed quality 0909 10 11 

     (b) other 0909 10 19 

(34) Methi (fengru seeds) 0910 99 12 

(35) Suva (Dill seeds) 0910 99 13 

(36) Dhana 0909 20 90 

(37) Dhana dal 0909 20 90 

(38) Pepper   

     (a) neither crushed nor ground 0904 11 00 

     (b) crushed or ground 0904 12 00 

     (c) jamaica paper 0904 20 50 

(39) Spices   

     (a) Mate 0903 00 00 

     (b) Dried, crushed or ground chillies 0904 20 10 

     (c)  Chilly powder 0904 20 20 

     (d) dried, crushed or ground fruits of genus capsicum 0904 20 30 

     (e) Chilly seed 0904 20 40 

     (f) Other fruits of genus pimenta, dried or crushed or ground 0904 20 90 

     (g) vanila 0905 00 00 

     (h) Cinnamon and Cinnamon tree flowers 0906 00 00 

     (i) Cloves (whole fruit, cloves and stems) 0907 00 00 

     (j) Nutmeg, mace and cardamoms   

          (i) Nutmeg 0908 10 00 

          (ii) Mace 0908 20 00 

          (iii)   cardamoms 0908 30 00 

     (k) Seeds of badian, fennel, coriander, cumin, caraway at juniper berries   

          (i) Badian 0909 10 00 

          (ii) Caraway 0909 40 00 

          (iii) Fennel and juniper berries 0909 50 00 

     (l) Ginger, saffron, turmeric (curcuma), thyme , bay leaves, curry and other spices   

          (i) Ginger (other than fresh) 0910 10 00 

          (ii) Saffron 0910 20 00 

          (iii)  Turmeric 0910 30 00 

          (iv) Thyme, bay leaves 0910 40 00 
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          (v) Curry 0910 50 00 

          (vi) Other spices 0910 99 00 

     (m) mixtures of two or more products,  Curry powder 0910 91 00 

109 (1) Sauces   

     (a) soya sauce 2103 10 00 

     (b) Tomato ketchup and other tomato sauces  2103 20 00 

     (c) Chilli sauce 2103 90 20 

     (d) Mayonnaise and salad dressings 2103 90 30 

(2) Jams, marmalades, jellies  2007 00 00 

(3) Savouries like chips 1905 90 30 

(4) Paste of onion, ginger or garlic and similar other pastes and combination thereof 2103 90 10 

(5) Mixed condiments and mixed seasoning 2103 90 40 

(6) Soups and broths and preparations therefor; Homogenised composite food preparation 2104 00 00 

(7) Vegetable (uncooked or cooked by steaming or boiling in water), frozen   

     (a) Potatoes 0710 10 00 

     (b) Peas 0710 21 00 

     (c) Beans 0710 22 00 

     (cc) Other leguminous vegetables 0710 29 00 

     (d) Spinach and orache spinach 0710 30 00 

     (e) Sweet corn 0710 40 00 

     (f) Terragon 0710 80 10 

     (ff) other vegetables 0710 80 90 

     (g) Mixtures of vegetables 0710 90 00 

(8) Vegetable provisionally preserved (for example, by sulphur dioxide gas, in brine, in 

sulphur water or in other preservative solutions), but unsuitable in that state for immediate 

consumption 

  

     (a) Olives 0711 20 00 

     (b) Capers 0711 30 00 

     (c) Cucumbers and gherkins 0711 40 00 

     (d) Mushrooms of the genus Agaricus 0711 51 00 

     (dd) other mushrooms and truffles 0711 59 00 

     (e) Green pepper in brine 0711 90 10 

     (f) Assorted canned vegetables 0711 90 20 

     (g) Other vegetables; mixtures of vegetables 0711 90 90 

(9) Dried vegetables, whole, cut, sliced, broken or in powder, but not further prepared   

     (aa) Onions 0712 20 00 

     (a) Mushrooms of the genus Agaricus 0712 31 00 
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     (b) wood ears 0712 32 00 

     (c) Jelly fungi 0712 33 00 

     (cc) Other mushrooms and truffles 0712 39 00 

     (d) Asparagus, dried 0712 90 10 

     (e) Dehydrated garlic powder 0712 90 20 

     (f) Dehydrated garlic flakes 0712 90 30 

     (g) Marjoram, oregano 0712 90 50 

     (h) Potatoes 0712 90 60 

     (i) Other 0712 90 90 

(10) Fruits and nuts, uncooked or cooked by steaming or boiling in water, frozen, whether or 

not containing added sugar or other sweetening matter 

  

     (a) Strawberries   

          (i) Containing added sugar 0811 10 10 

          (ii) Not containing added sugar 0811 10 20 

     (b) Raspberries, blackberries, mulberries, loganberries, black, white or red currants   

          (i) Containing added sugar 0811 20 10 

          (ii) Not containing added sugar 0811 20 20 

     (c) Other   

          (i) Containing added sugar 0811 90 10 

          (ii) Not containing added sugar 0811 90 90 

(11) Fruits and nuts provisionally preserved (e.g. by sulphur dioxide gas, in brine, in sulphur 

water or in other preservative solutions) but unsuitable in that state for immediate 

consumption 

  

     (a) Cherries 0812 10 00 

     (b) Mango slices in brine 0812 90 10 

     (c) other 0812 90 90 

(12) Peel of citrus fruits or melons (including water melons) frozen dried or provisionally 

preserved in brine, in sulphur water or in other preservative solution 

0814 00 00 

(13) Vegetables, fruits, nuts and other edible parts of plants, prepared or preserved by 

vinegar or acitic acid 

2001 00 00 

(14) Tomatoes prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid 2002 00 00 

(15) Mushrooms and truffles, prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid 2003 00 00 

(16) Other vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acitic acid, frozen, 

other than products of heading 2006 

2004 00 00 

(17) Other vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acitic acid, not 

frozen, other than products of heading 2006 

2005 00 00 
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(18) Vegetables, fruits, nuts, fruit-peel and other parts of plants, preserved by sugar 2006 00 00 

(19) Jams, fruits jellies, marmalades, fruit or nut puree and fruit or nut paste, obtained by 

cooking, whether or not containing added sugar or other sweetening matter 

2007 00 00 

(20) Fruits, nuts and other edible parts of plants, (otherwise prepared or preserved, whether 

or not containig added sugar or other sweetening matter or spirit, not elsewhere specified or 

included (including mixtures, squash and fruit cocktail) 

2008 00 00 

(21) Fruit juices (including grape must), unfermented and not containing added spirit, 

whether or not containing added sugar or other sweetening matter 

2009 00 00 

(22) Coconut products (other than sweets and confectionery and those not specifically 

included under any other item in this Schedule) 

  

     (a) Descicated coconut 0801 11 00 

     (b) Other coconut products 0801 19 90 

  Powder of    

  (1) chillies 0904 20 20 

  (2) tamarind 1106 30 10 

  (3) turmeric 0910 30 30 

  (4) Cassia 0910 99 21 

  (5) Cumin 0910 99 22 

110 (6) Celery 0910 99 23 

  (7) Fenugreek 0910 99 24 

  (8) Dill 0910 99 25 

  (9) Poppy 0910 99 26 

  (10) Mustard 0910 99 27 

  (11) Other masala 0910 99 29 

111 (1) Lignite, whether or not pulverised, but not agglomerated   2702 10 00 

(2) Agglomerated lignite 2702 20 00 

112 Linear Alkyl Benzene (L.A.B.) 3817 00 11 

113 Low Sulphur heavy stock (LSHS) 2710 11 90 

114 (1) Lubricating oil 2710 19 80 

(2) Other lubricants containing by weight 70% or more of petroleum oils or of oils obtained 

from bituminous minerals, these oils being the basis constituents of the preparations 

2710 19 90 

(3) Lubricating preparations (including cutting- oil preparations, bolt or nut release 

preparations,anti- rust or anti-corrosion preparations and mould release preparations, based 

on lubricants) and preparations of a kind used for the oil or grease treatment of textile 

materials, leather, furskins or other materials, but excluding preparations containing, as basic 

constituents, 70% or more by weight of petroleum oils or of oils obtained from bituminous 

minerals 
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     (i) Containing petroleum oils or oils obtained from bituminous minerals :   

         (a) Preparations for the treatment of textile materials, leather, furskins or other 

materials 

3403 11 00 

         (b) Other 3403 19 00 

    (ii) Other   

         (a) Preparations for the treatment of textile materials, leather, furskins or other 

materials 

3403 91 00 

         (b) Other 3403 99 00 

115 (1) Skimmed milk powder 0402 10 10 

(2) Whole milk powder 0402 29 10 

116 (1) Minerals   

     (a) Salt (including table salt and denatured salt) and pure sodium chloride, whether or not 

in aqueous solution or containing added anti-caking or free flowing agents; sea water 

2501 00 00 

     (b) Unroasted iron pyrites 2502 00 00 

     (c) Sulphur of all kinds, other than sublimed sulphur, precipitated sulphur and collodial 

sulphur 

2503 00 00 

     (d) Natural graphite 2504 00 00 

     (e) Natural sands of all kinds, whether or not coloured, other than metal-bearing sands of 

chapter 26 

2505 00 00 

     (f) Quartz (other than natural sands ); quartzite, whether or not roughly trimmed or 

merely cut, by sawing or otherwise, into blocks or slabs of a rectangular (including square) 

shape 

2506 00 00 

     (g) Kaolin and other kaolinic clays, whether or not calcined 2507 00 00 

     (h) Other clays (not including expanded clays of heading 6806), andalusite, kyanite and 

sillimanite, whether or not calclined; mullite; chamotte or dinas earths 

2508 00 00 

     (i) Chalk 2509 00 00 

     (j) Natural calcium phosphates, natural aluminium calccium phosphates and phosphatic 

chalk 

2510 00 00 

     (k) Natural barium sulphate (barytes ); natural barium carbonate (witherite), whether or 

not calcined, other than barium oxide of heading 2816 

2511 00 00 

     (l) Siliceous fossil meals (for example , kieselguhr, tripolite and diatomite) and similar 

siliceous earths, whether or not calcined, of an apparent specific gravity of 1 or less 

2512 00 00 

     (m) Pumice stone; emery; natural corundum, natural garnet and other natural abrasives, 

whether or not heat-treated excluding emery powder (natural) 

2513 00 00 

     (n) Slate, whether or not roughly trimmed or merely cut, by sawing or otherwise, into 

blocks or slabs of a rectangular (including square) shape 

2514 00 00 

     (q) Dolomite, whether or not calcined or sintered, including dolomite roughly trimmed or 

merely cut, by sawing or otherwise, into blocks or slabs of a rectangular (including square) 

shape; dolomite ramming mix 

2518 00 00 
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     (r) Natural magnesium carbonate (magnesite); fused magnesia; dead-burned (sintered) 

magnesia, whether or not containing small quantities of other oxides added before sintering; 

other magnesium oxide, whether or not pure 

2519 00 00 

     (s) Gypsum; anhydrite; plasters (consisting of calcined gypsum or calcium sulphate) 

whether or not coloured, with or without small quantities of accelerators or retraders 

2520 00 00 

     (t) Limestone flux; limestone and other calcareous stones, of a kind used for the 

manufacture of lime or cement 

2521 00 00 

     (u) Quicklime, slaked lime and hydraulic lime, other than calcium oxide and hydroxide of 

heading 2825 

2522 00 00 

     (v) Asbestos 2524 00 00 

     (w) Mica, including splittings; mica waste 2525 00 00 

     (x) Natural steatite, whether or not roughly trimmed or merely cut, by sawing or 

otherwise, into blocks or slabs of a rectangular (including square) shape; talc 

2526 00 00 

     (y) Natural borates and concentrates thereof (whether or not calcined), but not including 

borates separated from natural brine; natural boric acid containing not more than 85% of 

H3BO3 calculated on the dry weight 

2528 00 00 

     (z) Felspar; leucite; nepheline and nepheline syenite; fluorspar 2529 00 00 

     (aa) Mineral substances not elsewhere specified or included 2530 00 00 

(2) Ore and concentrates   

     (a) Iron ores and concentrates, including roasted iron pyrites 2601 00 00 

    (b) Manganese ores and concentrates, including ferruginous manganese ores and 

concentrates with a manganese content of 20% or more, calculated on the dry weight 

2602 00 00 

     (c) Copper ores and concentrates 2603 00 00 

     (d) Nickel ores and concentrates 2604 00 00 

     (e) Cobalt ores and concentrates 2605 00 00 

     (f) Aluminium ores and concentrates 2606 00 00 

     (g) Lead ores and concentrates 2607 00 00 

     (h) Zink ores and concentrates 2608 00 00 

     (i) Tin ores and concentrates 2609 00 00 

     (j) Chromium ores and concentrates 2610 00 00 

     (k) Tungsten ores and concentrates 2610 00 00 

     (l) Uranium or thorium ores and concentrates 2612 00 00 

     (m) Molybdenum ores and concentrates 2613 00 00 

     (n) Titanium ores and concen trates 2614 00 00 

     (o) Niobium, tantalum, vanadium or zirconium ores and concentrates 2615 00 00 

     (p) Precious metal ores and concentrates 2616 00 00 

     (q) Other ores and concentrates 2617 00 00 

117 Naphtha 2710 11 12 
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118 (1) Copper mattes; cement copper (precipitated copper) 7401 00 00 

(2) Unrefined copper; copper anodes for electrolytic refining copper content 7402 00 00 

(3) Master alloys  of copper 7405 00 00 

(4) Copper powders and flakes 7406 00 00 

(5) Copper bars, rods and profiles 7407 00 00 

(6) Copper wire 7408 00 00 

(7) Copper plates, sheets and strip, of a thickness exceeding 0.15 mm (0.006 inch) 7409 00 00 

(8) Copper foil [whether or not printed or backed with paper, paperboard, plastics or similar 

backing materials of a thickness (excluding any backing) not exceeding 0.15 mm (0.006 inch)] 

7410 00 00 

(9) Copper tubes  7411 00 00 

(10) Copper tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings, elbows, sleeves): 7412 00 00 

(11) Stranded wire, cables, plaited bands and the like, including slings and similar articles of 

copper, not electrically insulated 

7413 00 00 

(12) Nickel mattes, nickel oxide sinters and other intermediate products of nickel metallurgy 7501 00 00 

(13) Unwrought nickel 7502 00 00 

(14) Nickel waste and scrap 7503 00 00 

(15) Nickel powders and flakes 7504 00 00 

(16) Nickel bars, rods, profiles and wire 7505 00 00 

(17) Nickel plates, sheets, strip and foil 7506 00 00 

(18) Unwrought aluminium 7601 00 00 

(19) Aluminium waste and scrap 7602 00 00 

(20) Aluminium powders and flakes 7603 00 00 

(21) Aluminium bars, rods and profiles 7604 00 00 

(22) Aluminium wire 7605 00 00 

(23) Aluminium plates, sheets and strip, of a thickness exceeding 0.2 mm (0.0079 inch) 7606 00 00 

(24) Aluminium foil whether or not printed or backed with paper, paper board, plastics or 

similar backing materials of a thickness (excluding any backing) not exceeding 0.2 mm 

(0.0079 inch) 

7607 00 00 

(25) Aluminium tubes  7608 00 00 

(26) Aluminium tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings, elbows, sleeves) 7609 00 00 

(27) Unwrought lead 7801 00 00 

(28) Lead waste and scrap 7802 00 00 

(29) Lead bars, rods, profiles and wire 7803 00 00 

(30) Lead plates, sheets, strip and foil; lead powders and flakes 7804 00 00 

(31) Lead tubes and tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings  7805 00 00 

(32) Unwrought zinc 7901 00 00 
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(33) Zinc waste and scrap 7902 00 00 

(34) Zinc dust, powders and flakes 7903 00 00 

(35) Zinc bars, rods, profiles and wire 7904 00 00 

(36) Zinc plates, sheets, strip and foil  7905 00 00 

(37) Zinc tubes and tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings, elbows, sleeves) 7906 00 00 

(38) Unwrought tin 8001 00 00 

(39) Tin waste and scrap 8002 00 00 

(40) Tin bars, rods, profiles and wire 8003 00 00 

(41) Tin plates, sheets and strip, of a thickness exceeding 0.2 mm (0.008 inch) 8004 00 00 

(42) Tin foil (whether or not printed or backed with paper, paper board, plastics or similar 

backing materials), of a thickness (excluding any backing) not exceeding 0.2 mm (0.008 

inch),tin powders and flakes  

8005 00 00 

(43) Tin tubes and tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings, elbows, sleeves) 8006 00 00 

(44) Tungsten (wolfram) and articles thereof, including waste and scrap 8101 00 00 

(45) Molybdenum and articles thereof, including waste and scrap  8102 00 00 

(46) Tantalum and articles thereof, including waste and scrap 8103 00 00 

(47) Magnesium and articles thereof, including waste and scrap 8104 00 00 

(48) Cobalt mattes and other intermediate products of cobalt metallurgy; cobalt and articles 

thereof, including waste and scrap  

8105 00 00 

(49) Bismuth and articles thereof, including waste and scrap 8106 00 00 

(50) Cadmium and articles thereof, including waste and scrap 8107 00 00 

(51) Titanium and articles thereof, including waste and scrap 8108 00 00 

(52) Zirconium and articles thereof, including waste and scrap 8109 00 00 

(53) Antimony and articles thereof, including waste and scrap 8110 00 00 

(54) Manganese and articles thereof, including waste and scrap 8111 00 00 

(55) Beryllium, chromium, germanium, vanadium, gallium, hafnium, indium, 

niobium(columbium), rhenium and thallium, and articles of these metals, including waste 

and scrap 

8112 00 00 

(56) Cermets and articles thereof, including waste and scrap 8113 00 00 

119 (1) Oil cake of soyabean 2304 00 10 

(2) Oil-cake of soyabean, solvent extracted 2304 00 20 

(3) Oil-cake of ground-nut 2305 00 10 

(4) Oil-cake of ground-nut solvent extracted  2305 00 20 

(5) cotton:   

     (a) Oil-cake and oil-cake meal, decorticated, expeller variety 2306 10 10 

     (b) Oil-cake and oil-cake meal, decorticated, solvent extracted (defatted) variety 2306 10 20 
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     (c) Oil-cake and oil-cake meal, undecorticated, expeller variety 2306 10 30 

     (d) Oil-cake and oil-cake meal, undecorticated, solvent extracted (defatted) variety 2306 10 40 

(6) Oil-cake of linseed 2306 20 10 

(7) Oil-cake of linseed solvent extracted  2306 20 20 

(8) Oil-cake of sunflower seeds 2306 30 10 

(9) Oil-cake of sunflower seeds solvent extracted  2306 30 20 

(10) Oil-cake of rape or colza seeds solvent extracted  2306 41 00 

(11) Oil-cake of coconut or copra 2306 50 10 

(12) Oil-cake of coconut or copra solvent extracted  2306 50 20 

(13) Oil-cake of palm nuts or kernels solvent extracted  2306 60 00 

(14) Oil-cake   

     (a) Of mowra seeds 2306 90 11 

     (b) Of mustard seeds 2306 90 12 

     (c) Of niger seeds 2306 90 13 

     (d) Of seasamum seeds 2306 90 14 

     (e) Of mango kernel 2306 90 15 

     (f) Of sal (de-oiled) 2306 90 16 

     (g) Of castor seeds 2306 90 17 

     (h) Of neem seeds 2306 90 18 

     (i) Of other seeds 2306 90 19 

(15) Oil-cake and oil-cake meal, solvent extracted   

(defatted) variety 

     (a) Of mustard seeds 2306 90 21 

     (b) Of niger seeds 2306 90 22 

     (c) Of cardi seeds 2306 90 23 

     (d) Of seasamum seeds 2306 90 24 

     (e) Of mango kernel 2306 90 25 

     (f) Of sal (de-oiled)+B1503 2306 90 26 

     (g) Of castor seeds 2306 90 27 

     (h) Of neem seeds 2306 90 28 

     (i) Of other seeds 2306 90 29 

120 (i) Oilseeds of all types   

(1) soya beans  1201 00 10 

(2) Groundnut or Peanut 1202 00 00 

(3) Copra 1203 00 00 

(4) Linseed 1204 00 10 

(5) Rape or colza seeds  1205 00 00 

(6) Sunflower seeds 1206 00 10 
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(7) Palm nuts 1207 10 10 

(8) Cotton seeds 1207 20 10 

(9) Castor oil seeds 1207 30 00  

(10) Sesamum seeds 1207 40 10 

(11) Mustard seeds 1207 50 10 

(12) Safflower (Carthamus tinctorius) seeds 1207 60 00 

(13) Other oil seeds 1207 99 90 

(ii) Peanuts 1202 00 00 

(iii) Other seeds    

(1) Ambrette seeds 1211 90 11 

(2) Nuxvomica seeds 1211 90 12 

(3) Neem seeds 1211 90 14 

(4) Jojoba seeds 1211 90 15 

(5) Other  seeds 1211 90 19 

121 Packing materials    

(1) Brown Paper 4823 90 13 

(2) Craft Paper    

     (a) uncoate 4804 00 00 

     (b) coated with kaolin or other inorganic substance 4810 00 00 

(3) Butter Paper  4823 90 90 

(4) Cellophane Paper  4823 90 90 

(5) Cardboard Boxes and Cartons and Dividers, Partitions, Fitments, or parts thereof  4819 00 00 

(6) Card Board Rolls used for Winding of Ribbons 4823 90 90 

(7) Cellulose Tape  3919 90 20 

(8) Collapsible Tubes with or without Caps    

     (a) of aluminium 7612 10 00 

     (b) of plastic 3923 90 90 

(9) Cones made of paper or Straw Board 4823 90 90 

(10) Empty Bottles and Corks   

     (a) Bottles   

          (i) of plastics 3923 30 00 

          (ii) of glass 7010 90 00 

     (b) Cork   

          (i) of plastics (caps and closure)  3923 50 10 

          (ii) of base metal 8309 00 00 

(11) Empty Tins  8007 00 10 

(12) Empty Barrels    

     (a) of wood 4416 00 10 

     (b) of plastic 3923 30 90 
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     (c) of iron and steel 7309 00 20 

(13) Empty Cylinders of Gas of all types   

     (a) of iron and steel 7311 00 00 

     (b) of aluminium 7613 00 00 

(14) Glass Ampulses  7017 90 20 

(15) Gelatin Capsules  9602 00 30 

(16) Gum Paper Tape  4811 41 00 

(17) Gunny Bags and Hessian    

     (a) Jute hessain bags 6305 10 30 

     (b) Jute sacking bags 6305 10 40 

     (c ) jute wool sacks 6305 10 50 

     (d) Plastic coated or paper cum polythene lined jute bags and sacks 6305 10 60 

     (e) Paper laminated hessian jute  6305 10 70 

     (f) Other jute bags 6305 10 90 

(18) Paper Bag of all kind     

     (a) bags having a base of a width of 40 c.m. or more 4819 30 00 

     (b) other bags 4819 40 00 

(19) Paper Lables  4821 10 20 

(20) Pasti  4707 90 00 

(21) Polythene Packing Materials   3923 21 00 

(22) Plastic Coated Paper  4823 90 18 

(23) Bi-axially Oriented-Polypropylene (B.O.P.P.) 3919 00 00 

(24) Aluminum Coated of Paper  4823 90 90 

(25) Printed Wrappers of Paper  4911 99 90 

(26) Reels for winding Thread, Wire and Kasab  4822 10 00 

(270 Tetra Pack Materials  4819 50 90 

(28) Tin Seals that is , a Tin Seal called Thigdi used for soldering packing materials such as, 

Tins of oil, Ghee  

8309 90 30 

(29) Tissue Paper 4803 00 00 

(30) Woodes Boxes (Khokhas)  4415 10 00 

(31) Tin Boxes 8007 00 90 

(32) Wooden Frames  4415 00 00 

(33) Wooden Rolls  4415 00 00 

(34) High Density Poly-Ethylene (H.D.P.E.) Woven sacks 3923 29 90 

(35) Polypropylene (PP) sacks  3923 29 90 

(36) Paper and paperboard, Laminated internally with bitumen, tar or asphalt  4823 90 90 

(37) Tarred, bituminised or asphalted paper and paperboard; paper and paperboard, coated, 

impregnated, or coverd with plastic (excluding adhesives) 

4823 90 90 
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(38) Paper or Paperboard Lables of all kind whether printed or not    

     (a) printed 4821 10 20 

     (b) other 4821 90 10 

(39) Box trapping Roll  4819 50 90 

(40) Paper Boards    

     (a) Recovered (waste and scrap) paper board  4707 00 00 

     (b) Hand made paperboard 4802 00 00 

     (c) Uncoated paper board, in roll or sheets other than that of heading no.4802 or 4803 4804 00 00 

     (d) Other uncoated paper board in rolls or sheets, not further worked or processed than 

calendering, supercalendering,glazing or similar finishing,false water- marking or surface 

sizing  

4805 00 00 

     (e) Composite paper board (made by sticking flat layers of paper or paper board together 

with an adhesive), not surface coated or impregnated, whether or not internally reinforced, 

in rolls or sheets 

4807 00 00 

     (f) Paper board corrugated (with or without glued flat surface sheets), craped, crinkled, 

embossed or perforated, in rolls or sheets, other than paper of the kind described in 4803 

4808 00 00 

     (g) Paper board, coated on one or both sides with kaoline (China clay) or other inorganic 

substances, with or without a binder and with no other coating, whether or not surface-

coloured, surface-decorated or printed, in rolls or rectangular(including square) sheets, of 

any size 

4810 00 00 

     (h) Paper board coated, impregneted, covered, surface- coloured, surface decorated or 

printed, in rolls or ractangular (including square) sheets, of any size other than goods of the 

kind described in Heading 4803, 4809 or 4810 

4811 00 00 

     (i) Other paper board cut to size or shape 4823 00 00 

122 (1) Recovered (waste and scrap) paper 4707 00 00 

(2) Newsprint in rolls or sheets 4801 00 00 

(3) Uncoated paper and paperboard, of a kind used for writing, printing of other graphic 

paper, in roll of retectangular (including square) sheets, of any size, other than paper of 

heading no 4801, hand made paper  

4802 00 00 

(4) Uncoated craft paper in roll or sheets other than that of heading no.4802 or 4803 4804 00 00 

(5) Other uncoated paper in rolls or sheets, not further worked or processed than 

calendering, supercalendering, glazing or similar finishing, false water- marking or surface 

sizing  

4805 00 00 

(6) Vegetable parchment, grease proof papers, tracing papers and glasssine and other glazed 

or translucent papers, in rolls or sheets 

4806 00 00 

(7) Composite paper (made by sticking flat layers of paper or paper board together with an 

adhesive), not surface coated or impregnated, whether or not internally reinforced, in rolls 

or sheets 

4807 00 00 
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(8) Paper corrugated (with or without glued flat surface sheets), craped, crinkled, embossed 

or perforated, in rolls or sheets, other than paper of the kind described in 4803 

4808 00 00 

(9) carbon paper, self-copy paper and other copying or transfer-paper (including or coated or 

impregnated paper for duplicator stencils or offset plates) whether or not printed, in rolls or 

sheets 

4809 00 00 

(10) Paper coated on one or both sides with kaoline (China clay) or other inorganic 

substances, with or without a binder and with no other coating, whether or not surface-

coloured, surface-decorated or printed, in rolls or rectangular (including square) sheets, of 

any size 

4810 00 00 

(11) Paper coated, impregneted, covered, surface- coloured, surface decorated or printed, in 

rolls or ractangular (including square) sheets, of any size other than goods of the kind 

described in Heading 4803, 4809 or 4810 

4811 00 00 

(12) Cigarette paper whether or not cut to size or in the form of booklet or tubes 4813 00 00 

(13) Wall paper and similar wall coverings; window transparencies of paper 4814 00 00 

(14) Carbon paper, self- copy paper and other copying or transfer paper (other than those of 

heading 4809), duplicator stencils or offset plates of paper whether or not put up in boxes 

4816 00 00 

(15) Other paper cut to size or shape 4823 00 00 

123 (1) Note book 4820 10 90 

(2) Exercise book 4820 20 00 

(3) Graph book, laboratory Note book and examination answer books 4820 90 90 

(4) Drawing or colouring books   

     (a) of children 4903 00 20 

     (b) other 4911 99 90 

(5) Catalogue 4911 10 20 

(6) Publications to which Entry 8 of Schedule I does not apply   

     (a) Atlases (maps in form of books) 4905 91 00 

     (b) Others 4911 99 90 

(7) Pre-printed or Printed material, calendar or Calendar Datta   

     (a) Pre-printed or Printed materials including diaries, registers, account books, letter pads, 

manifold business forms and interleaved carbon sets 

4820 00 00 

     (b) Pamphlets, booklets, brochures, leaflets and similar printed matter  4901 10 20 

     (c) Music printed or in manuscript, whether or not bound or illustrated 4904 00 00 

     (d) Preprinted cheque book and other documents of title 4907 00 90 

     (e) Printed cards bearing personnel greetings, messages announcements whether or not 

illustrated, with or without envelopes or trimmings 

4909 00 00 
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     (f) Calenders of any kind, printed including calendar blocks (datta) 4910 00 00 

     (g) Other printed matter, including printed pictures and photo graphs 4911 00 00 

(8) Charts, maps and globes for educational use 4905 00 00 

(9) Writing instruments such as Fountain pens, stylograph pens, ball-point pens, Lead pencils 

and pencils of all types and spare parts and accessories of pens and pencils 

  

     (a) Ball point pens  9608 10 00 

     (b) Felt tipped and other porous-tipped pens and markers including marker pens 9608 20 00 

     (c) Stylograph pens 9608 31 10 

     (d) Other Indian ink drawing pens 9608 31 90 

     (e) Fountain pens 9608 39 00 

     (f) Propelling or sliding pencils 9608 40 00 

     (g) Sets of articles from two or more of the foregoing sub heading of 9608  9608 50 00 

     (h) Refills for ball point pens, comprising the ball point and the ink reservoir 9608 60 00 

     (i) Pen nibs and nib points 9608 91 00 

     (j) Pencils and crayons with leads encased in a rigid sheath 9609 10 00 

     (k) Pencil leads, black or coloured 9609 20 00 

     (l) Other Pencils 9609 90 20 

     (m) Pastels and drawing charcoals other than chalks 9609 90 30 

     (n) Fluorescent pens 9608 99 90 

(10) Foot rules, slide rules 9017 80 90 

(11) Geometrical instruments, scientific instruments, measuring instruments, mathematical 

instruments or parts thereof or mathematical instruments boxes 

  

     (a) Microscopes   

          (i) Compound optical microscopes, including those for photomicrography, cine 

photomicrography or microprojection 

9011 00 00 

          (ii) Microscopes, other than optical microscopes; Diffraction apparatus 9012 00 00 

     (b) Telescopic sight for fitting to arms 9013 10 10 

     (c) Periscopes 9013 10 20 

     (d) Direction finding compasses; other navigational instruments and apparatus   

          (i) Direction finding compasses 9014 10 00 

          (ii) Instruments and appliances for aeronautical or space navigation (other than 

compasses) 

9014 20 00 

          (iii) Echosounding instruments 9014 80 10 

          (iv) Sextants 9014 80 20 

          (v) Other instruments and appliances  9014 80 90 
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          (vi) Parts and accessories 9014 90 00 

     (e) Surveying (including photo-grammetrical surveying) hydrographic, oceanographic   

          (i) Range finders 9015 10 00 

          (ii) Theodolites and tachymeters (tacheometers) 9015 20 00 

          (iii) Levels 9015 30 00 

          (iv) Photo-grammetrical surveying instruments and appliances 9015 40 00 

          (v) Hydrographic instruments 9015 80 10 

          (vi)  Metereological instruments 9015 80 20 

          (vii)  Geophysical instruments 9015 80 30 

          (viii) Parts and accessories 9015 90 00 

     (f) Mathametical instruments   

          (i) Mathemetical calculating instruments 9017 20 20 

          (ii) Pentograph 9017 20 30 

          (iii) Other 9017 20 90 

          (vii) Parts and accessories 9017 90 00 

     (g) Measuring instruments   

          (i) Micrometers, calipers and gauges 9017 30 00 

          (ii) Measuring rods and tapes and devided scales 9017 80 10 

          (iii) Others 9017 80 90  

          (iv) Parts and accessories 9017 90 00 

          (v) pyrometers 9025 19 20 

          (vi) hydrometer and similar floting instruments 9025 80 10 

          (vii) barometers 9025 19 20 

          (viii) lactometers 9025 80 30 

          (ix) instruments and apparatus for measoring or cheaking the flow leval of liquids 9026 10 00 

          (x) instruments and apparatus for measoring or cheaking the pressure  9026 20 00 

          (xi) Heat meters 9026 80 10 

          (xii) viscometers 9027 80 10 

          (xiii) calorimeters 9027 80 20 

          (xiv) instruments and apparatus for measoring the surface or interfocial tension of 

liqiuds 

9027 80 30 

          (xv) gas meters 9028 10 00 

          (xvi) Liquid meters  9028 20 00 

          (xvii) elecricity meters 9028 30 00 

          (xviii) revolution counters, production counters, taximeters, mileometers and 

pedometers 

9029 10 00 

          (xix) Speed indicators and techometers; stroboscopes 9029 20 00 

          (xx) multimeters without a recording devices 9030 31 00 
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          (xxi) multimeters with a recording devices 9030 32 00 

          (xxii) ammeters, voltmeters and watt meters 9030 33 10 

          (xxiii) weighting machines all kinds   

               (A) personal weighting machines including baby scales; household scales 8423 10 00 

               (B) weighing machines weights of all kind 8423 90 10 

               (C) parts of weighing machinary 8423 90 20 

     (h) School colour boxes 3213 10 00 

(12) Black board 4817 30 10 

(13) Rubber erasers  4016 92 00 

(14) Pencil sharpners 8214 10 10 

(15) Dissection boxes 4817 30 90 

(16) Audio picture cards 4911 91 00 

(17) Printing ink   

     (a) Printing ink (black)   

          (i) Lithographic ink and jelly 3215 11 10 

          (ii) Newspaper ink 3215 11 20 

          (iii) Rotary ink 3215 11 30 

          (iv) screen printing ink 3215 11 40 

          (v) Other black printing ink 3215 11 90 

     (b) Other printing ink   

          (i) Lithographic ink and jelly 3215 19 10 

          (ii) Newspaper ink 3215 19 20 

          (iii) Rotary ink 3215 19 30 

          (iv) screen printing ink 3215 19 40 

          (v) Other printing ink 3215 19 90 

(18) Cartridges and toner 8473 30 00 

(19) Drawing pin   

     (a) of copper 7415 10 00 

     (b) of iron and steel 7317 00 91 

(20) Drawing brushes 9603 30 10 

(21) Rubber rings 4016 93 20 

(22) stationery articles made of plastics 3926 10 00 

(23) Other stationary articles:   

     (a) Envelops 4817 10 00 

     (b) Letter cards and correspondence cards 4817 20 00 

     (c) Pen holders, pencil holders and similar holders 9608 99 10 

     (d) Date stamps 9611 00 00 

     (e) Dusters 6307 10 00 

     (f) Index file clips 8305 90 20 
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     (g) Pickers 8305 90 90 

     (h) Binders (other than book covers), folders and file covers 4820 30 00 

     (i) Box files, letter trays, storage boxes and similar articles, of a kind used in offices, shops 

or the like 

4819 60 00 

     (j) Paper cutter 8441 10 10 

     (k) Stencil correction fluid, duplicating ink, edding ink 3824 90 24 

     (l) Computer printer ribbon (cartridge) 9612 10 10 

     (m) Ribbon for type writer, other than electronic and similar machines 9612 10 20 

     (n) Ribbon for electronic type writer 9612 10 30 

     (o) Stapling machines (staplers) 8472 90 10 

     (p) Perforating or punching machine 8472 90 90 

     (q) Stamp pad 9612 20 00 

     (r) Filing cabinet, card index cabinet, paper trays, paper rests, pen trays, office stamp 

stands and similar office or desk equipments of base metal other than office furniture of 

heading 9403 

8304 00 00 

     (s) Writing ink   

          (i) Fountain pen ink 3215 90 10 

          (ii) Ball pen ink 3215 90 20 

          (iii) Indelible ink 3215 90 30 

          (iv) Drawing ink 3215 90 40 

          (v) Other 3215 90 90 

(24) Other stationary articles not elsewhere specified 9600 00 00 

124 Pesticides, weedicides and insecticides. 3808 00 00 

125 Pipes   

(1) of plastic 3917 00 00 

(2) of asbestos-cement 6811 30 10 

(3) of ceramics 6906 00 00 

(4) of other refrectory ceramic 6903 00 00 

(5) of iron other than cast iron or steel 7304 00 00 

(6) of cast iron 7303 00 00 

(7) of galvanised iron (line pipe used for oil or gas) of diameter exceeding 406.4 mm   

     (a) longitudinally submerged arc welded 7305 11 11 

     (b) Other longitudinally welded 7305 12 11 

     (c)   Others 7305 19 11 

(8) of other galvanised material (line pipe used for oil or gas) of diameter exceeding 406.4 

mm 

  

     (a) longitudinally submerged arc welded 7305 11 19 

     (b) Other longitudinally welded 7305 12 19 

     (c)   Others 7305 19 19 
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(9) of non galvanised iron (line pipe used for oil or gas) of diameter exceeding 406.4 mm   

     (a) longitudinally submerged arc welded 7305 11 21 

     (b) Other longitudinally welded 7305 12 21 

     (c)   Others 7305 19 21 

(10) of other non galvanised material (line pipe used for oil or gas) of diameter exceeding 

406.4 mm 

  

     (a) longitudinally submerged arc welded 7305 11 29 

     (b) Other longitudinally welded 7305 12 29 

     (c)   Others 7305 19 29 

(11) Pipes of iron or steel other than those coming under heading 7305   

     (a) galvanised 7306 10 11 

     (b) non galvanised 7306 10 21 

(12) Pipes other than iron or steel not coming under heading 7305   

     (a) galvanised 7306 10 19 

     (b) non-galvanised 7306 10 29 

(13) of copper 7411 00 00 

(14) of nickel 7507 00 00 

(15) of Aluminium  7608 00 00 

(16) of lead 7805 00 10 

(17) of zinc 7906 00 10 

(18) of tin 8006 00 10 

126 (1) Nuclear reactors; fuel elements (cartridges), non irradiated for nuclear reactors; 

machinery and appartus for isotopic separation 

  

     (a) nuclear reactor 8401 10 10 

     (b) Machinary and apparatus for isotpoic separation and parts thereof 8410 20 00 

     (c) Fuel elements (cartriges), non-irradiated 8401 30 00 

     (d) Part of nuclear reactors 8401 40 00 

(2) Steam or other vapour generating boilers (other than central heating hot water boilers 

capable also of producing low pressure steam); super-heated water boilers and parts thereof 

8402 00 00 

(3) Central heating boilers other than those of heading 8402 and parts thereof 8403 00 00 

(4) Auxiliary plant for use with boilers of heading 8402 or 8403 (for example, economisers, 

super-heaters, soot removers, gas recoverers); condensers for steam or other vapour power 

units 

8404 00 00 

(5) Producer gas or water gas generators 8405 10 10 

(6) Acetylene gas generators  8405 10 20 
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(7) Other producer gas or water gas generators, with or without their purifiers; acetylene gas 

generators and similar water process gas generators, with or without their purifiers 

8405 10 90 

(8) Parts of heading 8405 8405 90 00 

(9) Steam turbine and other vapour turbines (other than turbine for marine propulsion) and 

parts thereof 

8406 00 00 

(10) Hydraulic turbines, water wheels and regulators therefor and parts including regulators 8410 00 00 

(11) Turbo-jets, turbo-propellers and other gas turbines and parts thereof 8411 00 00 

(12) Other engines and motors and parts thereof 8412 00 00 

(13) Pumps for liquids, whether or not fitted with a measuring device; liquid elevators and 

parts thereof 

8413 00 00 

(14) Air or vacuum pumps, air or other gas compressors and fans; ventilating or recycling 

hoods incorporating a fan whether or not fitted with filters and parts thereof 

8414 00 00 

(15) Air conditioning machines, comprising a motor driven fans and elements for changing 

the temperature and humidity, including those machines in which the humidity can not be 

separately regulated and parts therof  

8415 00 00 

(16) Furnace burners for liquid fuel, for pulverised solid fuel or for gas; mechanical stokers, 

including their mechenical grates, mechanical ash dischargers and similar appliances and 

parts thereof 

8416 00 00 

(17)Industrial or laboratory furnaces and ovens, including incinerators, non-electric and parts 

thereof 

8417 00 00 

(18) Industrial or laboratory furnaces and ovens (including those functioning by induction or 

dielectric loss); other industrial or laboratory equipment for the heat treatment of materials 

by induction or dielectric loss and parts thereof 

8514 00 00 

(19) Refrigerating or freezing equipment, electric or other; heat pumps other than air 

conditioning machines of heading 8415 and parts thereof 

8418 00 00 

(20) Machinery, plant or laboratory equipment, whether or not electrically heated, 

(excluding furnaces, ovens and other equipments of heading 8514), for the treatment of 

materials by a process involving a change of temperature such as heating, cooking, roasting, 

distilling, rectifying, sterilising, pasteurising, steaming, drying, evaporating, vaporising, 

condensing or cooling, other than machinary or plant of a kind used for domestic purposes; 

instantaneous or storage water heaters, non-electric and parts thereof 

  

     (a) instantaneous gas water heater 8419 11 00 

     (b) Medical surgical or laboratory sterilizer 8419 20 00 

     (c) dryers for agiculture products 8419 31 00 

     (d) dryers for wood paper pulp or paper board 8419 32 00 

     (e) other driers 8419 39 00 

     (e) distilling or rectifying plants 8419 40 00 

     (f) heat exachange unit 8419 50 00 
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     (g) machinay for liquifying air or other gas 8419 60 00 

     (h) machinary for marking hot drinks for cooking or heating foods 8419 81 00 

     (i) other machinary, plant and equipment 8419 89 00 

     (k) parts of heading 8419 8419 90 00 

(21) Calendering or other rolling machines other than for metals or glass, and cylinders 

therefor 

  

     (a) calandering or other rolling machines 8420 10 00 

     (b) parts   

          (i) cylinders 8420 91 00 

          (ii) other 8420 99 00 

(22) Centrifuges, including centrifugal dryers; filtering or purifying machinery and apparatus, 

for liquids or gases and parts thereof 

8421 00 00 

(23) Machinery for cleaning or drying bottles or other containers; machinery for filling, 

closing, sealing or labelling bottles, cans, boxes, bags other containers; machinery for 

capsuling bottles, jars, tubes and similar containers; other packing or wrapping machinery 

(including heat-shrink wrapping machinery); machinery for aerating beverages and parts 

thereof 

  

     (a) Machinary for cleaning or drying bottels or other containers 8422 20 00 

     (b) Machinery for filling, closing, sealing or labelling bottles, cans, boxes, bags other 

containers; machinery for capsuling bottles, jars, tubes and similar containers;  machinery for 

aerating beverages 

8422 30 00 

     (c) Other packing or wraping machinary (including heat-shrink wrapping machinery 8422 40 00 

     (d) Parts of heading 8422 8422 90 00 

(24) Mechanical appliances (whether or not hand-operated) for projecting, dispersing or 

spraying liquids or powders; spray guns and similar appliances; steam or sand blasting 

machines and similar jet projecting machines 

  

     (a) spray guns and similar applyances  8424 20 00 

     (b) steam or sand blasting machines and similar jet projecting machines 8424 30 00 

     (c) Industrial bellows 8424 89 20 

     (d) Parts of sub heading 8424 20 00, 8424 30 00 & 8424 89 20 8424 90 00 

(25) Pulley tackle and hoists other than skip hoists; winches and capstans 8425 00 00 

(26) Other moving, grading, levelling, scrapping, excavating, tamping, compacting, extracting 

or boring machinary for earth, minerals or ores 

8430 00 00 

(27) Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the machinery of headings 8425 and 8430 8431 00 00 

(28) Milking machines and dairy machinery 8434 00 00 
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(29) Presses, crushers & similar machinery used in the manufacture of wine, cider, fruit juices 

or similar beverages 

8435 00 00 

(30) Machinary for preparing animal feeding stuffs 8436 10 00 

(31) Poultry incubators and brooders 8436 21 00 

(32) Machines for cleaning, sorting or grading seed, grain or dried leguminous vegetables; 

machinery used in the milling industry or for the working of cereals or dried leguminous 

vegetables, other than farm type machinary and parts thereof 

8437 00 00 

(33) Machinery, not specified or included elsewhere in this chapter 84, for the industrial 

preparation or manufacture of food or drink, other than machinary for the extraction or 

preparation of animal or fixed vegetable fats or oils and parts thereof 

8438 00 00 

(34) Machinery for making pulp of fibrous cellulosic material or for making or finishing paper 

or paperboard and parts thereof 

8439 00 00 

(35) Book-binding machinery, including book-sewing machines and parts thereof 8440 00 00 

(36) Other machinery for making up paper pulp, paper or paper board, including cutting 

machines of all kinds and parts thereof 

8441 00 00 

(37) Machinery, apparatus and equipment (other than the machine tools of headings 8456 to 

8465) for preparing or making plates, printing components;  

8442 30 00 

(38) Parts of sub-heading 8442 30 00 8442 30 90 

(39) Machines for extruding, drawing, texturing or cutting man-made textile materials  8444 00 00 

(40) Machines for preparing textile fibres; spinning, doubling or twisting machines and other 

machinery for producing textile yarns; textile reeling or winding (including weft-winding) 

machines and machines for preparing textile yarns for use on the machines of heading 8446 

or 8447 

8445 00 00 

(41) Weaving machines (looms) excluding handlooms 8446 00 00 

(42) Knitting machines, stich-bonding machines and machines for making gimped yarn, tulle, 

lace, embroidery, trimmings, braid or net and machines for tuffing 

8447 00 00 

(43) Auxiliary machinery for use with machines of headings 8444, 8445, 8446 or 8447 (for 

example, dobbies, jacquards, automatic stop motions, shuttle changing mechanism); parts 

and accessoried suitable for use solely or principally with the machine of this heading or of 

heading 8444, 8446 or 8447 (for example, spindles and spindles flyers, card clothing, combs, 

extruding nipples, shuttles, healds and healds frames, hosiery needles) 

8448 00 00 

(44) Machinery for the manufacture or finishing of felt or nonwovens in the piece or in 

shapes, including machinery for making felt hats; blocks for making hats 

8449 00 00 
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(45) Machinery (other than machines of heading 8450) for washing, cleaning, wringing, 

drying, ironing, pressing (including fusing presses), bleaching, dyeing, dressing, finishing, 

coating or impregnating textile yarns, fabrics or made up textile articles and machines for 

applying the paste to the base fabric or other support used in the manufacture of floor 

coverings such as linoleum; machines for reeling, unreeling, folding, cutting or pinking textile 

fabrics and parts thereof 

8451 00 00 

(46) Machinery for preparing, tanning or working hides, skins or leather or for making or 

repairing footwear or other articles of hides, skins or leather, other than sewing machines 

and parts thereof 

8453 00 00 

(47) Converters, ladles, ingot moulds and casting machines, of a kind used in metallurgy or in 

metal foundaries and parts thereof 

8454 00 00 

(48) Metal-rolling mills and rolls therefor 8455 00 00 

(49) Machine-tools for working any material by removal of material, by laser or other light or 

photon beam, altrasonic, electro-discharge, electro-chemical, electrone beam, ionic-beam or 

plasma arc processes 

8456 00 00 

(50) Machining centres, unit construction machines (single station) and multi station transfer 

machines for working metal 

8457 00 00 

(51) Lathes (including turning centres) for removing metal 8458 00 00 

(52) Machine-tools (including way-type unit head machines) drilling, boring, milling, treading 

or tapping by removing metal, other than lathes (including turning centres) of heading 8458 

8459 00 00 

(53) Machine-tools for deburring, sharpening, grinding, honing, lapping, polishing or 

otherwise finishing metal or cermets by means of grinding stones, abrasives or polishing 

products, other than gear cutting, gear grinding or gear finishing machine of heading 8461 

8460 00 00 

(54) Machine-tools for planing, shaping, slotting, broaching, gear cutting, gear grinding or 

gear finishing, sawing, cuting of and other machine tools working by removing metal, or 

cermets, not elsewhere specified or included 

8461 00 00 

(55) Machine-tools (including presses) for working metal by forging, hammering or die-

stamping; machine-tools (including presses) for working metal by bending, folding, 

straightening, flattening, shearing, punching or notching; presses for working metal or metal 

carbides, not specified above 

8462 00 00 

(56) Other machine tools for working metal or cermets without removing material 8463 00 00 

(57) Machine tools for working stone, ceramics, concrete, asbestos cement or like mineral 

materials or for cold working glass 

8464 00 00 

(58) Machine-tools (including machines for nailing, stapling, glueing or otherwise assembling) 

for working wood, cork, bone, hard rubber, hard plastics or similar hard materials 

8465 00 00 

(59) Parts and accessories suitable for use solely or principally with the machines of headings 

8456 to 8465  

8466 00 00 
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(60) Machinery and apparatus for soldering, brazing or welding whether or not capable of 

cutting, other tthan those of heading 8515; gas operated surface tampering machines and 

appliances 

8468 00 00 

(61) Machinery of sorting, screening, separating, washing, crushing, grinding, mixing or 

kneading earth, stone, or other mineral substancs, in solid (including powder or paste) form; 

machinery for agglomerating, shaping or moulding solid mineral fuels, ceramic paste, 

unhardened cements, plastering materials or other mineral products in powder or paste 

form; machines for forming foundry moulds of sand and parts thereof 

8474 00 00 

(62) Machines for assembling electric or electronic lamps, tubes or valves or flashbulbs, in 

glass envelopes; machines for manufacturing or hot working glass or glassware and parts 

thereof 

8475 00 00 

(63) Machinery for working rubber or plastics or for the manufacture of products from these 

materials, not specified or including elsewhere in Chapter 84 and parts thereof 

8477 00 00 

(64) Machinery for preparing or making up tobacco, not specified or included elsewhere in  

Chapter 84 and parts thereof 

8478 00 00 

(65) Machines and mechanical appliances having individual functions, not specified or 

included elsewhere in Chapter 84 

  

     (a) machinary for public works building or the like 8479 10 00 

     (b) machinary for extraction or preparation of animal or fixed vegetable fats or oils 8479 20 00 

     (c) presses for the manufacture of particals board or fiber building board of wood or other 

ligneus materials and other machinary for treating wood or cork 

8479 30 00 

     (d) rope or cable making machines 8479 40 00 

     (e) Industrial robots not elsewere specified or included 8479 50 00 

     (f) Eveporative air coolers 8479 60 00 

     (g) Other machines and mechanical appiances for treating metal including electric wire 

coil-winders 

8479 81 00 

     (h) Other machines and mechanical appliances mixing, kneading, crushing, grinding, 

screening, shifting, homogenising, emulsifying or stirring machines 

8479 82 00 

     (i) soap cutting or molding machinary 8479  89 10 

     (j) Air humidifiers or dehumidifiers (other than heading 8415 or 8424) 8479 89 20 

     (k) Mechanical sifting machines 8479 89 30 

     (l) Ultra sonic transducers 8479 89 40  

     (m) Cock oven plants 8479 89 60 

     (n) Machinary for the manufacture of chemical and pharmacueticals goods 8479 89 70 

     (o) Briquetting plant and machinary intended for manifacture of briquettes from 

agricultural and municipal waste 

8479 89 92 

     (p) Other machines and mechanical appliances having individual functions, not specified 

or included elsewhere in Chapter 84 

8479 89 99 
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     (q) Parts of heading 8479 8479 90 90 

(66) Moulding boxes for metal foundry; mould bases; moulding patterns; moulds for metal 

(other than ingot moulds), metal carbides, glass, mineral materials, rubber or plastics 

  

     (a) Molding boxes for metal foundry 8480 10 00 

     (b) Mould bases  8480 20 00 

     (c) Molding patterns 8480 30 00 

     (d) moulds for metal or metal carbides   

          (i) injrction or compression type 8480 41 00 

          (ii) other moulds for metal or metal carbides 8480 49 00 

     (e) moulds for glass 8480 50 00 

     (f) moulds for minaral materials 8480 60 00 

     (g) mould for rubber or plastics injection or compression type 8480 71 00 

     (h) Other mould for rubber or plastics 8480 79 00 

(67) Transmission shafts (including cam shafts and crank shafts) and cranks; bearing housings 

and plain shaft bearings; gears and gearing; ball or roller screws; gear boxes and other speed 

changers, including torque converters; flywheels and pulleys including pulley blocks; clutches 

and shft couplings (including universal joints) 

8483 00 00 

(68) Gaskets and similar joints of metal sheeting combined with other material or of two or 

more layers of metal; sets or assortments of gaskets and similar joints dissimilar in 

composition, put up in pouches, envelopes or similar packings; mechanical seals 

8484 00 00 

(69) Machines and apparatus of a kind used solely or principally for the manufacture of 

semiconductor boules or wafers, semi-conductor devices, electronic integreted circuits or 

flat panel displays;parts and accessories 

8486 00 00 

(70) Machinery parts, not containing electrical connectors, insulators, coils, contacts or other 

electrical features, not specified or included elsewhere in Chapter 84. 

8487 00 00 

(71) Electric (including electrically heated gas, laser or other light or photo beam, ultrasonic, 

electron beam, megnetic pulse or plasma arc soldering, brazing or welding machines and 

appratus, whether or not capable of cutting; electric machines and appartus for hot spraying 

of metals or cermets. 

8515 00 00 

(72) Electric heaters   

     (a) Electric instantanous or storage water heaters and immersion heaters 8516 10 00 

     (b) storage heating rediators 8516 21 00 

     (c) Other electric space heating appartus and electric soil heating apparatus 8516 29 00 

     (d) Electro thermic fluid heater 8516 79 10 

     (e) Other electro-thermic fluid heaters 8516 79 90 

     (f) Electric heating resistors 8516 80 00 
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     (g) Parts of electric heaters and resisters 8516 90 00 

127 Plastic footwear 6402 20 90 

128 (1) Men's or boy's overcoats, carcoats, capes, cloaks, anoraks (including ski jackers), and 

similar articles, knitted or crocheted, other than those of heading 6103 

6101 00 00 

(2) Women's or girl's overcoats, carcoats,capes,cloaks,anoraks (including ski jackers), and 

similar articles, knitted or crocheted, other than those of heading 6104 

6102 00 00 

(3) Men's or boy's suits, ensembles, suit-type jackets, blazers,trousers, bib and brace 

overalls, breeches and shorts (other than swimwear),knitted or crocheted 

6103 00 00 

(4) Women's or girl's suits, ensembles,  jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts,divided skirts,trousers, 

bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts (other than swimwear), knitted or crocheted 

6104 00 00 

(5) Men's or boy's shirts, knitted or crocheted 6105 00 00 

(6) Women's or girl's blouses, shirts and shirt-blouses, knitted or crocheted 6106 00 00 

(7) Men's or boy's underpants, briefs, night shirts, pyjamas, bath robes, dressing gowns and 

similar articles, knitted or crocheted 

6107 00 00 

(8) Women's or girl's  slips, petticoats, briefs, panties, night dresses, pyjamas, 6108 00 00 

(9) T-shirts, singlets and other vests ,knitted or crocheted 6109 00 00 

(10) Sweaters, pullovers, sweatshirts, waistcoats (vests) and similar articles ,knitted or 

crocheted 

6110 00 00 

(11) Babies garments and clothing accessories ,knitted or crocheted 6111 00 00 

(12) Track suits, ski-suits, and swimwear ,knitted or crocheted 6112 00 00 

(13) Garments, made up of knitted or crocheted fabrics of heading 5903, 5906 or 5907: 

Having an outer surface impregnated, coated, cogered or laminated with rubber or plastic 

material which completely obscures the underlying fabric 

6113 00 00 

(14) Other garments,knitted or crocheted 6114 00 00 

(15) Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted or crocheted 6116 00 00 

(16) Other made up clothing accessories,knitted or crocheted; knitted or crocheted parts of 

garments or of clothing accessories 

6117 00 00 

(17) Men's or boy's overcoats,raincoats, carcoats, capes, cloaks, anoraks (including ski 

jackets), windcheaters, wind jackets  and similar articles other than those of heading 6203, 

not knitted or crocheted, 

6201 00 00 

(18) Women's or girl's overcoats,raincoats, carcoats, capes, cloaks, anoraks (including ski 

jackets),windcheaters, wind jackets and similar articles other than those of heading 6104, 

knitted or crocheted,  

6202 00 00 

(19) Men's or boy's suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers,trousers, bib and brace overalls, 

breeches and shorts (other than swimwear), not knitted or crocheted 

6203 00 00 
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(20) Women's or girl's suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided skirts, 

trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts (other than swimwear), not knitted or 

crocheted 

6204 00 00 

(21) Men's or boy's shirts,not knitted or crocheted 6205 00 00 

(22) Women's or girl's blouses, shirts and shirt-blouses,not knitted or crocheted 6206 00 00 

(23) Men's or boy's singlets and other vests, underpants, briefs, night shirts, pyjamas, bath 

robes, dressing gowns and similar articles, not knitted or crocheted 

6207 00 00 

(24) Women's or girl's singlets and other vests, slips, petticoats, briefs, panties, night dresses, 

pyjamas,negligees, bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar articles, not knitted or crocheted 

6208 00 00 

(25) Babies garments and clothing accessories, not knitted or crocheted 6209 00 00 

(26) Garments, made up of fabrics of heading 5602, 5603, 5906 or 5907,not knitted or 

crocheted 

6210 00 00 

(27) Track suits, ski-suits and swimwear; other garments, not knitted or crocheted 6211 00 00 

(28) Brassieres, girdles, corsets, braces, suspenders, garters  and similar articles, and parts 

thereof, whether or not knitted or crocheted 

6212 00 00 

(29) Handkerchiefs 6213 00 00 

(30) Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, gamchas, veils and the like,not knitted or crocheted 6214 00 00 

(31) Ties, bow, bow ties and cravats 6215 00 00 

(32) Blankets and travelling rugs 6301 00 00 

(33) Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen 6302 00 00 

(34) Curtains(including drapes) and interior blinds; curtains or bed valances 6303 00 00 

(35) Other furnishing articles including bedspreads, bedsheets, terry towel, napkins, towels, 

cushion covers, mosquito nets 

6304 00 00 

(36) Sacks and bags of a kind used for packing of goods, not elsewhere specified 6305 00 00 

(37) Tarpaulins, awnings and sunblinds; tents; sails for boats, sailboards or landcraft; 

camping goods 

6306 00 00 

(38) Lace in the piece, in strips or in motifs, other than fabrics of heading 6002 to 6006 5804 00 00 

(39) Embroidery in the piece, in strips or in motifs (manufactured with the aid of vertical type 

automatic shuttle embroidery machines operated with power 

5810 00 00 

(40) Other made up articles, including dress pattern 6307 00 00 

129 Renewable energy devices and components and parts thereof.   

(1) Wind turbine/ engine 8412 80 30 

(2) Parts of turbine/engine 8412 90 90 

(3) Solar cells 8541 40 11 

(4) Solar lanterns and lamps 9405 50 40 
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(5) Parts of solar lanterns and lamps   

     (a) of glass 9405 91 00 

     (b) of plastic 9405 99 00 

(6) Solar collectors and parts thereof - of aluminium 7615 19 30 

130 Raw wool and wool tops   

(1) Greasy, including fleece-washed wool   

      (a) Shorn wool 5101 11 00 

      (b) Other 5101 19 00 

(2) Degreased, not carbonised   

      (a) Shorn wool  5101 21 00 

      (b) Other 5101 29 00 

(3) Carbonised 5101 30 00 

131 Safety matches 3605 00 10 

132 Screen printing blocks meant for use in printing fabrics 8442 50 90 

133 (1) Sewing machines of  the household type 8452 10 00 

(2) Other sewing machines 8452 21 00 

(3) Sewing machine needles 8452 30 00 

(4) Needles used in forming stitches 8448 51 00 

(5) Needles of ball or roller bearings     8482 91 20 

(6) Sewing needles and knitting needles 7319 90 00 

134 (1) Fabrics of noil silk 5007 10 00 

(2) Other fabrics, containing 85% or more by weight of silk or of silk waste other than noil 

silk: 

  

     (a) Sarees 5007 20 10 

     (b) Other 5007 20 90 

(3) Other silk fabrics 5007 90 00 

135 Sim cards 8542 10 10 

136 Soap (hand made) 3400 00 00 

137 Software   

(1) Disc for laser reading systems for reproducing phenomena other than sound or image 8524 31 11 

(2) Magnetic tapes for reproducing phenomena other than sound or image 8524 40 11 

(3) other software   

     (a) on floppy disc or cartridge tape 8524 91 11 

     (b) on disc or on CD ROM 8524 91 12 

     (c) on other media 8524 91 13 

138 Soda ash   

(1) Disodium carbonate, dense 2836 20 10 

(2) Disodium carbonate, light 2836 20 20 
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(3) Disodium carbonate, other 2836 20 90 

139 (i) Sport goods    

(1) Articles of funfare, table or parlour games including pin tables, billiards, special tables for 

casino games and automatic bowling alley equipment including playing card, carom board 

and chass set 

9504 00 00 

(2) Articles and equipment for general physical exercise, gymnastics, athletics, other sports 

(including table tannis) or outer games, not specified or included elsewhere in this chapter; 

swimming pools and paddling pools 

9506 00 00 

(3) Fishing rods, fish- hooks and  other line fishing tackle; fish landing nets, butterfly nets, 

and similar nets; decoy "birds" (other than those of the heading 9208 or 9705) and similar 

hunting or shooting requisites 

9507 00 00 

(ii) Equipment of physical exercise 9506 91 90 

140 (1) Starches 1108 00 00 

(2) Maize flour 1102 20 00 

(3) Topioca flour 1903 00 00 

141 Steam 2853 00 99 

142 (1) Cane sugar 1701 11 00 

(2) Beet sugar 1701 12 00 

(3) Refined sugar containing added flavouring or colouring matter 1701 91 00 

(4) Sugar cube 1701 99 10 

(5) other sugar 1701 99 90 

143 Sugarcane 0602 90 90 

144 Sweet   

(1) Mava/Khoya (Concentrated milk) containing added sugar or other sweetening matter 

(mithai prepared from mava) 

0402 00 00 

(2) Other sweets/ mithai 2106 90 99 

145 Sweetmeat   

(1) Sugar confectionary  (including while chocolate), not containing cocoa   

     (a) Chewing gum, whether or not sugar-coated 1704 10 00 

     (b) jelly confectionary 1704 90 10 

     (c) Boiled sweets, whether or not filled 1704 90 20 

     (d) Toffees, caramels and similar sweets 1704 90 30 

     (e) Other sweetmeat (including revdi) 1704 90 90 

(2) Chocolate & other food preparation containing cocoa   

     (a) Cocoa powder, containing added sugar or other sweetening matter 1806 10 00 

     (b) Otheer preprations in blocks, slabs or bars weighing more than 2 kg. or in liquid, paste, 

powder, granular or other bulk form in containers or immediate packings, of a content 

exceeding 2 kg.  

1806 20 00 
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     (c) Other, in blocks, slabs or bars   

          (i) filled 1806 31 00 

          (ii) not filled 1806 32 00 

     (d) Chocolate and chocolate products 1806 90 10 

     (e) Sugar confectionery containing cocoa 1806 90 20 

(3) Sugar syrup containing added flavouring or colouring matter, not elsewhere specified or 

included; lactose syrup; glucose syrup and maltodextrine syrup 

2106 90 40 

(4) Chikki and Revdi 2106 90 99 

146 (1) Green tea (not fermented) in immediate packings of a content not exceeding 3 Kg.:  0902 10 00 

(2) Other green tea (not fermented) 0902 20 00 

(3) Black tea (fermented) and partly fermented tea, in immediate  packings of a content not 

exceeding 3 kg.: 

0902 30 00 

(4) Other black tea (fermented) and other partly fermented tea including tea bags and 

agglomerated in forms such as ball, brick and tablets 

0902 40 00 

(5) Extracts, essences and concentrates of tea    

     (a) Instant tea 2101 20 10 

     (b) Quick brewing tea 2101 20 20 

     (c) Tea aroma 2101 20 30 

     (d) Other 2101 20 90 

147 (1) Thread, twines, strings or ropes of textile bast fibres of heading 5303(other than of jute) 5607 10 90 

(2) Binder or baler twine of sisal or other textile fibres of the genus Aave 5606 21 00 

(3) Thread,  other twines, strings or ropes of sisal or other textile fibres of the genus Aave 5607 29 00 

(4) Thread, twines, strings or ropes of abaca (Manila hemp or Musa Textillis Nee) or other 

hard (leaf) fibres 

5607 30 00 

(5) Binder or baler twine of polyethylene or polypropylene 5607 41 00 

(6) Thread, other twines, strings or ropes of polyethylene or polypropylene 5607 49 00 

(7) Nylon fish net twine 5607 50 10 

(8) Nylon rope 5607 50 40 

(9) Thread, twines, strings or ropes prepared from other synthetic fibres except nylon fish 

net twine and nylon rope  

5607 50 90 

(10) Thread, twines, strings or ropes of cotton other than varat and varatadi 5607 90 20 

(11) Thread, twines, strings or ropes prepared from other materials, goods or waste thereof  5607 90 90 

148 (1) Cotton sewing thread containing 85% or more by weight of cotton, not put up for retails 

sale : 

5204 11 00 

(2) Cotton sewing thread containing less than 85%  by weight of cotton, not put up for retails 

sale : 

5204 19 00 

(3) Cotton sewing thread, put up for retails sale : 5204 20 00 
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(4) Sewing thread of man-made filaments, whether or not put up for retail sale   

     a) of synthetic filaments 5401 10 00 

     b) of arificial filaments 5401 20 00 

(5) Sewing thread of man-made staple fibres, whether or not put up for retail sale   

     a) of synthetic staple fibres 5508 10 00 

     b) of arificial staple fibres 5508 20 00 

149 Timru leaves or Beedi leaves 1404 90 10 

150 (1) Unmanufactured tobacco when sold as 'ready to consume' in packets or sachets. 2401 00 00 

(2) Cigars and cheroots 2402 10 10 

(3) Cigarillos 2402 10 20 

(4) Cigarettes 2402 20 00 

(5) Hookah/hoodku tobacco 2403 10 10 

(6) Smoking mixtures for pipes and cigarattes 2403 10 20 

(7) Biris/bidis 2403 10 31 

(8) Homogenised or reconstituted tobacco 2403 91 00 

(9) Chewing tobacco 2403 99 10 

(10) Preparations containing chewing 2403 99 20 

(11) Jarda scented tobacco 2403 99 30 

(12) Snuff 2403 99 40 

(13) Preparations containing snuff 2403 99 50 

(14) Tobacco extracts and essence 2403 99 60 

(15) Cut tobacco 2403 99 70 

(16) Other including pan masala and gutkha 2403 99 90 

151 (1) Hand saws; blades for saws of all kinds (including slitting, slotting or toothless saw blades)  8202 00 00 

(2) Files, rasps, pliers (including cutting pliers), pincers, tweezers, metal cutting shears, 

pipecutters, bolt croppers, perforating punches and similalar hand tools 

8203 00 00 

(3) Hand-operated spanners and wrenches (including torque meter wrenches but not 

including tap wrenches); interchangeable spanner sockets, with or without handles 

8204 00 00 

(4) Drilling, threading or tapping tools 8205 10 00 

(5) Hammers and sledge hammers 8205 20 00 

(6) Planes, chisels, gouges and similar cutting tools for working wood 8205 30 00 

(7) Screwdrivers 8205 40 00 

(8) Metal working hand tools 8205 59 20 

(9) Anvils and portable forges 8205 80 10 

(10) Grinding wheels with frames, hand or pedal operated 8205 80 20 

(11) Dies for drawing or extruding metal 8207 20 00 
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(12) Tools for pressing, stamping or punching 8207 30 00 

(13) Tools for tapping or threading 8207 40 00 

(14) Tools for drilling, other than for rock drilling 8207 50 00 

(15) Tools for milling 8207 70 00 

(16) Tools for turning 8207 80 00 

(17) Interchangeable tools for metal working hand tools 8207 90 10 

(18) Interchangeable tools for wood working hand tools 8207 90 20 

(19) Lathe tools and tool belts 8207 90 30 

(20) Knives and cutting blades, for machines or for mechanical appliances   

(21) For metal working 8208 10 00 

(22) For wood working 8208 20 00 

(23) Other knives and cutting blades 8208 90 90 

152 (1) Wheeled toys designed to be ridden by children (for example  tricycles, scooters, pedal 

cars); dolls' carriages 

9501 00 10 

(2) Dolls representing only human being, whether or not dressed 9502 00 00 

(3) Other toys including rubber ballons 9503 00 00 

153 (1) Tractor (other than tractor of heading 8709) 8701 00 00 

(2) Tractors of the type used on railway station platforms 8709 00 00 

(3) Self-loading or self-unloading tractor trailers and semi trailers for agricultural purposes 8716 20 00 

(4) Other tractor trailers and semi trailers for the transport of goods  8716 39 00 

(5) Other tractor trailers and semi trailers 8716 40 00 

154 (1) Transformers and spares parts and accessories thereof 8504 00 00 

(2) Switch Gears for a voltage exceeding 1,000 volts 8535 90 30 

(3) Switch Gears for a voltage not  exceeding 1,000 volts 8536 50 10 

(4) Switch Boards for a voltage not exceeding 1,000 Volts 8537 10 00 

(5) Switch Boards for a voltage exceeding 1,000 Volts  8537 20 00 

(6) Spares, Parts and accessories of Switch Gears 8538 90 00 

(7) Spares, Parts and accessories of Switch Boards- for industrial use 8538 10 10 

(8) Spares, Parts and accessories of Switch Boards- for other use 8538 10 90  

(9) Transmission towers and parts there of   

     (a) Transmission towers (whether or not assembled)    

          (i) for transmission line 7308 20 11 

          (ii) for other  7308 20 19 

     (b) Parts of transmission towers  7308 90 00 

155 (1) Umbrella of all types 6601 00 00 

(2) Parts and accessories of all types of umbrella 6603 00 00 

156 (1) Pans of cast iron, not enamelled 7323 91 10 
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(2) Other utensils of cast iron, not enamelled     7323 91 90 

(3) Utensils of cast iron, enamelled 7323 92 00 

(4) Stainless steel pressure cookers 7323 93 10 

(5) Other utensils of stainless steel including enamelled utensils 7323 93 90 

(6) Utensils of iron (other than cast iron) or steel, enamelled 7323 94 20 

(7) Utensils of galvanised iron except buckets, drums, trunks,ghamela and tagara 7323 99 10 

(8) Other utensils of iron and steel except buckets, drums, trunks,ghamela and tagara 7323 99 20 

(9) Utensils of brass 7418 19 21 

(10) Utensils of copper     7418 19 22 

(11) Utensils of other copper alloys 7418 19 29 

(12) Other table, kitchen or other household articles(utensils) 7418 19 30 

(13) Aluminium pressure cookers 7615 19 10 

(14) Non-stick utensils of aluminium  7615 19 20 

(15) Other table and kitchenware of aluminium  7615 19 40 

(16) Other utensils of aluminium 7615 19 90 

157 (1) Cruise ships, excursion boats, ferry boat, cargo ships, barges and similar vessels 

principally designed for the transport of persons or goods 

8901 00 00 

(2) Fishing vessels including non-mechanised boats for fishing, factory ships and other vessels 

for processing or preserving fishery products 

8902 00 00 

(3) Yachts and other vessels for pleasure or sports; rowing boats and canoes 9803 00 00 

(4) Tugs and pusher craft  8904 00 00 

(5) Light vessels, fire-floats, dredgers, floating cranes, and other vessls the navigability of 

which is subsidiary to their main function; floating dicks; floating or sybmersible drilliing or 

production platforms. 

8905 00 00 

(6) Other vessels, including warships and lifeboats other than  rowing boats 8906 00 00 

(7) Other floating structure (for e.g. rafts, tanks, coffer-dams, landing stages, bouys and 

beacons)  

8906 10 00 

(8) Vessels for breaking up 8908 00 00 

158 (1) Centrifugal pumps primarily designed to handle water 8413 70 10 

(2) Axial flow and mixed flow vertical pump designed primarily for handling water 8413 81 30 

(3) Single and multi stage chemical process pump 8413 70 91 

(4) Horizontal split casing pumps 8413 70 92 

(5) Horizontal self priming pumps 8413 70 93 

(6) Vertical turbine driven pumps 8413 70 94 

(7) Boiler feed pumps 8413 70 95 
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(8) Slurry pumps 8413 70 96 

(9) Dredger pumps 8413 70 97 

(10) Gas pumps 8413 81 10 

(11) Hydraulic ram 8413 81 20 

(12) Deep tubewell turbine pump 8413 50 21 

(13) Other pumps primarily designed to handle water 8413 50 29 

(14) Parts of pumps other than liquid elevators 8413 91 00 

(15) Liquid Elevators and parts   

     (a) liquid Elevators 8413 82 00 

     (b) parts 8413 92 00 

(16) Vacuum pumps and parts   

     (a) Vacuum pumps 8414 10 00 

     (b) parts of vacuum pumps  8414 90 90 

159 (1) Pumps fitted with a measuring device used for dispensing fuel or lubricants, of the type 

used in filling stations or in garages 

8413 11 10 

(2) Other hand pumps other than those of heading 8413 11 10 8413 20 00 

(3) Hand or foot operated air pumps 8414 20 00  

(4) Parts and fittings of hand pumps 8413 91 40 

160 Weighing scales of all types other than electronic weighing scales 8423 00 00 

161 Wet dates known as khajur 0804 10 20 

162 (1)Winding wires of copper - enamelled 8544 11 10 

(2)Winding wires of copper - other 8544 11 90 

(3)Winding wires - Asbastos covered 8544 19 10 

(4)Winding wires - Plastic insulated 8544 19 20 

(5)Winding wires - Rubber insulated 8544 19 30 

(6)Winding wires - Other 8544 19 90 

163 (1) Wire nails  7317 00 13 

(2) Blue tacks 7317 00 30 

164 (1) Yarn of carded wool 5106 00 00 

(2) Yarn of combled wool 5107 00 00 

(3) Yarn of fine animal hair (carded or combled ) 5108 00 00 

(4) Yarn of wool or fine animal hair, containing 85% or more by weight wool or of fine animal 

hair 

5109 00 00 

(5) Yarn of coarse animal hair or horse hair 9including gimped horse hair yarn) 5110 00 00 

(6) Flax yarn 5306 00 00 

(7) Yarn of jute or of other textile bast fibres of heading No. 5303 5307 00 00 

(8) Yarn of  other vegetable  textile  fibres including coir yarn; paper yarn 5308 00 00 

(9) Yarn (other than sewing thread) of synthetic staple fibres 5509 00 00 
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(10) Yarn (other than sewing thread) of artificial staple fibres 5510 00 00 

(11) Yarn (other than sewing thread) of man made staple fibres 5511 00 00 

(12) Synthetic filament yarn( other than sewing thread) 5402 00 00 

(13) Man made filament yarn( other than sewing thread) 5406 00 00 

(14) Artificial filament yarn( other than sewing thread) 5403 00 00 

(15) Textile yarn 5604 00 00 

(16) Metalised yarn whether or not gimped 5605 00 00 

(17) Gimped yarn and strip 5606 00 00 

165 (1) Jute and other textile bast fibres (excluding flax, true hemp and ramie), raw or processed 

but not spun; tow and waste of this fibres (including yarn waste and garnetted stock) 

5303 00 00 

(2) Sisal and other textile fibres of the genus agave, raw or processed but not spun; tow  5304 00 00 

(3) Coconut, abaca (manila hemp or musa textiles Nee), ramie and other vegetable textile 

fibers not elsewhere specified or included raw or processed but not spun; tow, noils and 

waste of this fibres (including yarn waste and garnetted stock)  

5305 00 00 

(4) Synthetic staple fibres, not carded or combed or otherwise processed for spinning 5503 00 00 

(5) Artificial staple fibres, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning 5504 00 00 

(6) Waste (including noils, yarn waste and garnetted stock) of man made fibres 5505 00 00 

(7) synthetic staple fibres, carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning 5506 00 00 

(8) Artificial staple fibres, carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning 5507 00 00 

166 High speed diesel oil 2710 19 30 

167 Aviation Gasoline (Duty paid) 2710 11 20 

168 Aviation Gasoline (Bonded) 2710 11 20 

169 Aviation turbine fuel (Duty paid) 2710 19 20 

170 Aviation turbine fuel (Bonded) 2710 19 20 

171 Any other kind of motor spirit excluding natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas. 2710 11 00 

172 Aeroplanes and other aircrafts including helicopter and all kind of parachuted, drigibles, all 

kind of gliders, all type of flying machines, aircraft launching gear, parts and accessories 

thereof 

  

(1) Gliders and hand gliders 8801 10 00 

(2) Balloons 8801 00 20 

(3) Other non-powered aircraft and dirigibles 8801 00 90 

(4) Helicopter    

     (a) of an unladen weight not exceeding 2000 Kg. 8802 11 00 

     (b) of an unladen weight exceeding 2000 Kg. 8802 12 00 

(5) Aeroplanes and other aircrafts   
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     (a) of an unladen weight not exceeding 2000 Kg. 8802 20 00 

     (b) of an unladen weight exceeding 2000 Kg. but not more than 15000 Kg. 8802 30 00 

     (c) of an unladen weight not exceeding 15000 Kg. 8802 40 00 

(6) Spacecraft (including satellites) and suborbital and spacecraft launch vahicals 8802 60 00 

(7) Parts of goods of heading 8801 or 8802 8803 00 00 

(8) Parachutes (including dirigible parachuts and paragliders), parts and accessories thereof 8804 00 10 

(9) Rotochuts, parts and accessiories thereof 8804 00 20 

(10) Airecraft launching gear 8805 10 10 

(11) Deck arrestors or similar gear 8805 10 20 

(12) Part of aircraft launching gear and deck arrestors or similar gear 8805 10 30 

(13) Air combat simulators and parts thereof 8805 21 00 

(14) Other ground flying trainers and parts thereof 8805 29 00 

173 Arms, ammunitions and explosives of all kinds including (rifles, revolvers, pistols and 

bayonets, truncheons and ammunition used therewith (ii) Hand grenades; (iii) Air gun, air 

rifals and pellets used therewith; (iv) gelatin sticks, RDX, gun powder, detonators caps, 

igniters, electric detonators, fuses and other blasting powder and the like including fireworks 

  

(1) Military weapons other than revolvers, pistols and the arms of heading 9307 9301 00 00 

(2) Revolvers and pistols other than those of heading 9303 or 9304 9302 00 00 

(3) other firearms and similar devices which operate by the firing an explosive charge 9303 00 00 

(4) other arms (e.g. spring, air or gas gun sand pistols, truncheons) excluding those of 

heading 9307 

9304 00 00 

(5) Parts and accessories of articles of heading 9301 to 9304  9305 00 00 

(6) Bombs, grenades, torpedos, mines, missiles, and similar munitions of war and parts 

thereof; cartridges and other amunition and projectiles and parts thereof, including shot and 

cartridge wads 

9306 00 00 

(7) Swords, cut lasses, bayonets, lances and similar arms and parts thereof and scabbards 

and sheaths therefor 

9307 00 00 

(7) Propellant powder   

     (a) blastion powder 3601 00 10 

     (b) Gun powder 3601 00 20 

     (c) other  3601 00 90 

(8) Safty fuses; detonating fuses; precussion or detonationg caps; igniters; electric 

detonators 

  

     (a) Safty fuses   

          (i) For mine blasting 3603 00 11 

          (ii) other 3603 00 19 
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          (iii) Detonating fuses 3603 00 20 

     (b) Precussion or detonating caps   

          (i) Non-ordnance 3603 00 31 

          (ii) other 3603 00 39 

     (c) Igniters   

          (i) Non-ordnance 3603 00 41 

          (ii) other 3603 0049 

     (d) Electric detonators   

          (i) Containing exlposives electrically ignited, non-ordnance 3603 00 51 

          (ii) other 3603 00 59 

(9) Prepared explosives including industrial explosives, other than propellant powders 3602 00 00 

(10) Fireworks, signalling flares, rain rockets, fog signals and other pyrotechnic articles 3604 00 00 

174 Articles of leather   

(1) Saddlery and harness for any animal (including  traces, leads, knee pads, muzzles, saddle 

cloths, saddle bags, dog coats and the like), of any material 

4201 00 00 

(2) Trunks, suit-cases, vanit-cases, executive cases, brief cases, school satchels, spectacle 

cases, binocular cases, camera cases, musical instrment cases, gun cases, holsters and similar 

containers; traveling bags, insulated food or beverages bags, toilet bags, rucksacks hand 

bags, shoping bags, wallets, purses, jwelary boxes and similar continers of lether or 

composition lether, of sheeting of plastics, of textile materials, of vulcanised fibre or of paper 

board, or wholly or mainly coverd with such materials or paper 

  

(A) Trunks, suit-cases, vanit-cases, executive cases, brief cases, school satchels, spectacle 

cases, binocular cases, camera cases, musical instrment cases, gun cases, holsters and similar 

containers; 

  

     (i) With outer surface of leather, of composition leather or of patent leather   

          (a) Travel goods (trunks, suit-cases, sports bags and other similar items of leather 4202 11 10 

          (b) toilet-bags and cases of leather 4202 11 20 

          (c) satchles 4202 11 30 

          (d) brief cases 4202 11 40 

          (e) executive cases 4202 11 50 

          (f) vanity cases 4202 11 60 

          (g) attache cases 4202 11 70 

          (h) Other containers with outer surface of leather, of composition leather or of patent 

leather 

  

    (ii) With outer surface of plastic or of textiles materials   

          (a) Toilet case 4202 12 10 
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          (b) Plastic moulded suit-cases 4202 12 20 

          (c) Plastic moulded brief-cases 4202 12 30 

          (d) satchles 4202 12 40 

          (e) Other travel-goods 4202 12 50 

          (f) brief cases 4202 12 60 

          (g) executive cases other than plastic moulded 4202 12 70 

          (h) vanity cases 4202 12 80 

          (i) Other container with outer surface of plastic or of textiles materials 4202 12 90 

     (iii) Other trunks, suit-cases, vanit-cases, executive cases, brief cases, school satchels, 

spectacle cases, binocular cases, camera cases, musical instrment cases, gun cases, holsters 

and similar containers; 

  

          (a) Travel goods (trunks, suit-cases, sports bags and other similar items of leather 4202 19 10 

          (b) toilet cases 4202 19 20 

          (c) satchles 4202 19 30 

          (d) brief cases (other than plastic moulded) 4202 19 40 

          (e) executive cases 4202 19 50 

          (f) vanity cases 4202 19 60 

(B) Hand bags, whether or not with shoulder strap, including those without handle   

     (i) With outer surface of leather, of composition leather or of patent leather   

          (a) Handbags for ladies 4202 21 10 

          (b) Vanity bags 4202 21 20 

          (c) Other hand bags with outer surface of lether, of composition lether or of petant 

lether  

4202 21 90 

     (ii) With outer surface of plastic sheeting or of textile materials   

          (a) Handbags and shopping bags of artificial plastic materials 4202 22 10 

          (b) Handbags and shopping bags of cottan 4202 22 20 

          (c) Hand bags and shopping bags of jute 4202 22 30 

          (d) Vanity bags of other textile materials 4202 22 40 

(C) Articles of a kind normally carried in the pocket or in the hand bag   

     (i) Jewellery box 4202 31 10 

     (ii) Wallets and purses 4202 31 20 

(3) Articles of apparel and clothing accessories, of leather or of composition leather   

     (a) Jackets and jerseys 4203 10 10  

     (b) Other articles of apparel 4203 10 90 

     (c) Gloves for use in sports 4203 21 10 
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     (d) Mittens, mitts for use in sports 4203 21 20 

     (d) Gloves for use in industry 4203 29 10 

     (e) Other gloves 4203 29 20 

     (f) Other mittens and mitts 4203 29 30 

     (g) Belts and bandoliers 4203 30 00 

     (h) Apron 4203 40 10 

(4) Other articles of leather or of compositon leather 4205 00 00 

     (a) Welt 4205 00 11 

     (b) Lether sofa cover 4205 00 20 

(5) Articles of gut (other than silk-worm gut), of goldbeater's skin, of bladders or of tendons 

for rackets 

4206 00 10 

(6) Other articles of gut 4206 00 90 

175 Articles of rubber    

(1) Article of vulcanised rubber   

     (a) Articles of cellular rubber 4016 10 00 

     (b) Floor coverings and mets 4016 91 00 

     (c) Gaskets, washers and other seals other than rubber rings 4016 93 00 

     (d) Boat or dock fenders, wherther or not inflatable 4016 94 00 

     (e) Rubber cots for textile industry 4016 99 10 

     (f) Rubber bands 4016 99 20 

     (g) Rubber threads 4016 99 30 

     (h) Rubber blankets 4016 99 40 

     (i) Rubbers bushes 4016 99 60 

     (j) Ear plugs 4016 99 70 

     (k) Other rubber product excluding stoper, caps, lids of rubber and rubber foam 4016 99 90 

(2)  Articles of hard rubber   

     (a) Printers' rollers 4017 00 30 

     (b) Textile rollers 4017 00 40 

     (c) Type writers and cyclostylling rollers 4017 00 50 

     (d) Other articles of hard rubber 4017 00 90 

176 Articles of Stone, Plaster, Cement, Asbestos or Similar Materials   

(1) Setts, curbstones and flagstones, of natural stone (except slate) 6801 00 00 

(2) Worked monumental or building stone (except slate) and articles thereof, other than 

goods of heading 6801 simply cut or sawn, with a flat or even surface 

  

     (a) marble blocks / tiles 6802 21 10 

     (b) marble monumental stone 6802 21 20 

     (c) granite blocks / tiles 6802 23 10 

     (d) other stones 6802 29 00 
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     (e) other calcareous stone 6802 92 00 

(3) Millstones, grindstones, grinding wheels and the like, without frame work, for grinding, 

sharpening, polishing, trueing or cutting, hand sharpening or polishing stones, and parts 

thereof, of natural stone, of agglomerated natural or artificial abbresives, or of ceramics with 

or without parts of other materials 

  

     (a) Millstones and grindstones for milling, grinding or pulping 6804 10 00 

     (b) Other millstones, grindstones and grinding wheels and the like of agglomeratered 

systhetic or natural diamond 

6804 21 00 

     (c) Other millstones, grindstones and grinding wheels of other agglomeraterd abrasives or 

of ceramics 

  

           (i) Grinding wheels of sythetics abrasive 6804 22 10 

          (ii) Grinding wheel of other material 6804 22 20 

          (iii) other 6804 22 90 

     (d) Other millstones, grindstones and grinding wheels of natural stones 6804 23 00 

     (e) Hand sharpening or polishing stones   

          (i) polising stones 6804 30 10 

          (ii) sharping stones 6804 30 20 

(4) Panels, boards, tiles, blocks and similar articals of vegetable fiber, of straw or of shavings, 

chips, particles, saw dusts or other waste, of wood, agglomerated with cement, plaster or 

other mineral binders 

6808 00 00 

(5) Articles of plaster or of compositions based on plaster including boards, sheets, panels, 

tiles and similar articles 

6809 00 00 

(6) Article of cement, of concrete or of artisicial stone, whether or not rainforced other than 

cement bricks 

  

     (a) Building blocks including paver blocks 6810 11 90 

     (b) Cement tiles for mosaic 6810 19 10 

     (c) Other tiles, flag stones and similar articles 6810 19 90 

     (d) pre-fabricated structural componants for building or civil engineering 6810 91 00 

     (e) concret boulders 6810 99 10 

     (f) Other articles of cement, of concrete, or of artificial stone whether or not reinforced 6810 99 90 

(7) Article of asbestose-cement of cellulose fibre-cement or the like   

     (a) Asbestose-cement sheets 6811 40 10 

     (b) Asbestose-cement tiles 6811 40 20 

     (c) Corrugated sheets not containing asbestose 6811 81 00 

     (d) Other sheets, penals, tiles and similar articles, not containing asbestose  6811 82 00 

     (e) Tubes and tube fittings, not containing asbestose  6811 83 00 
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     (f) Other articles of asbestose-cement of cellulose fibre-cement or the like excluding 

asbestose pipe 

6811 89 00 

(8) Fabricated asbestos fibers; mixtures with a basis of asbestos or with a basis of asbestose 

and magnesium carbonate; articles of such mixtures (e.g. thread, woven fabric, clothing, 

head gear, foot ware, gasket) whether or not reinforced other than goods of heading 6811 or 

6813 

6812 00 00 

(9) Friction matirial and articales thereof (for example sheets, rolls, strips, segments, discs, 

washers, pads) including brake lining and pads 

6813 00 00 

(10) Stoneware articles 6815 99 90 

177 Artificial Flowers including decorative plants of plastics, Foliage and fruit, and parts thereof; 

article made of artificial flowres, foliage or fruit 

6702 00 00 

178 Bakary products including cakes, pestries, other than those specified in any other Schedule   

(1) Crisp bread excluding Khaja, khajali and sata 1905 10 00 

(2) Waffles and wafers coated with chocolate or containing chocolate excluding banana 

wafer and potato wafer 

1905 32 00 

(3) Rusks, tosted bread and similar toasted product 1905 40 00 

(4) Pastries and cakes 1905 90 10  

(5) Extruded or expanded products, savoury or salted excluding potato chips 1905 90 30  

(6) Other bakers' wares, whether or not containing cocoa, rice paper and similar products 1905 90 90 

179 Baking powder, bread improver, cake gel and wheat gluten used for confectionary and ice 

cream 

  

(1) wheat gluten 1109 00 00 

(2) Prepared baking powder 2102 30 00 

180 Binocular, monocular, other optical telescopes and mountings therefor; other astronomical 

instruments and mountings therefor, but not including instruments for radio-astronomy and 

parts thereof 

9005 00 00 

181 Briquettes, ovoids and similar solid fuels manufactured from coal 2701 20 90 

182 Cement clinker and cement Including white cement and their substiutes and cement 

concrete mixture  

  

(1) Cement clinkers 2523 10 00 

(2) White cement, whether or not artificially coloured 2523 21 00 

(3) Ordinary portland cement, dry 2523 29 10 

(4) Ordinary portland cement, coloured 2523 29 20 

(5) Portland pozzolana cement 2523 29 30 

(6) Portland slag cement 2523 29 40 

(7) Other portland cement 2523 29 90 

(8) Alluminous cement 2523 30 00 

(9) Sagol, ashmoh 2523 90 10 
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(10) High allumina refractory cement 2523 90 20 

(11) Other hydraulic cement 2523 90 90 

(12) Refractory cements, mortars, concretes and similar compositions, including Ready Mix 

Concrete (RMC) other than products of heading 3801  

3816 00 00 

183 Ceramic products other than bricks and pipes   

(1) Ceramic flooring blocks, support or filler tiles 6904 90 00 

(2) Ceramic roofing tiles 6905 10 00 

(3) Unglazed ceramic flags and paving, hearth or wall tiles; unglazed ceramic mosaic cubes 

and the like, whether or not on a backing including vitrified tiles 

6907 00 00 

(4) Glazed ceramic flags and paving, hearth or wall tiles; glazed ceramic mosaic cubes and the 

like, whether or not on a backing including ceramic mosaic tiles 

6908 00 00 

(5) Chinaware and porcelain ware    

     (a) Ceramic wares for laboratory, chemical or other technical uses 6909 11 00 

     (b) Ceramic sinks, wash basins, wash basin pedestals, baths, bidets, water closet pans, 

flushing cisterns, urinals and similar sanitary fixtures 

6910 10 00 

     (c) Tableware 6911 10 11 

     (d) Kitchenware 6911 10 21 

     (e) Statuettes and other ornamental ceramic articals 6913 10 00 

     (f) Other 6914 10 00 

184 Chemical not elsewhere specified or included    

(A) Inorganic chemicles, not elsewhere specified or included    

(1) Silicon dioxide 2811 22 00 

Arsenic pentaoxide 2811 29 10 

Arsenic trioxide 2811 29 20 

Nitrus oxide 2811 29 30 

Carbon monooxide 2811 29 40 

Lead oxides; red lead and orang lead 2814 00 00 

Conductivity water and water of similar purity 2853 00 10 

Liquid air, whether or not any fraction of rare gases has been removed 2853 00 20 

Compressed air 2853 00 30 

Amalgems, other than of precious metals 2853 00 40 

Cyanogen chloride 2853 00 91 

Other inorganic compunds excluding steam 2853 00 99 

(B) Organic chemicles, not elsewhere specified or included    

Camphor 2914 21 00 

Butene (Butylene) and isomers thereof 2901 23 00 

Buta-1, 3-diene and isoprene 2901 24 00 
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(C) Other chemical and chemical products not elsewhere specified or included 3800 00 00 

185 Chicory, Roasted 2101 30 10 

186 Cigar cases and cigarette cases, pipe holders, tobacco pipes, cigarette filters and hookah   

(1) cigar cases and cigarette cases 4202 99 00 

(2) Pipes and pipe bowls 9614 20 00 

(3) Hookah of coconut shell 9614 90 20 

(4) Other 9614 90 90 

187 Cigarette lighters and other lighters, whether or not mechanical or electrical, and parts 

thereof other than flints and wicks  

9613 00 00 

188 Cinematographic equipments, includind video cameras, projectors, over-head projectors, 

enlargers, plates and cloth reqoired for use therewith, sound-recording and reproducing 

equipments, parts and accessarories thereof and lanses, exposed films, film-strips, cinema 

slides required for use therewith 

  

(1) Cinematographic cameras and projectrs, whether or not incorporating sound   

     (a) Camera for film of less than 16 MM width or for double 8 MM film 9007 11 00 

     (b) Other 9007 19 00 

(2) Projectors 9007 20 00 

(3) Parts and accessories   

     (a) for cameras 9007 91 00 

     (b) for projectors 9007 92 00 

(4) Lenses 9002 11 00 

(5) Exposed films, Cinema slides 3706 00 00 

(6) Film strips 3701 91 10 

189 Coca paste butter and powder   

(1) Cocoa paste whether or not defeted 1803 00 00 

(2) Cocoa butter, fat and oil 1804 00 00 

(3) Cocoa powder, not containing added suger or other sweetening matter 1805 00 00 

190 Coffee Powder including french coffee and coffee drink   

(1) Instant coffee flavoured 2101 11 10 

(2) Instant coffee not flavoured 2101 11 20 

(3) Cofee arona 2101 11 30 

(4) Rosted coffee Substituted 2101 30 20 

191 Cosmetic or toilet preparations, essential oils etc.    
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(1) Essential oils (including oils of citrus fruits (orange, lemon, citronela), peppermint, other 

mints, anise, cajeput, cananga, caraway, cassia, cedarwood, cinnamon bark, cinnamon leaf, 

clove, eucalyptus, ginger, patchouli, sandal wood, camfer), concretes and absolutes; 

resinoids; extracted oleoresins; concentrates of essential oils in fats, in fixed oils, in waxes or 

the like, obtained by enfleurage or maceration; terpenic by-products of the deterpnation of 

essential oils; aqueous distillates and aqueous solutions of essential oil    

3301 00 00 

(2) Attars of all kinds in fixed oil base 3301 90 31 

(3) Perfumes and toilet waters   

     (a) Eau de cologne 3303 00 10 

     (b) Rose water 3303 00 20 

     (c) Keora water 3303 00 30 

     (d) Perfumes and perfumery compounds containing spirit (exluding aqueous) 3303 00 40 

     (e) Perfumes containing spirit 3303 00 50 

     (f) Spirituous toilet preparation not elsewhere specified or included 3303 00 60 

     (h) Other 3303 00 90 

(4) Beauty or make-up preparations and preparation for the care of the skin (other than 

medicaments), including sunscreen or suntan preparations;  manicure or pedicure 

preparations 

  

     (a) Lipsticks 3304 10 00 

     (b) Eye liners 3304 20 00 

     (c) Manicure or pedicure preparations 3304 30 00 

     (d) Face packs 3304 91 10 

     (e) Talcum powder, 3304 91 20  

     (f) Prickly heat powder and similar medicated body powder 3304 91 90 

     (g)  Face cream 3304 99 10 

     (h) Nail polishes and varnishes 3304 99 20 

     (i) Moisturizers 3304 99 30 

     (h) Turmeric preparations 3304 99 50 

     (i) Other beauty or make-up preparations and preparation for the care of the skin 3304 99 90 

(5) Preparation for use on the hair including hair oil 3305 00 00 

     (a) Shampoos   

          (i) containing spirit 3305 10 10 

          (ii) other 3305 10 90 

     (b) Preparations for permanent waving or straightening 3305 20 00 

     (c) Hair lacquers 3305 30 00 

     (d) Hair oil   

          (i) Perfumed hair oil 3305 90 11 
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          (ii) Other hair oil 3305 90 19 

     (e) Brilliantines (spirituous) 3305 90 20 

     (f)  Hair creams 3305 90 30 

     (g) Hair dyes 3305 90 40 

     (h) Hair fixers 3305 90 50 

     (i) Other preparation for use on the hair 3305 90 90 

(6) Preparation for oral or dental hygiene, including denture fixative pastes and powders; 

yarn used to clean between the teeth (dental floss), in individual retail packages 

3306 00 00 

(7) Pre-shave, shaving or after-shave preparations, personal depilatories and other 

perfumery, cosmetics or toilet preparations, not elsewhere specified or included, prepared 

room deodorisers, whether or not perfumed or having disinfectant properties 

  

     (a) Shaving cream 3307 10 00 

     (b) Other pre-shave, shaving or after-shave preparations 3307 10 90 

     (c) Personal deodorants and anti-perspirants 3307 20 00 

     (d) Perfumed bath salts and other bath preparations   

          (i) bath oil (thailam) 3307 30 10 

          (ii) other 3307 30 90 

     (e) Depilatories 3307 90 10 

     (f) Sterile contact lens care solution 3307 90 90 

     (g) Preparation for perfuming or deodorinzing rooms such as air freshner 3307 49 00 

192 Doors, windows, ventilators, partitions, stands, ladders, etc. made of any materials   

(1) of plastics   

     (a) Doors, windows and theirframes and thresholds for doors 3925 20 00 

     (b) Shutters, blinds (including venetian blinds) and similar articles and parts thereof 3925 30 00 

(2) of wood   

     (a) Windows, French-windows and their frames 4418 10 00 

     (b) Flush doors 4418 20 10 

     (c) Frames and thresholds of flush doors 4418 20 20 

     (d) Parquet panels 4418 30 00 

     (e) Suttering for concrete constructional work 4418 40 00 

     (f)  Shingles and shakes 4418 50 00 

(3) of iron and steel   

     (a) Doors windows and their frames and thresholders for doors 7308 30 00 

(4) of alluminium   

     (a) Doors windows and their frames and thresholders for doors 7610 10 00 
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193 Electrical or electronics goods:   

(1) Electric motors and generators (excluding generating sets) excluding DC Micro motors of 

an output not exceeding 37.5 Watts and DC Stepper Motor of an output not exceeding 37.5 

Watts 

8501 00 00 

(2) Electric generating sets and rotary converters 8502 00 00 

(3) Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the machines of heading 8501 or 8502 

excluding parts of goods specified in sub-heading 8501 10 11 and  8501 10 12. 

8503 00 00 

(4) Static converters; battery charger; ballasts for discharge lamps or tubes; dip bridge 

rectifier; rectifier; electric inverter; inductors, voltage regulator and stabilizer; and their parts 

(other than uninterrupted Power Supplies (UPS) and their parts) 

8504 00 00 

(5) Electro-megnets; electro-megnetic or permanent magnet chucks, clamps and similar 

holding devices; electro-megnetic couplings, clutches and brakes; electro-megnetic lifting 

heads  

8505 00 00 

(6) Primary cells and primary betteries   

     (a) Manganese dioxide 8506 10 00 

     (b) Mercuic oxide 8506 30 00 

     (c) Silver oxide 8506 40 00 

     (d) lithium 8506 50 00 

     (e) air-zink 8506 60 00 

     (f) button cells 8506 80 10 

     (g) other 5806 80 90 

     (h) parts of heading 8506 8506 90 00 

(7) Electric accumulators, including separarors, therefor, whether or not rectangular 

(including square) and their parts  

8507 00 00 

(8) Vacuum cleaners 8508 00 00 

(9) Electro-mechanical domestic appliances, with self-contained electric motor, other than 

vacuum cleaners of heading 8508 

  

     (a) Food grinders and mixers; fruit or vegetabele juice extractors   

          (i) food grinders 8509 40 10 

          (ii) other mixers and fruit or vegetabele juice extractors 8509 40 90 

     (b) Other appliances 8509 80 00 

     (c) Parts 8509 90 00 

(10) Electric shavers, hair clippers and hair-removing appliances, with self contained electric 

motor 

8510 00 00 

(11) Electrical ignition or starting equipment of a kind used for saprk-ignition or compression- 

ignition internal conbustion engines (for example ignition megnetos, megneto-dynamos, 

ignition coils, sparking plugs and glow plugs, starter motors); generators (for example 

dynemos, ulternators) and cut-outs of a kind used in conjuction with such engines 

  

     (a) Sparking plugs 8511 10 00 

     (b) Ignition magnetos; magneto dynemos; megnetic fly wheels 8511 20 00 
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     (c) Distributors; ignition coils 8511 30 00 

     (d) Starter motors and dual purpose starters-generetors 8511 40 00 

     (e) Other generators 8511 50 00 

     (f) Other equipment 8511 80 00 

     (g) Parts of heading 8511 8511 90 00 

(12) Electric lighting or signalling equipment (excluding atricles of heading 8539), wind screen 

wipers, defrosters and demisters, of a kind use for motor vehicles 

  

      (a) other lighting or visual signalling equipment 8512 20 00 

      (b) sound signalling equipment   

            (i) horns 8512 30 10 

            (ii) other 8512 30 90 

      (c) windscreen wipers, defrosters and demisters 8512 40 00 

      (d) parts 8512 90 00 

(13) Portable electric lamps designed to function by their own source of energy (e.g. dry 

batteries, accumulators, magnetos), other than lighting equipment of heading 8512 

  

     (a) Torch 8513 10 10 

     (b) Other flashlight excluding those for photographic purposes 8513 10 20 

     (c) Miners' safety lamps 8513 10 30 

     (d) Magneto lamps 8513 10 40 

     (e) Other 8513 10 90 

     (f) Parts 8513 90 00 

(14) Laboratory furnaces and ovens (including those functioning by induction or dielectric 

loss); other laboratory equipment for the heat treatment of materials by induction or 

dielectric loss. 

8514 00 00 

(15) Electric heaters and driers   

     (a) Electric instantanous or storage water heaters and immersion heaters (including 

domestic electric water heater) 

8516 10 00 

     (d) Electric hair dryer 8516 31 00 

     (e) Other hair dressing apparatus 8516 32 00 

     (f) Hand drying apparatus 8516 33 00 

     (g) Elecric smoothing iron 8516 40 00 

     (h) Microwave ovens 8516 50 00 

     (i) Other ovens; cookers, cooking plates, boiling rings, grillers and roasters 8516 60 00 

     (j) Apparatus for making coffee under pressure, commonly known as espresso and tea 

makers or coffee makers 

8516 71 00 

     (k) Electric toaster 8516 72 00 

     (m) Electric or electronic devices for repelling insects (e.g. mosquitoes or other similar 

kind of insects)  

8516 79 20 

     (p) Parts of heading 8516 8516 90 00 
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(16) Telephones for cellular networks or for other wireless networks including mobile phones  8517 12 00 

(17) Base stations for transmission or reception of voice, images or other data 8517 61 00 

(18) Loudspeakers and amplifires   

     (a) Single loudspeakers mounted in their enclosures 8518 21 00 

     (b) Multiple loudspeakers, mounted in the same enclosures 8518 22 00 

     (c ) Other loudspeakers, whether or not mounted in their enclosures 8518 29 00 

     (d) Audio-frequecy electric amplifires 8518 40 00 

     (e) Electric sound amplifier sets 8518 50 00 

     (f) Parts of above loudspeakers and amplifires 8518 90 00 

(19) Sound recording or reproducing apparatus   

     (a) Apparatus operated by coins, bank notes, bank cards, tokens or by other means of 

payment 

8519 20 00 

     (b) Turntables (record-decks) 8519 30 00 

     (c) Other apparatus using magnetic, optical or semiconductor media 8519 81 00 

     (d) Audio Compact disc player 8519 89 10 

     (e) Compact disc changers including mini disc player or laser disc player 8519 89 20 

     (f) Time code recorder 8519 89 30 

     (g) MP-3 player 8519 89 40 

     (h) Other sound recording or reproducing apparatus 8519 89 90 

(20) Video recording or reproducing apparatus whether or not incorporating a video tuner 

including DVD players 

8521 00 00 

(21) Parts and accessories suitable for use soely or principally with the apparatus of heading 

8519 to 8521 (excluding parts of telephone answering machines) 

8522 00 00 

(22) Radar apparatus 8526 10 00 

(23) Radio navigational aid apparatus 8526 91 00 

(24) Radio remote control apparatus 8526 92 00 

(25) Reception apparatus for radio broadcasting, whether or not combined, in the same 

housing, with sound recording or reproducing apparatus or a clock (e.g. pocket size radio 

cassette players), excluding radio communication receivers and radio pagers and their parts 

8527 00 00 

(26) Monitors and projectors not incorporating television reception apparatus 8528 00 00 

(27) Colour television sets and Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) television set of screen size 25 

c.m. and above 

8528 72 00 

(28) Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) television set of screen size below 25 c.m.  8528 73 10 

(29) Other, black and white or other monochrome 8528 73 90 
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(30) Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the apparatus of headings 8526 to 8528 

not elsewhere specified including parts for communicating jamming equipment or amateur 

radio communication equipment 

8529 00 00 

(31) Electrical signalling, safety or traffic controll equipment for railways, tramways, roads, 

inland waterways, parking facilities, port installions or airfilleds  (other than those of heading 

8608) 

8530 00 00 

(32) Burglar alarms 8531 10 10 

(33) Fire alarms 8531 10 20 

(34) Other electric sound or visiual signalling apparatus 8531 80 00 

(35) Parts of burglar alarms, fire alarms and other electric sound or visiual signalling 

apparatus 

8531 90 00 

(36) Electric apparatus for switching or protecting electrical circuits, or for making 

connections to or in electrical circuits (e.g. switches, fuses, lightening arresters, voltage 

limiters, surge suppressors, plugs and other connectors, junction boxes), excluding switch 

gears 

  

      (a) fuses   

          (i) for voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8535 10 00 

          (ii) for voltage not exceeding 1000 volts (excluding electronic fuses) 8536 10 00 

      (b) automatic circuit breakers   

          (i) for voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8535 21 00 

          (ii) for voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 8536 20 00 

      (b) Other circuit breakers   

          (i) for voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8535 29 00 

          (ii) for voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 8536 30 00 

      (c) isolating swiches and make-and-break switches   

          (i) for voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8535 30 00 

      (d) lighting arrestors, voltage limiters and surge suppressers for a voltage 8535 40 00 

      (e) lamp holders 8536 61 00 

      (f) plugs 8536 69 00 

      (g) motor starters for AC motors   

          (i) for voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8535 90 10 

          (ii) for voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 8536 90 10 

          (iii) motor starters for DC motor for a voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8536 90 20 

          (iv) control gear and starter for DC motor for a voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8535 90 20 

      (h) junction boxes   

          (i) for voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8535 90 40  

          (ii) for voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 8536 90 30 

     (i) Other    
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          (i) for voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8535 90 90 

          (ii) for voltage not exceeding 1000 volts (excluding electronic fuses, relays, connectors 

and sockets) 

8536 90 90 

(37) Boards (excluding switch board) , panels, consoles, desks, cabinets and other bases 

equipped with two or more apparatus of heading 8535 or 8536, for electric control or the 

destribution of electricity, including those incorporating instruments or apparatus of chapter 

90 and numerical control apparatus, other than switching apparatus of heading 8517 

  

         (a) for voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 8537 20 00 

         (b) for voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8537 10 00 

(38) Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the apparatus of heading 8535, 8536 or 

8537 

  

     (a) Boards (excluding switch board) , panels, consoles, desks, cabinets and other bases for 

the goods of heading 8537 not equipped with their apparatus 

8538 10 00 

     (b) Other excluding switch gear 8538 90 00 

(39) Electric filaments or discharge lamps, including sealed beam lamp units, and ultra-violat 

or infra-red lamps; arc-lamps 

  

      (a) sealed beam lamp units 8539 10 00 

      (b) tungsten halogen lamps 8539 21 00 

     (c ) of retail sale price not exceeding Rs. 20 per bulbs 8539 29 10 

     (d) bulb, for torches 8539 29 20 

      (c) bulbs   

           (i) miniature bulbs 8539 29 30 

           (ii) other for automobile lamps 8539 29 40 

           (iii) other 8539 29 90 

      (d) compact fluorescent lamps 8539 31 10 

      (e) mercury vapour lamps 8539 32 10 

      (f) sodium vapour lamps 8539 32 20 

      (g) metal halide lamps 8539 32 30 

      (h) energy efficient triphosphor fluorescent lamps 8539 39 10 

      (i) arc lamps 8539 41 00 

     (j) ultra-violat or infra-red lamps 8539 49 00 

      (j) parts  8539 90 00 

(40) Thermionic, cold cathod or photocathod valves and tubes (e.g. vacuum or vapour or gas 

filled valves and tubes, mercuri arc rectifying valves and tubes, cathod ray tubes, television 

camera tubes) including television picture tube, vedio monitor cathod ray tubes, microwave 

tube excluding data or graphic display tube 

8540 00 00 

(41) Electrical machines and apparatus having individual functions, not specified or included 

elsewhere in chapter 85 

  

     (a) Particle accelerators 8543 10 00 

     (b) Signal generators 8543 20 00 
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     (c ) Machines and apparatus for electroplatting, electrolysis or electrophoresis 8543 30 00 

     (d) Metal detector, Mine detector, Audio special effect equipment, Vedio special effect 

equipments, Edit control unit, Graphic equalizer and sinthesized receivers, equipments 

gadgets based on solar energy, Professional beauticare equipments, Audio visual stereo 

encoders, time code generators and other electrical machines and apparatus having 

individual functions 

8543 70 00 

     (e) Amplifier   

      (i) Broadcast amplifier 8543 70 61 

      (ii) Limiting amplifier, video distribution amplifier and stablilsing amplifiers 8543 70 62 

     (iii) Other amplifier 8543 70 69 

     (iv) RF (radio frequency) power amplifiers and noise generators for communication 

jamming eqipments for static and mobile or man-portable 

8543 70 91 

     (f) Parts 8543 90 00 

(42) Carbon brushes, lamp carbons, battery carbon and other articles of graphite or other 

carbon, with or without metal, of a kind used for electrical purposes 

  

     (a) Carbon brushes 8545 20 00 

     (b) Arc lamp carbon 8545 90 10 

     (c ) Battery carbon 8545 90  20 

     (d) Other 8545 90  90 

(43) Electrical insulators of any material 8546 00 00 

(44) Insulating fittings for electrical machines, appliances or equipment, being fittings wholly 

of insulating material apart from any minor components of metal (e.g. threaded sockets) 

incorporated during moulding solely for the purpose of assembly other than insulators of 

heading 8546; electrical conduit tubing and joints therefor, of base metal lined with 

insulating material 

8547 00 00 

(45) Waste and scrap of primary cells, primary batteries and electric accumulators; spent 

primary cells, spent primary batteries and spent electric accumulators; electrical parts of 

machinery or apparatus not specified or included in elesewhere in chaper 85 

8548 00 00 

(46) Chandeliers and other electric ceiling or wall lighting fittings excluding those of a kind 

used for lighting public open spaces or thorough fares 

9405 10 00 

(47) Electric table, desk, bedside or floorstanding lamps 9405 20 00 

(48) Other electric lamps and lighting fittings including search lights and sport lights  9405 40 00 

194 Electronic musical instruments 9200 00 00 

195 Electronic Toys   

(1) Electronic wheeled toys designed to be ridden by children (for example  tricycles, 

scooters, pedal cars); dolls' carriages 

9501 00 10 
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(2) Electronic dolls representing only human being, whether or not dressed 9502 00 00 

(3) Other electronic toys 9503 00 00 

196 Explosive prepared other than propellant powder   

(1) Industrial explosive 3602 00 10 

(2) other explosives 3602 00 90 

197 Fire fighting equipments and devices   

(1) Preparation and charges for fire extinguisers charged fire extinggishing granedes 3813 00 00 

(2) Fire extingushres whether or not charged 8424 10 00 

198 Floor coverings, that is to say, (i) carpets, durries, druggets, kalins, galichas, carpetry and rugs 

whether tufted, piled or otherwise whether made from cotton, silk, synthetic or other fibres, 

whether machine made, hand made or made on handlooms but excluding jute carpets, coir 

carpets or mattings, hand made or hand loom made wooven durries and jamakkalams; (ii) 

Laminated, impregnated or coated matting materials such as linoleum including PVC (vinyl) 

matirials 

  

(1) Floor covering of polymers of vinyl cloride   

     (a) wall or ceiling coverings combined with knitted or woven fabrics, non wovens or felts 3918 10 10 

     (b) other 3918 10 90 

(2) Floor coverings of other plastics   

     (a) of linoxyn 3918 90 10 

     (b) wall or ceiling coverings combined with knitted or woven fabrics, non wovens or felts 3918 90 20 

     (c) other 3918 90 90 

(3) Carpets and other textile floor coverings, knotted, whether or not made up    

     (a) of wool or fine animal hair 5701 10 00 

     (b) of cotton 5701 90 10 

     (c) other taxtile materials 5701 90 90 

(4) Carpets and other textile floor coverings, woven, not tufted or flocked, whether or not 

made up excluding floor coverings of coconut fibres (coir)  

5702 00 00 

(5) Carpets and other textile floor coverings, tufted, whether or not made up 5703 00 00 

(6) Carpets and other textile floor coverings, of felt, not tufted or flocked, whether or not 

made up  

5704 00 00 

(7) Other carpets and other Textile Floor Coverings, whether or not made up excluding 

carpets and durries of coir  

5705 00 00 

(8) Floor coverings with jute base 5904 90 10 

(9) Linoleum floor covering 5904 10 00 
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199 Food colours other than synthetics, natural indigo, red oxide, paints, lacquers,  distempers, 

varnishes, putty, painters fillings, non-refractory surfacing preparation for facades, indoor 

walls, false ceiling or the like; primers of all kinds; paint brushes, paint removers and stainers 

of all kind and 

  

(1) Food colours other than synthetics 3203 00 20 

(2) Lac-dye 3203 00 30 

(3) Natural indigo 3203 00 40 

(4) Colour lakes 3205 00 00 

(5) Red oxide, persian red, yellow ochre and bronze powder 3206 49 00 

(6) Paints and vernishes (including enamals and lacquers) based on synthetic polymers   

      (a) Based on polysters   

            (i) Enamels 3208 10 10 

            (ii) Lacquers 3208 10 20 

            (iii) Varnishes 3208 10 30 

            (iv) Other 320810 90 

      (b) Based on acryalic or vinyl polymers   

            (i) Enamels 3208 20 10 

            (ii) Lacquers 3208 20 20 

            (iii) Varnishes 3208 20 30 

            (iv) Other 320820 90 

       (c) Based on cellulose nitrate or other cellulose derivatives   

              (i) Nitrocellulose lacquers 3208 90 11 

              (ii) Other 3208 9019 

              (iii) Synthetic enamal, ultra white paints 3208 90 21 

              (iv)  Synthetic enamal, other colours 3208 90 22 

              (v) Lacquers 3208 90 30 

              (vi) Insulating varnish 3208 90 41 

              (vii) Slip agents 3208 90 50 

              (viii) Other 3208 90 90 

(7) Paints and varnishes (including enamels and lacquers) base on synthetic polymers   

      (a) Acrylic emulsion 3209 10 10 

      (b) Other 3209 10 90 

      (c) Dispersion paints 3209 90 10 

      (d) Emulsion paints not elsewhere specified 3209 90 20 

(8) Other paints and vernishes (Including enamals, lacquers and distempers); prepared   

      (a) Dry distemper, including cements based water paints 3210 00 11 

      (b) oil bound distemper  3210 00 12 
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      (c) Prepared water pigments of a kind used for finishing lether 3210 00 20 

      (d) matallic powder of flakes prepared as paints 3210 00 30 

      (e) Poly tetra fluoro ethylene (PTFE) Silicon resin based coating metirials 3210 00 40 

      (f) Other 3210 00 90 

(9) Stamping foils 3212 10 00 

(10) Artists', or signboard painters' colours, modyfing tints, amusement colours and the like, 

in tablets, tubes, jars, bottles, pans or in similar forms or packings 

3213 00 00 

(11) Glaziers' putty, grafting putty, resin cements, caulking compounds and other mastics; 

non-refractory surfacing preparations for facades, indoor walls, floors, ceilings or the like 

including putty and resin cements 

3214 10 00 

(12) Composite solvants and thinners nor elsewhere specified or included 3814 00 10 

(13) Prepared paint or varnish removers 3814 00 20 

(14) Paints, distempers, varnish or similar brushes 9603 40 10 

200 Food preparations containing cocoa   

(1) Spreads containing cocoa 1806 90 30 

(2) Preparatoins containing cocoa for making beverages 1806 90 40 

(3) other food preparations containing cocoa 1806 90 90 

201 Food preparations not elsewhere specified including food suppliments   

(1) Protein concentrates and textured protein substances 2106 10 00 

(2) Compound preparations for making non-alcoholic beverages 2106 90 50 

(3) Food flavouring material 2106 90 60 

(4) Custard powder 2106 90 80 

(5) Diabetic foods 2106 90 91 

(6) Food suppliments 2106 90 99 

202 Footwear of all kind of excluding plastics footware    

(1) Water proof footwear with outersole and uppers of rubber or of plastics including hawai 

chappal of rubber 

6401 00 00 

(1) Sports footware of rubber 6402 12 10 

(2) Footware with outer sole of rubber, plastic, leather or composition of leather and uppers 

of leather including ski-boots, kolapuri chappal 

6403 00 00 

(3) Footware with outer sole of rubber, plastic, leather or composition of leather and uppers 

of textile material including sports footwear 

6404 00 00 

(4) Other footware other than those mentioned in this list or in any of the scheduled 6405 00 00 

(5) Part of footwear 6406 00 00 

203 Fur, skins with fur and articles made of fur and skin   

(1) Raw fur skins other than raw hides and skins 4301 00 00 
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(2) Tanned or dressed fur skins unassembled or assembled (without the addition of other 

materials) other than those of heading 4303 

4302 00 00 

(3) Articles of apparel, clothing accessories and other articles of fur skins  4303 00 00 

(4) Artificial fur and articles thereof 4304 00 00 

204 Furniture made from any material whether sold in assembled or unassembled form and 

ready to assemble, and parts thereof 

  

(1) Seats (other than those of heading 9402), whether or not convertible into beds, and parts 

thereof 

9401 00 00 

(2) Medical, surgical, dental or veterinary furniture; barbers' chairs and similar chairs   

     (a) dentists', barbers' or similar chairs and parts thereof 9402 10 00 

     (b) hospital beds with mechanical fittings 9402 90 12 

     (c) parts of hospital beds with mechanical fittings 9402 90 20 

(3) Othe furniture and parts thereof 9403 00 00 

205 Gas stove, burners and other accessories thereof 7321 00 00 

206 Gases, liquefied or not, other than those specifically mentioned in this schedule or in any 

other schedule 

  

(1) Coal gas, water gas, producer gas and similar gases, other than 2705 00 00 

      petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons 

(2) Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons   

     (a) Liquefied natural gas 2711 11 00 

     (b) Liquefied propane 2711 12 00 

     (c) Liquefied butanes 2711 13 00 

     (d) Natural gas in gaseous state 2711 21 00 

207 Glass and glassware other than those specified elsewhere in this Schedule or in any other 

Schedule 

  

(1) Glass in balls (other than microspheres of heading 7018), rods or tubes, unworked 7002 00 00 

(2) Cast glass and rolled glass, in sheets or profiles, whether or not having  an absorbent, 

reflecting or non-reflecting layer, but not otherwise worked 

7003 00 00 

(3) Drawn glass and blown glass, in sheets, whether or not having an absorbent, reflecting or 

non-reflecting layer, but not otherwise worked 

7004 00 00 

(4) Float glass and surface ground or polished glass, in sheets, whether or not having an 

absorbent, reflecting or non-reflecting layer, but not otherwise worked 

7005 00 00 

(5) Glass of heading 7003, 7004 or 7005, bent, edge-worked, engraved, drilled, enamelled or 

otherwise worked, but not framed or fitted with other materials 

7006 00 00 

(6) Safety glass, consisting of toughened (tempered) or laminated glass   
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     (a) toughened safety glass (tempered) glass of size and shape suitable for incorporation in 

vehicles, aircraft, spacecraft or vessels 

7007 11 00 

     (b) bullet-proof glass 7007 21 10 

(7) Multiple-walled insulating units of glass   

     (a) glazed glass, double walled 7008 00 10 

     (b) glazed glass, multipal walled 7008 00 20 

(8) Glass mirrors, whether or not framed, including rear-view mirrors 7009 00 00 

(9) Glass envelops   

     (a) for fluorescent lamps 7011 10 10 

     (b) for filaments lamps 7011 10 20 

     (c) for cathode-ray tubes 7011 20 00 

     (d) for electronic valves 7011 90 10 

(10) Drinking glasses other than of glass ceramics   

     (a) of lead crystal 7013 22 00 

     (b) other 7013 28 00 

(11) Laboratary, hygienic or pharmaceutical glassware, whether or not graduated or 

calibrated 

  

     (a) graduated or calibrated laboratary glassware 7017 90 10 

     (b) pharmacuetical glassware 7017 90 20 

     (c) hygienic glassware 7017 90 30 

     (d) other 7017 90 90 

(13) Other articles of glass   

     (a) globes for lamps and lanterns 7020 00 11 

     (b) founts for kerosene wick lamps 7020 00 12 

     (c) glass chimneys for lamps and lanterns 7020 00 21 

208 Granules, chippings and powder of marble 2517 41 00 

209 Granules, chippings and powder of stone of heading 2515 or 2516 2517 49 00 

210 Helmets   

(1) Speed glass welding helmets or other helmets meant for industrial use 6506 10 10 

(2) Other 6506 10 90 

211 Human hair and wigs   

(1) Human hair   

     (a) unworked 0501 00 10 

     (b) waste 0501 00 20 

     (c) dressed, thinned, bleached or otherwise worked 6703 00 10 

(2) Wigs   

     (a) of synthetic textile materials 6704 11 00 

     (b) of human hair 6704 20 10 
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212 Insulated flexible air ducts of PVC or other materials 3926 90 99 

213 Ivory, tortoise-shell, whale bone and whalebone hair, horns, antlers, hooves, nails, claws and 

beaks, unworked or simply prepared but not cut to sape; powder and waste of these 

products 

  

(1) Ivory 0507 10 10 

(2) Ivory powder and waste 0507 10 20 

(3) Hoof meal 0507 90 10 

(4) Horn meal 0507 90 20 

(5) Hooves claws nails and beaks 0507 90 30 

(6) Antlers 0507 90 40 

(7) Buffalo horns 0507 90 50 

(8) Tortoise shell 0507 90 60 

(9) Claws and waste of tortoise shell 0507 90 70 

(10) Other 0507 90 90 

214 Kitchen ware including crockery, cutlery, non-stic wares, heat resistant cookware, casseroles, 

pressure cookers, pressure stoves, gas stoves 

  

(1) Tableware and kitchenware of plastics 3924 10 00 

(2) Tableware and kitchenware of wood 4419 00 00 

(3) Tableware and kitchenware of ceramics other than that of chinaware or porcelainware   

     (a) table ware 6912 00 10 

     (b) kitchenware 6912 00 20 

(4) Stoves   

     (a) of gas fuel 7321 11 10 

     (b) of liquid fuel excluding kerosene stove 7321 12 10 

     (c) of solid fuel 7321 13 10 

(8) Table knives having fixed blades 8211 91 00 

(9) Pocket knives 8211 93 10 

(10) Spoons, forks, ladles, skimmers, cakeservers, fish-knives, butter-knives, suger 8215 00 00 

215 Machinaery not included in entry 58 A   

(a) Turbine for marine propulsion 8406 10 00 

(2) Spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary internal combustion piston engines 8407 00 00 

(3) Compression-ignition internal combustion piston engines (diesel or semi-diesel engines) 8408 00 00 

(4) Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the engines of heading 8407 or 8408 8409 00 00 
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(5) Air conditioning machines, comprising a motor driven fans (including table fan, ceiling 

fan, pedestal fan, railway carriage fan) and elements for changing the temperature and 

humidity, including those machines in which the humidity can not be separately regulated 

(including air circulator, window or split air conditioners) and parts therof 

8415 00 00 

(6) Air or vacuum pumps, air or other gas compressors and fans; ventilating or recycling 

hoods incorporating a fan whether or not fitted with filters (including fans, air circulators, 

blowers) and parts thereof  

8414 00 00 

(7) Refrigerating or freezing equipment, electric or other; heat pumps other than air 

conditioning machines of heading 8415 (including refrigerators, freezers, water coolers, non-

automatic vending machines, ice-cream makers) and parts thereof 

8418 00 00 

(8) Instantaneous gas water heater (domestic type) 8419 11 10 

Other instantaneous or storage water heaters, non-electric (domestic type) 8419 19 10 

Parts of instantaneous gas water heater (domestic type) and other instantaneous or storage 

water heaters, non-electric (domestic type) 

8419 90 00 

Laboratory sterilizers 8419 20 90 

Laboratory equipments and parts thereof 8419 00 00 

Centrifuges, including centrifugal dryers; filtering or purifying machinery and apparatus, for 

liquids or gases (including cloth dryers, water purifying or filtering machines, air purifiers) 

and parts thereof 

8421 00 00 

Dish washing machines   

      (a) of the house hold type 8422 11 00 

      (b) other 8422 19 00 

Other weighing machinery 8423 00 00 

Jacks; hoist of a kind used for raising vehicles    

   (a) Built in jacking system of a type used in garages 8425 41 00 

   (b) Other jacks and hoists, hydraulic 8425 42 00 

   (c) Other 8425 49 00 

Ship’s derricks; cranes, including cable cranes; mobile lifting frames, straddle carriers and 

works trucks fitted with a crane 

8426 00 00 

Fork-lift trucks; other works trucks fitted with lifting or handling equipment 8427 00 00 

Other lifting, handling, loading or unloading machinery (for example, lifts, escalators, 

conveyors, teleferics) 

8428 00 00 

Self-propelled bulldozers, angledozers, graders, levellers, scrapers, mechanical shovels, 

excavators, shovel loaders, tamping machines and road rollers 

8429 00 00 

Pile-drivers and pile-extractors; snow-ploughs and snow-blowers 8430 00 00 

Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the machinery of headings 8425 to 8430 8431 00 00 
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Machines for cleaning, sorting or grading eggs 8433 60 00 

Poultry-keeping or bee keeping machinary, including germination plant fitted with 

mechanical or thermal equipment; poultry incubators and brooders (excluding machinary for 

preparing animal feeding stuffs and poultry incubators and brooders) 

8436 00 00 

Plates, cylinders and other printing components; plates, cylinders and lithographic stones 

prepared for printing purposes (e.g. planed, grained or polished) other than screen printing 

blocks meant for use in printing fabrics 

8442 50 00 

Printing machinery used for printing by means of plates, cylinders and other printing 

components of heading 8442; other printers, copying machines and facsimile machines, 

whether or not combined; parts and accessories thereof (excluding IT products) 

8443 00 00 

Household or laundry-type washing machines, including machines which both wash and dry 8450 00 00 

Tools for working in the hand, pneumatic, hydraulic or with self-contained electric or non-

electric motor and parts thereof 

8467 00 00 

Other typewriters electric or non-electric excluding IT products and braille typewriters 8469 00 90 

Calculating machines and pocket-size data recording, reproducing and displaying machines 

with calculating functions; accounting machines, postage-franking machines, ticket issuing 

machines and similar machines, incorporating a calculating device; cash registers (excluding 

IT products) 

8470 00 00 

Other office machines (for example, hectograph or stencil duplicating machines, duplicating 

machines, digital duplicators, addressing machines, automatic bank note dispensers, coin 

sorting machines, coin counting or wrapping machines) 

8472 00 00 

Parts and accessories (other than covers, carrying cases and the like) suitable for use solely 

or principally with machines of heading 8469 to 8472 

8473 00 00 

Automatic goods-vending machines (for example, postage stamps, cigarette, foods or 

beverage machines), including money changing machines and parts thereof 

8476 00 00 

Car washing machines and related appliances 8479 89 50  

Taps, cocks and similar appliances of iron or steel 8481 80 10 

Taps, cocks and similar appliances of non-ferrous metal 8481 80 20 

216 Machines and appliances for testing the hardness, strenth, compressibility. Elasticity or other 

mechanical properties of materials (e.g. metals, wood, textiles, paper, plastics) 

9024 

217 Malt   

(1) Not roasted malt 1107 10 00 

(2) Roasted malt 1107 20 00 

(3) Malted milk (including powder) 1901 10 10 

(4) Mixes and doughs for the preparation of bakers' wares of the heading 1905 1901 20 00 

(5) Malt extract 1901 90 10 
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218 Massage apparatus 9019 10 20 

219 Mattresses, mattress support, cushions and similar stuffed furnishing   

(1) Matteress supports; articals of bedding and similar furnishing (for example mattresses, 

quilts, eiderdowns, cushions, pouffes and pillows) fitted with springs or stuffed or internally 

fitted with any material or of cellular rubber or plastics, whether or not covered  

  

     (a) mattress supports;  9404 10 00 

     (b) matresses of rubber 9404 21 10 

     (c) matresses of plastic 9404 21 90 

     (d) matresses of other materials 9404 29 00 

     (e) sleeping bags 9404 30 00 

(2) Rubber cushion 4016 99 50 

(3) Air matresses of rubber 4016 95 10 

220 Milk products including, condensed milk, butter, cheese, ice-cream, margarine, peanut 

butter, whether or not bottled, canned or packed. 

  

(1) Milk and creame in powder, granules or other soild forms, of a fat content, by weight not 

exceeding 1.5 % excluding skimmed milk powder 

  

     (a) milk food for babies 0402 10 20 

     (b) other milk and creame in power, granules or other soild forms, of a fat content, by 

weight not exceeding 1.5 % 

0402 10 90 

(2) Milk and creame in power, granules or other soild forms, of a fat content, by weight 

exceeding 1.5 % excluding whole milk powder 

  

     (a) not containing added suger or other sweetening matter 0402 21 00 

     (b) milk for babies (in power, granules or other soild forms)  0402 29 20 

     (c) other Milk and creame in power, granules or other soild forms, of a fat content, by 

weight exceeding 1.5 % 

0402 29 90 

(3)  Whey, whether or not concentrated or containing added suger or other sweetening 

matter; products consisting of natural milk constituents, whether or not containing added 

sugar or other sweetening matter, not elsewere specified or included 

0404 00 00 

(4) Butter 0405 10 00 

(5) Diary spreads 0405 20 10 

(6) Butter 0405 90 10 

(7) Cheese of all kind 0406 00 00 

(8) Margarine 1517 10 00 

(9) Peanut butter 1517 90 20 

(10) Ice- cream 2105 00 00 

221 Molasses resulting from the extraction or refining of sugar    

(1) Cane molasses 1703 10 00 

(2) Molasses, edible 1703 90 10 
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(3) Other molasses 1703 90 90 

222  Motor vehicle, chassis or moter  vehicles, motor cycles, motor combinations, motor scooter, 

mopeds, motorettes, three wheelers, motor vessels, motor engine, trailers, motor bodies 

built on chassis on motor vehicles and bodies built on motor vessels, components, spare 

parts and accessories thereof 

  

(1) Motor vehicles for the transport of ten or more persons including the driver 8702 00 00 

(2) Motor cars, three wheeled vehicles, specialised trasport vehicles (such as ambulances, 

prison vans and the like) 

8703 00 00 

(3) Motor vehicles for the trasport of goods such as dumpers, lorries and trucks and other 8704 00 00 

(4) Special purose motor vehicles other than those principally designed for the transport  of 

persons or goods (for example, breakdown lorries, crane lorries, fire fighting vehicles, 

concrete-mixers lorries, spraying lorries, mobile workshops, mobile rediological units) 

  

     (a) crane lorries 8705 10 00 

     (b) mobile drilling derricks 8705 20 00 

     (c) fire fighting vehicles 8705 30 00 

     (d) concrete- mixer lorries 8705 40 00 

     (e) other 8705 90 00 

(5) Chassis, fitted with engines for the motor vehicles of heading 8701 to 8705 8706 00 00 

(6) Bodies (including cabs) for the motor vehicles of heading 8701 to 8705 8707 00 00 

(7) Parts and accessories of the motor vehicles of heading 8701 to 8705  8708 00 00 

(8) Works truks, self-propelled, not fitted with lifting for handling equipment, of the type 

used in factories, warehouses, dock areas for airports for short distance transport of goods 

excluding tractors used on railway station platforms; parts of the foregoing vehicles 

8709 00 00 

(8) Tanks and other armoured fighting vehicles, motorised, whether or not fitted with 

weapons, parts of such vehicles, 

8710 00 00 

(9) Motor cycles (including mopeds), scooters and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, with 

or without side-cars 

8711 00 00 

(10) Parts and accessories of motor cycles, scooters including mopeds   

      (a) saddles 8714 11 00 

      (b) frames and forks, and parts thereof 8714 91 90 

      (c) wheel rims and spokes 8714 92 90 

      (d)  hubs, other than coaster braking hubs and hub brakes, and free- wheel sprocket-

wheels 

8714 93 90 

      (e) brakes, including coaster braking hubs and hub brakes, and parts thereof 8714 94 00 

      (f) pedals and crank-gear, and parts thereof 8714 96 00 
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(11) Baby carriage and parts thereof   

     (a) Baby carriages 8715 00 10 

     (b) Parts 8715 00 20 

(12) Trailers   

      (a) trailers and semi-trailers of the caravan type, for housing or camping 8716 10 00 

      (b) tanker trailers and tanker semi-trailers 8716 31 00 

     (c) Parts 8716 90 10 

223 Musical Instruments (other than handmade)   

(1) Pianos including automatic pianos; harpsi-chords and other keyboard stringed 9201 00 00 

(2) Guitars, violins, harps 9202 00 00 

(3) Accordions and similars instruments, mouth organs 9204 00 00 

(4) Clarinets 9205 90 20 

(5) Organs, guitars, accordions electrically  operated 9207 00 00 

224 Non-alcoholic beverages including mineral water, aerated water, soft drinks, etc   

(1) Water not containning added sugar or  other sweetening matter   

     (a) Mineral water 2201 10 10 

     (b) Aerated water 2201 10 20  

     (c) Other water including purified, distilled, battery, de-mineralized water (excluding 

water specified in schedule - I) 

2201 90 90 

(2) Water containing added sugar or other sweetening matter   

     (a) Aerated water (soft drinks) 2202 10 10 

     (b) Lemonade 2202 10 20 

     (c) Other water containing added sugar or other sweetening matter 2202 10 90 

     (d) Soya milk drinks, whether or not sweetant or flevoured 2202 90 10 

(3) Fruit pulp or fruit juice based drinks 2202 90 20 

(4) Soft drink concentrates   

     (a) sharbat 2106 90 11 

     (b) Other soft drink concentrates 2106 90 19 

(5) Beverages containing milk 2202 90 30 

224A Other articles of Brass 7419 99 30 

 Brass scrap 7404 00 22 

225 Padlocks and locks (key, commbinaation or electrically operated), of base metal; clasps and 

frames with clasts, incorporating locks, of base metal; keys for any of the foregoing articles, 

of base metal 

  

(1) Padlocks 8301 10 00 

(2) Locks of a kind used for motor vehicles 8301 20 00 

(3) Locks of a kind used for furniture 8301 30 00 
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(4) Combination locks 8301 40 00 

(5) Clasp and frames with clasps incorporating locks 8301 50 00 

(6) Parts of padlocks and locks 8301 60 00 

(7) Keys presented separately 8301 70 00 

226 Pan masala not containing tobacco, pan chutney, scented supari and like   

(1) Pan masala not containing tobacco 2106 90 20 

(2) Scented supari 2106 90 30 

(3) Pan chutney 2103 90 90 

227 Pasta, whether or not cooked or stuffed or otherwise prepared, such as spaghetti, macaroni, 

noodles, lasagne, gnocchi, ravioli, cannelloni; couscous, whether or not prepared 

1902 00 00 

228 Petroleum jelly 2712 10 00 

229 Photographic cameras, image projectors and enlargers, flash light apparatus, photo albums, 

stamp albums, photo frames, photo mounts and other parts and accessories required for use 

therewith 

  

(1) Photographic Cameras   

     (a) cameras of a kind used for preparing printing plates or cylinders 9006 10 00 

     (b) cameras of a kind used for recording documents on microfilms, microfiche or  9006 20 00 

     (c) cameras specially designed for underwater use, for aerial survey or for medical or 

surgical examination of internal organs; comparison cameras ofr forensic or criminological 

purposes 

9006 30 00 

     (d) instant print cameras 9006 40 00 

     (e) other cameras with a through-the-lens view-finder (single lens refles (SLR)), for roll film 

of a width not exceeding 35 mm 

9006 51 00 

     (f) others, with roll film of a width less than 35 mm 9006 52 00 

     (g) fixed focus 35 mm cameras 9006 53 10 

     (h) fixed focus 110 mm cameras 9006 59 10 

(2) Discharge lamps flash light apparatus 9006 61 00 

(3) Flash bulbs, flash cubes and the like 9006 62 00 

(4) Parts and accessories of heading 9006   

     (a) for cameras 9006 91 00 

     (b) Photographic flashlight apparatus and flashbulbs 9006 99 00 

(5) Image projectors (Including slide projectors), other than cinematographic; photographic 

enlargers and reducers 

9008 00 00 

(6) Photo and stamp albums 4820 50 00 

(7) Photo frames   

    (a) of base metals 8306 30 00 

    (b) wooden frames for paintings, photographs, mirrors, or similar objects 4414 00 00 
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230 Prepared glues and other prepared adhesives other than those specified elsewhere in this 

Schedule or in any other Schedule 

  

(1) Product suitable for use as glue or adhesive, put up for retail sale as glue or adhesives, 

not exceeding a net weight of 1 kg. 

3506 10 00 

(2) Adhesive base on latex, Phenol Formaldehyde (PF), Urea Formaldyhyde (UF) and Polyvinyl 

Alchole (PVA) 

3506 91 10 

(3) Other adhesives based on polimers of heading 3901 to 3913 or on rubber but excluding 

Blanket Adhesive (used in textile industry) and Screen Adhesive (used in textile industry) 

3506 91 90 

(4) Synthetic glue with phenol urea/cresrol (with formaldyhyde) as the main component 3506 99 10 

(5) Prepared Glues and prepared adhesive base on starch, gum, latex, Phenol Formaldehyde 

(PF), Urea Formaldyhyde (UF) and Polyvinyl Alchole (PVA) 

3506 99 91 

(6) Other prepared glues and other prepared adhesives not elsewhere specified or included 3506 99 99 

231 Psychological aptitude-testing apparatus 9019 10 90 

232 Safty razor, razor blades, razor cartridge, shaving brush and other toilet brushes for use on 

the person 

  

(1) Safty razor   

  (a) twin type shaving 8212 10 10 

  (b) other safty razor 8212 10 90 

(2) Razor blades   

  (a) disposable cartridge blade 8212 20 11 

  (b) safty razor blade blanks in strips 8212 20 20 

(3) Brushes for the application fo cosmetics 9603 30 20 

(4) Shaving brushes and other toilet brushes for use on the person 9603 30 90 

233 Soap; Organic surface-active products and preparations for use as soap; polishes and cream 

for footwear 

  

(1) Soap and organic surface-active products and preparations, in the form of bars, cakes, 

moulded pieces or shapes, and paper, wadding, felt and nonwovens, impregnated, coated or 

covered with soap or detergent 

  

     (a) Medicated toilet soap 3401 11 10 

     (b) Shaving soaps other than shaving cream  3401 11 20 

     (c) Other soaps for toilet use 3401 11 90 

     (d) Bars and blocks of not less than 500 gms in weight   

          (i) Industrial soap 3401 19 11 

          (ii) Other bars and blocks 3401 19 19 

          (iii) Flakes, chips and powder 3401 19 20 

          (iv) Tablets and cakes 3401 19 30 

          (v) Household soaps 3401 19 41 

          (vi) Laundry soaps 3401 19 42 

     (e) Soap in other forms 3401 20 00 
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     (f) Organic surface-active products and preparations for washing the skin, in the form of 

liquid or cream and put up for retail sale, whether or not containing soap 

  

          (i) Medicated toilet soap 3401 30 11 

          (ii) Shaving cream and shaving gel 3401 30 12 

          (iii) Other organic surface-active products and preparations 3401 30 19 

Shoe polish including shoe wax, cream and whitener 3405 10 00 

234 Strong room or vault doors and ventilators, armored or reinforced  safes, strong boxes and 

doors, cash chests, cash or deed boxes, wall coffers, safe deposit lockers and locker cabinets 

8303 00 00 

235 Tailoring materials, namely scissors, buttons, etc   

(1) Scissors, tailors' shears and similar shears, and blades therefor 8213 00 00 

(2) Buttons (excluding buttons of plastic), press-fasteners, snap-fasteners and press-studs, 

button moulds and other parts of these articals; button blanks 

9606 00 00 

236 Tooth paste, tooth powder (whether medicated or not), tooth brush and other dentifrices, 

mouth washes and deodorants 

  

(1) Dentifricies   

    (a) in powder 3306 10 10 

    (b) in paste 3306 10 20 

    (c) other 3306 10 90 

(2) Yarn used to clean between the teeth (dental floss) 3306 20 00 

(3) Tooth brushes, including dental plate brushes 9603 21 00 

237 Tyres and tubes other than those for bicycles, tri-cycles, cycle rickshaws and wheel-chairs; 

flaps 

  

(1) New pneumatic tyres, of rubber   

    (a) of a kind used on motor cars (including station wagon and racing cars) 4011 10 00 

    (b) of a kind used on buses and lorries 4011 20 00 

    (c) of a kind used on aircraft 4011 30 00 

    (d) of a kind used on motor cycles 4011 40 00 

    (e) of a kind used on construction or imdustrial handling vehicles and machines and having 

a ring size not exceding 61 cm 

4011 62 00 

    (f) of a kind used on construction or imdustrial handling vehicles and machines and having 

a ring size exceding 61 cm 

4011 63 00 

    (g) Other new pneumatic tyres, of rubber (excluding tyres used on bicycles and agricultural 

or forestry vehicles and machines) 

4011 69 00 

(2) Retreaded or used pneumatic tyres of rubber, solid or cushion tyres, tyre treads and tyre 

flaps, of rubber 

4012 00 00 

(3) Inner tubes, of rubber   

    (a) for motor cars  4013 10 10 

    (b) for lorries and buses 4013 10 20 
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    (c)  for aircraft  4013 90 10 

    (d) for motor cycle 4013 90 20 

    (e) for off road vehicles, not elsewhere specified or included 4013 90 30 

238 Vacuum flasks of all kinds and descriptions including refills for such flasks and thermally 

insulated flasks, containers and vessels including thermoses, thermic jugs, ice buckets or 

boxes, tins and receptacles to keep food or beverages or other articles, hot or cold and 

components and accessories thereof 

9617 00 00 

239 Vinegar and substitutes for vinegar obtained from acetic acid   

(1) Brewed vinegar 2209 00 10 

(2) Synthetic vinegar 2209 00 20 

(3) Other 2209 00 90 

240 Watches, clocks, time-pieces (whether or not in combination with any other devices), stop 

watches, time switches, mechanical-timers, time-records, auto print time punching clocks, 

time-registers, instrument panel clocks of all kinds including all such electronic devices, parts 

and accessories thereof, watch bands, watch bracelets, watch chains, watch straps 

  

(1) Wrist-watches, pocket-watches and other watches, including stop-watches, with case of 

precious metal or of metal clad with precious metal  excluding braille watch 

9101  00 00 

(2) Wrist-watches, pocket-watches and other watches, including stop-watches, other than 

those of heading 9101 excluding braille watch 

9102 00 00 

(3) Clocks with watch movements excluding clocks of heading 9104 9103 00 00 

(4) Instrument panel colcks and clocks of a similar type for vehicles, aircraft, space craft or 

vessels 

9104 00 00 

(5) Alarm clocks    

     (a) electrically operated  9105 11 00 

     (b) other  9105 19 00 

(6) Wall colcks   

     (a) electrically operated  9105 21 00 

     (b) other  9105 29 00 

(7) Battery accumulator or mains powered clocks  9105 91 00 

(8) Time pieces 9105 99 10 

(9) Time registers; time recorders 9106 10 00 

(10) Parking meters  9106 20 00 

(11) Time switches with clock or watch movement or with synchronous motor  9107 00 00 

(12) Watch movements, complete and assembled 9108 00 00 

(13) Clock movements, complete and assembled 9109 00 00 

(14) Complete watch or clock movements, unassembled or partly assembled (movement 

sets); incomplete watch or clock movements, assembled; rough watch or clock movements 

9110 00 00 
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(15) Watch cases   

     (a) cases of precious metal or metal clad with precious metal  9111 10 00 

     (b) cases of base metal, whether or not gold- or silver plated 9111 20 00 

     (c) other cases 9111 80 00 

(16) Parts of watch cases 9111 90 00 

(16) Clock cases and parts thereof 9112 00 00 

(17) Watch straps, watch bands and watch bracelets, and parts thereof  9113 00 00 

(18) Other watch or clock parts  9114 00 00 

241 Water supply and sanitary equipments and fittings of every description including storage 

tanks, sinks, wash basins, wash basin pedestals, taps, bath showers, bidets, water closet 

pans, flushing cisterns, urinals, commodes, man-hole covers used in connection with 

drainage and sewerage disposals, parts and accessories thereof; 

  

(1) Baths, shower-baths, sinks and wash-basins of plastics 3922 10 00 

(2) Lavatory seats and covers of plastics 3922 20 00 

(3) Toilet articles of plastics 3924 90 10 

(4) Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers, of a capacity exceeding 300 Litres 3925 10 00 

(5) Ceramic sinks, wash basins, wash basin pedestals, baths, bidfts, water closet pans,   

     (a) of chinaware or porcelain ware 6910 10 00 

     (b) Other  6910 90 00 

(6) Storage tanks: reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers (other than compressed or 

liquefied gas), of iron and steel, whether or not lined or heat-insulated, but not fitted with 

mechanical or thermal equipment (excluding empty barrels of iron and steel) 

  

          (i) G.I. tanks 7309 00 10 

          (ii) pressed steel tanks  7309 00 30 

          (iv) pressure vessels  7309 00 40 

(7) Sanitaryware and parts thereof of iron or steel    

     (a) sinks and wash basins  7324 10 00 

     (b) baths whether or not enamelled  7324 21 00 

(8) Sanitaryware and parts therof of copper    

    (a) sanitaryware 7418 20 10 

    (b) parts of sanatryware 7418 20 20 

(9)Aluminium reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers, (other than compressed or 

liquefied gas), whether or not lined or heat-insulated, but not fitted with mechanical or 

thermal equipment 

7611 00 00 

(10) Sanitaryware and parts thereof of aluminium   

    (a) sanitaryware 7615 20 10 
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    (b) parts  7615 20 20 

(11) Sanitaryware fixtures of lead  7806 00 10 

(12) Sanitaryware fixtures of zinc 7907 00 10 

242 Wood (excluding fuel wood and wood charcoal) and articles of wood   

(1) Wood in the rough, whether or not stripped of bark or sapwood, or roughly squared   

    (a)  Treated with paint, stains, creosote or other preservatives 4403 10 00 

    (b)  Sawlogs and veneerlogs 4403 20 10 

    (c)  Dark Red Meranti, Light Red Meranti and Meranti Bakau 4403 41 00 

    (d)  Teak wood in rough 4403 49 10 

    (e)  Oak wood 4403 91 00 

    (f)   Beech wood 4403 92 00 

    (g)  Andaman Padauk 4403 99 11 

    (h)  Bonsum 4403 99 12 

    (i)   Gurgan 4403 99 13 

    (j)   Khair 4403 99 14 

    (k)  Lampati 4403 99 15 

    (l)   Laurel 4403 99 16 

    (m) Paliwood 4403 99 17 

    (n)  Red Sanders 4403 99 18 

    (o)  Rose wood 4403 99 19 

    (p)  Sal 4403 99 21 

    (q)  Sandalwood 4403 99 22 

    (r )  Semul 4403 99 23 

    (s)  Walnut wood 4403 99 24 

    (t)   Anjam 4403 99 25 

    (u)  Birch 4403 99 26 

    (v)  Sissoo 4403 99 27 

    (w) White cedar 4403 99 28 

    (x) Other 4403 99 29 

(2) Wood wool; wood flour 4405 00 00 

(3) Railway or tramway sleepers (crossties) of wood 4406 00 00 

(4) Wood sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, whether or not planed, sanded or 

end-jointed, of a thickness exceeding 6 mm 

4407 00 00 

(5) Sheets for veneering (including those obtained by slicing laminated wood), for plywood or 

for similar laminated wood and other wood, sawn lengthwise, sliced or peeled, whether or 

not planed, sanded, spliced for end-jointed, of a thickness not exceeding 6 mm 

4408 00 00 

(6) Wood (including strips and friezes for parquet flooring, not assembled) continously 

shaped (tongued, grooved, rebated, chamfered, V-jointed, beaded, moulded, rounded or the 

like) along any of its edges or faces, whethre or not planed, sanded or end-jointed 

4409 00 00 
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(7) Particle board, oriented strand board (OSB) and similar board of wood or other ligneous 

materials, whether or not agglomereted with resins for other organic binding substances 

4410 00 00 

(8) Fibre board of wood or other lignious materials, whether or not bonded with resins or 

other organic substances 

4411 00 00 

(9) Plywood, veneered panels and similar laminated wood 4412 00 00 

(10) Densified wood, in blocks, plates, strips or profile shapes 4413 00 00 

(11) Wooden frames for paintings, photographs, mirrors, or similar objects 4414 00 00 

(12) Tableware and kitchenware, of wood 4419 00 00 

(13) Other articles of wood 4421 00 00 

243 Yeast-fresh, dried or compressed; yeast extract-paste or powder and yeast cell wall   

(1) Culture yeast 2102 10 10 

(2) Baker`s yeast  2102 10 20 

(3) Other 2102 10 90 

244 All goods not specified elsewhere 9910 90 00 
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Annexure-D State Codes                                                                                 

 
State Code Name 

01 Jammu And Kashmir 

02 Himachal Pradesh 

03 Punjab 

04 Chandigarh 

05 Uttarakhand 

06 Haryana 

07 Delhi 

08 Rajasthan 

09 Uttar Pradesh 

10 Bihar 

11 Sikkim 

12 Arunachal Pradesh 

13 Nagaland 

14 Manipur 

15 Mizoram 

16 Tripura 

17 Meghalaya 

18 Assam 

19 West Bengal 

20 Jharkhand 

21 Orissa 

22 Chhattisgarh 

23 Madhya Pradesh 

24 Gujarat 

25 Daman And  Diu 

26 Dadra and Nagarhaveli 

27 Maharashtra 

28 Andhra Pradesh 

29 Karnataka 

30 Goa 

31 Lakshadweep 

32 Kerala 

33 Tamilnadu 

34 Pondicherry or Pudducherry 

35 Andaman and Nicobar Islands 

37 Telangana 

99 Other state 
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m-Nivaran 

 

# Field description Cherecters 

1 Identifier ENV 3 

2 TIN VAT/CST TIN having 11 Digits 11 

3 Subject ASSMT- Assessment 5 

4 Complain Type ASM – All documents submitted, but assessment is  not completed. 

AWH - A.O. passed without hearing. 

REC - Assessment dues (Demand) raised wrongly 

RFN - Payment of Refund as per A.O. not received 

HRD - Assessment Authority does not give next date even in genuine reason  

ITC - Allowable ITC disallowed 

CFM - Disallowed statutory forms 

 

3 

5 Area Area Code in 4 Digits 4 

6 Complain 

Against 

Name, Designation and office of Officer against which complain is to be 

submitted. It will allow space. 

40(Upto Maximum 40 

characters). Special 

characters like 

comma, /, \, space 

are allowed only. 

 

Example of an SMS: 

 

ENV 24040786530 ASSMT ITC 0407 Mr Thomas, CTO, Ghatak-X 

 

ઉપર �જુબના ફોરમેટમા ંવેપાર��ી એસેસમે�ટને સબંિંધત ક�પલેઈન કર� શકશે. 

 જુરાતના ર!" ટડ$ વેપાર�એ www.commercialtax.gujarat.gov.inપર લોગઇન થઇને પોતાના મોબાઇલ 

નબંરને ર!" ટડ$ કરવાનો રહ&શે. 

• વેપાર��ી મોબાઈલ કોમશ'યલ ટ&)ની વેબસાઈટ પર થી Update Contact Detail પરથી કર� શકશે 

• આર!, ્ ટડ$મોબાઇલમાનંીચેના ફોરમેટ �જુબ મેસેજલખીનેCommercial Tax Gujarat ના આ માટ& 

1હ&ર કર&લા મોબાઇલ નબંર9223166166પર મોકલવાનો રહ&શે. 

મોબાઇલ પર SMS codeword થી તૈયાર કરવાનો રહ&શે વેપાર�એ તે �જુબની િવગતો ટાઇપ કરવાની રહ&શે. 
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Thank You 


